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The human brain adapts to changing demands by altering its
functional and structural properties (neuroplasticity) which
results in learning and acquiring skills. Convergent evidence
from both human and animal studies suggests that enhanced
physical exercise facilitates neuroplasticity of certain brain
structures and as a result cognitive functions [1] as well as
affective [2] and behavioral responses [3].This special issue is
being proposed at a very challenging time. There is evidence
linking increased physical exercise with an enhancement of
neurogenesis, synaptogenesis, angiogenesis, and the release
of neurotrophins as well as neuroendocrinological changes,
which are associated with benefits in cognitive and affective
as well as behavioral functioning (such as fine motor func-
tioning).

The body-mind connection has recaptured scientific
interest in recent years with more than a dozen of academic
books dedicated to the topic. This reflects the growth in
interest. Physical activity refers to body movement that leads
to energy expenditure and is initiated by skeletal muscles
[4, 5].Physical exercise or exercise has been previously defined
as a disturbance of homeostasis through muscle activity

resulting in movement and increased energy expenditure
[6]. The critical difference between both terms refers to the
planned and structured nature of exercise [4].

This present special issue has one primary aim: enhancing
our understanding of the neurobiological mechanisms of
physical exercise, which result in different experiential and
behavioral consequences. It includes six original contribu-
tions from international research groups. The researchers
used different methods including brain scans, EEG record-
ings, and blood as well as saliva sampling to investigate
the exercise-induced brain activity and volume changes in
different brain areas including frontal and central regions
of the brain, the hippocampus, cerebellum, and the motor
cortex. The effects of a variety of physical exercises like
dancing, playing handball, walking, or cycle ergometry were
assessed. The outcome variables referred to cognitive (mem-
ory consolidation) and motor performance measures.

In their study “Senior Dance Experience, Cognitive Per-
formance, and Brain Volume in Older Women,” C. Niemann
et al. (2016) tested the association of long-term dance expe-
rience with cognitive performance and gray matter brain
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2 Neural Plasticity

volume in older women aged 65 to 82 years. The German
research group compared nonprofessional senior dancers
(𝑛 = 28) with nonsedentary control group participants
without any dancing experience (𝑛 = 29), who were similar
in age, education, IQ score, lifestyle and health factors, and
fitness level. Neither in the four tested cognitive domains
(executive control, perceptual speed, episodic memory, and
long-term memory) nor in brain volume (VBM whole-brain
analysis and region-of-interest analysis of the hippocampus)
were differences observed. Results indicated that moderate
dancing activity (1-2 times per week, on average) has no
additional effects on gray matter volume and cognitive
functioning when a certain lifestyle or physical activity and
fitness level is reached.

In the study by R. Thomas et al. entitled “Acute Exercise
andMotorMemoryConsolidation:TheRole of Exercise Tim-
ing,” the Danish-US-American-Canadian research group
investigated the effects of three different temporal placements
of high-intensity exercise following visuomotor skill acquisi-
tion on the retention of motor memory in 48 young (24.0 ±
2.5 yrs), healthymale subjects.These were randomly assigned
to one of four groups either performing a high-intensity
(90%maximumpower output) cycle-ergometer exercise bout
for 20min (EX90), 1 h (EX90+1), and 2 h (EX90+2) after
acquisition or rested (CON). Retention tests were performed
at day one (R1) and day seven (R7) after testing. At R1
changes in performance scores from postacquisition were
greater for EX90 than CON and EX90+2. At R7 changes in
performance scores for EX90, EX90+1, and EX90+2 were
higher than CON. Changes for EX90 at R7 were greater
than EX90+2. Exercise-induced improvements in procedural
memory diminish as the temporal proximity of exercise from
acquisition is increased. Timing of exercise following motor
practice is important for motor memory consolidation.

A Swiss study (J. Meier et al., 2016) entitled “Differ-
ences in Cortical Representation and Structural Connectivity
of Hands and Feet between Professional Handball players
and Ballet Dancers” aimed at investigating sport-specific
adaptations in professional handball players versus ballet
dancers. The research team focused on the primary motor
and somatosensory gray matter (GM) representation of
hands and feet using voxel-based morphometry as well as
on fractional anisotropy (FA) of the corticospinal tract by
means of diffusion tensor imaging-based fibre tractography.
As predicted, GM volume was increased in hand areas of
handball players, whereas ballet dancers showed increased
GM volume in foot areas. Compared to handball players,
ballet dancers showed decreased FA in both fibres connecting
the foot and hand areas, and they showed lower FA in fibres
connecting the foot compared to their hand areas, whereas
handball players showed lower FA in fibres connecting the
hand compared to their foot areas. The results suggest that
structural adaptations are sport specific and aremanifested in
brain regions associated with the neural processing of sport-
specific skills.

The study “Neural Correlates of Dual-Task Walking:
Effects of Cognitive Versus Motor Interference in Young
Adults” by R. Beurskens et al. (2016), a German research
group, aimed to gather more information regarding the

underlying neural correlates of single and dual-task walking.
They had 15 young adults (23.9 ± 2.6 years) walking while
concurrently performing a cognitive (CI) or amotor interfer-
ence (MI) task. Simultaneously, neural activation in frontal,
central, and parietal brain areas was registered using amobile
EEG system. Results showed that the MI task but not the CI
task affected walking performance in terms of significantly
decreased gait velocity, decreased stride length, significantly
increased stride time, and increased tempo-spatial variability.
Average activity in alpha and beta frequencies was signifi-
cantly modulated during both CI andMI walking conditions
in frontal and central brain regions, indicating an increased
cognitive load during dual-task walking.Their results suggest
that impaired motor performance during dual-task walking
is mirrored in neural activation patterns of the brain. This
finding is in line with established cognitive theories arguing
that dual-task situations overstrain cognitive capabilities
resulting in motor performance decrements.

Another interesting German study by K. Hötting et al.
(2016) entitled “The Effects of Acute Physical Exercise on
Memory, Peripheral BDNF, and Cortisol in Young Adults”
aims to assess the effects of a single bout of physical exer-
cise on memory consolidation and the possible underlying
neuroendocrinological mechanisms in young adults (aged 22
years). Participants encoded a list of German-Polish vocabu-
lary before exercising for 30min at either high intensity or
low intensity or relaxing. Retention of the vocabulary was
assessed 20 minutes after the intervention as well as 24 hours
later. Serum BDNF and salivary cortisol were measured at
baseline, after learning and after the intervention. The high-
intensity exercise group showed an increase in BDNF and
cortisol after exercising compared to baseline. Exercise after
learning did not enhance the absolute number of recalled
words. Participants of the high-intensity exercise group,
however, forgot less vocabulary than the relaxing group
24 hours after learning. There was no robust relationship
between memory scores and the increase in BDNF and
cortisol, respectively, suggesting that further parameters have
to be taken into account to explain the effects of exercise on
memory in humans.

The Canadian study “Promoting Motor Cortical Plas-
ticity with Acute Aerobic Exercise: A Role for Cerebellar
Circuits” by C. S. Mang et al. (2016) investigated the effect
of acute aerobic exercise on cerebellar circuits and their
potential contribution to altered M1 plasticity in healthy
individuals (age: 24.8 ± 4.1 years). In experiment 1, acute
aerobic exercise reduced cerebellar inhibition (CBI), elicited
by dual-coil paired pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation.
In experiment 2, they evaluated the facilitatory effects of
aerobic exercise with response to paired associative stim-
ulation, delivered with a 25ms (PAS25) or 21ms (PAS21)
interstimulus interval. Increased M1 excitability evoked by
PAS25, but not PAS21, relies on transcerebellar sensory
pathways. The magnitude of the aerobic exercise effect on
PAS response was not significantly different between PAS
protocols; however, planned comparisons indicated that,
relative to a period of rest, acute aerobic exercise enhanced
the excitatory response to PAS25 but not PAS21. Thus,
the results of these planned comparisons indirectly provide
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modest evidence that modulation of cerebellar circuits may
contribute to exercise-induced increases in M1 plasticity. The
findings have implications for developing aerobic exercise
strategies to “prime” M1 plasticity for enhanced motor skill
learning in applied settings.

The idea behind this special issue on the neuroscience
of exercise with regard to neuroplasticity and its behavioral
consequences was to foster the understanding of the link
between exercise or physical activity and neuroscience. In
this issue we have drawn together researchers from different
disciplines, for example, brain science, cognitive psychology,
neuroscience, and exercise science as well as psychophys-
iology, to present a state-of-the-art summary of what is
known about the neurobiological mechanisms of physical
exercise which result in behavioral consequences. The results
suggest that physical exercise may trigger neuroplasticity
and, thereby, enhances an individual’s capacity to respond to
new demands with behavioral alterations. We hope that the
readers interested in the neuroscience of exercise perceive
the findings presented as an update of the current literature
and as exciting as we think they are. We further hope
that the research presented encourages new studies on the
neuroscience of exercise in the future.

Henning Budde
Mirko Wegner
Hideaki Soya

Claudia Voelcker-Rehage
Terry McMorris
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Physical activity is positively related to cognitive functioning and brain volume in older adults. Interestingly, different types of
physical activity vary in their effects on cognition and on the brain. For example, dancing has become an interesting topic in aging
research, as it is a popular leisure activity among older adults, involving cardiovascular and motor fitness dimensions that can be
positively related to cognition. However, studies on brain structure are missing. In this study, we tested the association of long-
term senior dance experience with cognitive performance and gray matter brain volume in older women aged 65 to 82 years. We
compared nonprofessional senior dancers (𝑛 = 28) with nonsedentary control group participants without any dancing experience
(𝑛 = 29), who were similar in age, education, IQ score, lifestyle and health factors, and fitness level. Differences neither in the
four tested cognitive domains (executive control, perceptual speed, episodic memory, and long-termmemory) nor in brain volume
(VBMwhole-brain analysis, region-of-interest analysis of the hippocampus) were observed. Results indicate thatmoderate dancing
activity (1-2 times per week, on average) has no additional effects on gray matter volume and cognitive functioning when a certain
lifestyle or physical activity and fitness level are reached.

1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, research has shown that physical
activity benefits cognitive performance in older adults (e.g.,
review article by Bherer et al. [1]), affirming that tasks mea-
suring executive functions and controlled processes profit
the most (see meta-analysis by Colcombe and Kramer [2]).
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that physical activity
also diminishes the risk of suffering from dementia [3] and
benefits hippocampal volume and memory performance [4–
6].

The majority of these studies focus on cardiovascular
activities, such as walking or bicycling. However, motor fit-
ness and coordination training have also been shown to
benefit cognitive function [7, 8] and brain volume [9] in
older adults (see review articles by Erickson et al. [10]
and Voelcker-Rehage and Niemann [11]). Motor fitness
represents the skill-related components of physical fitness,

which are based on information processing [11]. It refers
to the use of the senses (e.g., sight and hearing) for coor-
dinated abilities, together with body parts for performing
motor tasks smoothly and accurately [12]. Examples of
this include reaction speed, hand-eye coordination, balance,
and agility. Training that aims to improve motor fitness
is called coordination training. Using dancing as a multi-
modal type of physical activity that addresses cardiovascu-
lar, coordinative, and cognitive demands while providing
an attractive leisure activity for older adults may be an
effective means to improve cognitive and brain function
in this population. We hypothesized that a combination
of cardiovascular and coordinative demands would add to
the common effects of cardiovascular activity on cognitive
performance and brain volume and maximize its impact on
neuroplasticity and cognition (for a study on additive effects
of cardiovascular activity and environmental enrichment in
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animals, see Fabel et al. [13]). However, to date, only a
small number of studies have investigated the effects of reg-
ular dancing activity on cognitive performance with mixed
results. None of these studies included neurophysiological
measures.

A first prospective study by Verghese and colleagues
[14] showed leisure dancing to be associated with a reduced
risk of developing dementia. A similar cross-sectional study
conducted a few years later, however, did not confirm this
result. Adults aged 80 years (standard deviation [SD] = 6.5
years) who engaged in multiple years of nonprofessional
social dancing activity did not reveal better cognitive perfor-
mance in the domains of memory (Free and Cued Selective
Reminding Test), verbal fluency, and executive control (Digit
Span Task, Digit Symbol Substitution Test, BlockDesign Test,
and Trail Making Test), in comparison to nondancers [15].
Similarly, a pilot study of 13 healthy older women (mean
(M) age = 68 years; SD = 8.6 years) did not demonstrate
improvements in cognitive performance measured using
the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) after a 12-
week jazz dance intervention [16]. Recent studies show
more positive results. Older adults (M age = 71.69; SD = 1.15
years) with long-term dancing experience exhibited better
cognitive performance in fluid intelligence (Raven Standard
ProgressiveMatrices) and attention (Geriatric Concentration
Test), in comparison to age-matched inactive controls [17].
Furthermore, the same research group observed an increase
in performance in an overall index of cognition (comprised
of concentration, attention, and nonverbal learning) in older
adults participating in a six-month dancing intervention
[18].

To our knowledge, no past research has investigated the
relationship between dancing and brain volume in older
adults. Additionally, previous studies in this field often com-
pared samples that were dissimilar in measures of lifestyle
(e.g., social participation), physical activity behaviour, and fit-
ness, which may have influenced results. Comparing the cog-
nitive effects of senior dancers against a nonsedentary control
group allows for the assessment of the impact of dancing
experience against a “normative” (physically) active lifestyle.
As cognitive decline during late adulthood occurs in parallel
with brain volume shrinkage [19, 20], interventions that
could diminish age-related brain volume loss are of specific
interest.Thus, we were keen to explore whether older women
with long-term dancing experience in a senior dancing
class showed better cognitive performance and gray matter
(GM) volume, in comparison to nonsedentary age-matched
controls. Based on previous research performed separately on
cardiovascular and coordinated activity and in animals, we
expected better performance in the dancing group as com-
pared to the control group, in cognitive aspects that are par-
ticularly affected by increasing age, including episodic mem-
ory, long-term memory, executive control, and perceptual
speed as basic components of fluid intelligence [21]. At the
brain level, we assumed a positive effect of long-term dancing
experience on GM volume, especially in the hippocampus
[6].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants. We recruited 57 healthy older women (M
age = 72.92 years; SD = 4.50; range = 65–81 years) in
Bremen, Germany, through the member registry of the
German Federal Association of Senior Dance (Bundesver-
band Seniorentanz e.V.) and newspaper advertisements. We
restricted data collection to women only, due to the failure to
recruit enough age-matched male senior dancers in Bremen
and to homogenize the sample. Participants were screened for
any history of cardiovascular disease, neurological disorders
(e.g., self-report of neurological diseases, such as brain tumor,
Parkinson’s disease, or stroke), other motor or cognitive
restriction (a score of less than 27 on the MMSE [22]), or
metal implants. All subjects participated voluntarily in the
study and provided written, informed consent for the proce-
dures.The studywas approved by the Ethics Committee of the
German Psychological Society and conformed to the ethical
principles for medical research involving human subjects
outlined by the World Medical Association Declaration of
Helsinki.

To avoid or control for the confounders present in many
previous studies, participants were given questionnaires to
determine their demographics, handedness, health, habit-
ual physical activity level, and social participation. General
intelligence (IQ score) was measured with a test battery
from the Berlin Aging Study [21], which included five tests
representing five primary intellectual abilities: (a) perceptual
speed (Identical Pictures Test), (b) reasoning (test of Figural
Analogies), (c)memory (Paired-Associate Learning Test), (d)
verbal fluency (Naming Animals), and (e) verbal knowledge
(Vocabulary Test). Performance scores were transformed into
T scores (M = 50, SD = 10) and a mean intelligence index
(IQ score) was calculated to correct for differences in general
intelligence during the analyses (cf. Colcombe et al. [23]).
Habitual physical activity was measured using the German
version of the Baecke et al. [24] questionnaire [25] and
was expressed in kilocalories/kilo body weight expended per
week (kcal/kg∗wk) by leisure time and physical activities,
according to the recommendations from Ainsworth et al.
([26, 27] range between 10.14 and 30.76 kcal). Energy expen-
diture in relation to dancing activity was excluded (see
below). Social participation was measured according to the
questionnaire of participation in 17 everyday activities by
Aartsen and colleagues [28] and was expressed as the sum of
self-reported social activities over the previousmonths (range
between 44 and 76 activities).

Half of the sample (𝑛 = 28) included current members of
a senior dancing class of the German Federal Association of
SeniorDance that were active for at least five years (minimum
dancing activity of one time per week). Mean senior dancing
experience was 13.38 years (range = 5–34 years; SD = 7.73
years). Senior female dancers participated in dancing classes
a mean of 1.59 times per week (range = 1–4 times/week;
SD = 0.89) for at least 60 minutes, resulting in approximately
6.70 kcal/kg∗wk spent on dancing activity. The other half of
the sample (𝑛 = 29) did not have any dancing experience and
served as a nonsedentary control group. Both groups were
statistically similar to one another in terms of measures of
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Table 1: Demographic and health information (M and SD) for
senior dancers (𝑛 = 28) and control group (𝑛 = 29) participants.

Characteristic Senior dancers Control group
𝑝

M SD M SD
Age 73.10 4.32 72.73 4.13 .74
Education 12.70 2.36 13.09 2.96 .59
IQ score 50.54 4.72 51.61 4.90 .40
BMI 26.29 2.76 25.01 3.54 .13
Hypertension 0.46 0.51 0.38 0.49 .53
ERT 0.29 0.46 0.41 0.50 .32
Subjective health 3.72 0.64 3.79 0.73 .71
Social participation 60.82 6.95 59.02 7.64 .36
Living condition 0.36 0.49 0.59 0.50 .09
Physical activity 18.93 7.34 17.89 7.85 .61
Cardiovascular fitness 19.28 3.74 20.18 4.48 .41
Motor fitness 0.08 0.67 −0.08 0.61 .44
Note: age (average age in years), education (years of formal education), IQ
score, BMI (bodymass index), hypertension (proportion of participants who
were diagnosed with hypertensive disorders), ERT (estrogen replacement
therapy), proportion of participantswho recieved estrogen replacement ther-
apy, social participation, living condition (proportion of participants who
reported living with others), physical activity (other than dancing activity;
in kcal/kg∗wk), cardiovascular fitness (VO

2
peak mL/kg), and motor fitness

(overall index of z-scores).

age, years of formal education, IQ score, BMI, hypertension,
estrogen replacement therapy, subjective health, living condi-
tion, social participation, physical activity (dancing activity
not included), and cardiovascular and motor fitness levels
(see Table 1 for M and SD, all variables 𝑝 > .09). Both
groups were engaged in similar physical activities, aside
from dancing (cf. above). Main activities across the whole
sample were bicycling, walking, doing gymnastics or water
gymnastics, and swimming.

2.2. Fitness Assessments. Cardiovascular fitness was assessed
by spiroergometry (ZAN 600 from nSpire Health based in
Oberthulba, Germany), which is a measurement system of
oxygen consumption and indirect calorimetric assessment.
Participants were required to obtain consent from their
family physician before commencing cardiovascular fitness
testing. During spiroergometry, participants completed a
submaximal graded exercise test (three minutes of warming
up at 10 watts, followed by an increase of 10 watts/min during
the test, and a five-minute cooldown) on a bicycle ergometer
(Ergoline Ergoselect 100P rpm-independent cycle ergometer
manufactured in Bitz, Germany). A medical doctor, in coop-
eration with a certified sports scientist, secured a ten-lead
electrocardiography (ECG) fully digital stress system (Kiss,
GE Healthcare, Munich, Germany) to continuously monitor
respiration, heart rate, blood pressure, and electrocardiogra-
phy during the testing protocol. The mean value of oxygen
consumption (VO

2
) at the highest complete performance

level achieved by the participants, expressed as VO
2
peak

mL/kg, was used for data analysis. The test was stopped after
either participants maintained a respiratory exchange ratio of
1 for at least 30 s, due to volitional exhaustion or risk factors
occurred. Protocols that were terminated because of risk

factors (e.g., blood pressure above 230/115mmHg, cardiac
arrhythmia) or due to volitional fatigue that occurred before
the respiratory quotient reached 1 were not used for analysis.

Motor fitness was assessed according to the study of
Voelcker-Rehage et al. [7], by using a heterogeneous battery
of eight motor tests representing three different domains of
motor fitness: movement and reaction speed, balance, and
finemotor coordination.Movement speedwasmeasured using
three tests: Foot Tapping Test, Agility Test, and 30 s Chair
Stand Test. During the Foot Tapping Test [29], participants
sat on a chair and tapped both feet simultaneously across a
marker on the floor in front of them (the number of taps
within 20 s was counted, with the best of the two trials
selected for analysis). The Foot-Up-and-Go Test by Adrian
[30] was used to assess agility. Participants sat on a chair,
stood up, walked around a cone eight feet in front of them,
and then sat back down on the chair (the best out of three
trials was selected for analysis). During the 30 s Chair
Stand Test [31], participants began by sitting on a chair and
continuously got up and sat down (the number of get-ups
within 30 s was counted and used for analysis).Reaction speed
was assessed by the Stick-Fall Test [32], in which participants
gripped a falling stick as soon as possible with their dominant
and nondominant hand (three trials with right and left hand;
falling distance in cmwasmeasured, and themean of the best
trial of the right and left hand was used for data analysis).
Balance was measured by three tests: the Backwards Beam
Walk Test and the One-Leg Stand with eyes open and closed.
In the Backwards Beam Walk Test [33], participants walked
backwards on three balance beams of differing widths: 6 cm,
4.5 cm, and 3 cm (the number of steps on each beam was
counted with a maximum of eight steps per beam). Three
trials per beam were performed and the steps of all nine
trials were added together for a total score). In the One-Leg
Stand [34], participants looked straight ahead while standing
on one leg with the other slightly flexed. Compensatory
movements of the arms and the lifted leg, but not of the
standing leg, were accepted. Participants performed three
trials standing on the right and left leg each at a time (duration
of standing in seconds with a maximum of 20 s was noted for
each trial, and themean of the best trial with the right and left
legs was used for data analysis).TheOne-Leg Stand with eyes
closed was performed accordingly. Fine motor coordination
was measured by the Purdue Pegboard Test [35]. During this
test, participants placed as many pegs as possible into the
holes of a pegboard in 30 s. Participants performed this task
three times with each hand separately and then with both
hands simultaneously (the mean value from the best of the
three trials per condition was used for data analysis).

An overall index of motor fitness (mean of the z-trans-
formed individual performances within the three domains)
was calculated from the individual performances in the three
fitness dimensions: speed (mean of the four tests), balance
(mean of the three tests), and fine motor coordination.

2.3. Cognitive Assessments. Memory was measured by the
German version of the Auditory Verbal Learning and Mem-
ory Test (AVLMT, [36]). For assessing episodic memory per-
formance, participants were asked to remember and recall
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as many words as possible after hearing a list of 15 words.
The same list was presented in five consecutive trials for
approximately 10 to 15 minutes; the total number of words
recalled over the five trials was used for data analysis with a
maximum value of 75. Long-term memory performance was
assessed using a delayed recall trial after approximately 20 to
30 minutes (participants underwent further cognitive testing
during this time) without additional presentation of the list
(the difference between the number of recalled words for the
fifth trial and the number of recalled words for the delayed
trial was used for data analysis; the lower the difference, the
better the performance; see also [36]).

Executive control was measured by a modified version of
the Flanker Task with three response conditions, as reported
elsewhere [37]. Participants were asked to identify a colored
target in the center (red or green) surrounded by four
distractors (congruent condition: same color; incongruent
condition: competing color; neutral condition: different color
(blue)) by pressing a button with either the left index finger
(digit N on a German keyboard for red) or right index
finger (digit X on a German keyboard for green). Participants
performed three blocks of 50 Flanker items, each presented in
random order. Further task parameters were a fixation cross-
exposure time of 300ms, an intermediate blank period of
200ms, a stimulus duration of 500ms, a reaction period until
a response was made or 1000ms has passed, a mean random
trial variance of 150ms, and an interblock break duration of
10 s. Participants performed 20 practice trials prior to testing
to ensure the task was understood.

Performance of the Flanker Task was measured by speed
(i.e., reaction time of correct incongruent trials) and accuracy
(i.e., percentage of correct incongruent trials). To offset
speed against accuracy, a standardized performance index (q-
score) was calculated based on reaction time and response
accuracymeasures in the incongruent condition [38]: q-score
is equal to IQ standardized mean reaction time (RT correct
responses/IQ standardized percentage of correct responses)
with IQ standardized scores having a mean of 100 and a
standard deviation of 15. A lower q-score represents faster,
more accurate performance on the test.

Perceptual speed was measured by a Visual Search Task
that used filled and unfilled squares and circles as stimuli
[39].We used the conjunction search condition, where a filled
circle (target) had to be found among 2, 8, or 14 unfilled circles
and filled squares (both distractors) appearing on the black
screen of a computer monitor. Each participant performed
four blocks of 50 trials each in a randomized order, with
possible combinations of three display sizes (2, 8, or 14 items),
target present or absent, and eight target locations (four inner
and four outer quadrants, which mattered in target-present
conditions only). Further task parameters were a fixation
cross-exposure time of 300ms, an intermediate blank period
of 200ms, a stimulus duration until a response was made
or 5000ms had passed, a mean random trial variance of
150ms, and an interblock break duration of 30 s. Presence
of the target was indicated when participants pressed the
digit N on a German keyboard with the right index finger
as quickly and as accurately as possible; absence of the target
was indicated when participants pressed the digit X on the

keyboard with the left index finger. Participants performed
20 practice trials (14 items present) prior to testing to ensure
that they understood the task.

Performance of a Visual Search Task was measured by
speed (i.e., the reaction time of correct 14-item trials) and
accuracy (i.e., the percentage of correct answers for 14-item
trials). As above, standardized performance indices (q-score)
for the 14-item condition were calculated from reaction time
(only correct responses) and response accuracy [38].

These cognitive domains were chosen for the current
analyses for two reasons: the meta-analysis by Colcombe and
Kramer [2] showed that executive control and controlled
processes (measured using a Visual Search Task) benefit the
most from physical activity and hippocampal volume and
memory performance are of particular interest with regard
to effects of physical activity in older adults (e.g., [4, 40–42]).

2.4. Study Design. Each participant completed themotor and
cognitive tests within two laboratory sessions of approxi-
mately 1.5 h each. All tasks were administered in a fixed order.
On a separate day, structural T1-weighted anatomical brain
scans were collected using a 3-Tesla MRI scanner (MPRAGE
sequence, TR of 1900ms, 192 slices with 1 × 1 × 1mm3
isotropic resolution). This was part of a larger MRI protocol,
which lasted a total of about 45 minutes.

2.5. MRI Data Processing and Analysis

2.5.1. Whole-Brain Voxel-Based Morphometry. We used
SPM8 (Statistical Parametric Mapping Version 8; Wellcome
Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, University College London,
London, UK) running under MATLAB version 7.12
(MathWorks, Sherborn,MA,USA)with help from theVBM8
toolbox (Structural BrainMappingGroup, University of Jena,
Jena, Germany; http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm/down-
load/) for preprocessing of the T1-weighted images and
determination of voxel-based volume differences between
senior dancers and control group participants across the
whole brain. We applied standard VBM8 routines and
default parameters. The “new segmentation” preprocessing
procedure implemented in VBM8 consists of an iterative
combination of corrections for bias-field inhomogeneity,
high dimensional spatial DARTEL (Diffeomorphic Anatomi-
cal Registration Through Exponentiated Lie Algebra)
normalization into MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute)
space, tissue classification into GM, white matter (WM), and
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). In addition, a modulation step
multiplies GM images by the local value derived from
the deformation field, thereby preserving within-voxel
volumes that may have been altered during the nor-
malization step (VBM8 toolbox manual: http://dbm.neuro
.uni-jena.de/vbm/download/). The modulated GM volumes
were then smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel of
8mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) to accommodate
inexact spatial normalization. The normalized, modulated,
and smoothed GM images were used in the statistical
analysis.

Previous research has shown that region-of-interest-
(ROI-) based analysis is more sensitive in finding volume
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differences in the medial-temporal lobe region between
study groups [10, 43]. Thus, hippocampal volume determi-
nation was separately performed with the help of Neu-
roQuant� software (CorTechs Labs Inc., San Diego, CA;
http://www.cortechslabs.com/). The T1-weighted image of
each participant was uploaded to the NeuroQuant server,
where the brain imaging data were processed and analyzed.
NeuroQuant uses a computer-automated analysis involving
several preprocessing steps (e.g., skull stripping; inflating the
brain to a spherical shape; mapping the spherical brain to
a common spherical space shared with the Talairach Atlas
brain; identification of brain regions; and deflation of the
patient’s brain back to its original shape while retaining the
identifying information for brain segments). The advantage
of this analysis is that it measures volumes of brain structures
for several (mainly subcortical) regions. Mapping outputs
were visually inspected for segmentation irregularities; no
scans had to be excluded from analysis. We used the absolute
hippocampal volumes determined by NeuroQuant (left and
right hemispheres, separately) and adjusted the raw data for
intracranial volume (ICV) to account for head size differences
as recommended by Raz and colleagues [44]. We used
manual morphometry volume determination for ICV, the
same adjustment procedure as within our previous studies
[6].

2.6. Statistical Analyses. Although both groups were sta-
tistically similar in demographic and health variables, we
included age (due to the wide age range in this sample) and
IQ score (as general intelligence has been proven to impact
brain volume, cf. Ritchie et al. [45] and Basten et al. [46])
as covariates in all subsequent analyses to correct for brain
volume differences relevant to age and general intelligence.

2.6.1. Cognitive Tasks and Hippocampal Volume. Multivariate
analyses of covariance (MANCOVA) were used to test for
differences between senior dancers and control group par-
ticipants in regard to either cognitive performance (Analysis
1: group as an independent variable; the four cognitive tasks
of episodic memory, long-term memory, executive control,
and perceptual speed as dependent variables) or hippocampal
volume (Analysis 2: group as an independent variable; two
hippocampal volumes of right and left hemispheres as depen-
dent variables). Effect sizes were calculated by partial eta-
square (p𝜂2), expressing the amount of variance explained
in the dependent variables by the respective effect. For all
analyses, the significance level was set to 𝛼 = .05.

2.6.2. Voxel-Based Morphometry Data. A group comparison
of GM volumes was performed using both voxel- and cluster-
level inference within the framework of the general linear
model (GLM), with an absolute threshold of 0.2 to avoid
possible partial volume effects near the border between GM
and WM. As outlined above, age and general intelligence
(IQ score) were included in the model as covariates. One-
sided two-sample t-tests were performed voxelwise to test for
local volume differences between senior dancers and control
group participants across the whole brain separately for both

directions (senior dancers > control groups; senior dancers <
control group). We reported effects for clusters of voxels
exceeding a statistical threshold at a voxel level of 𝑝 < .001
(uncorrected) and additionally reported the familywise error
(FWE) correction value of the cluster level (correction for
multiple comparisons).

2.6.3. Association between Brain Volume and Cognitive Per-
formance. To examine whether brain volume was associated
with cognitive performance, we performed a 2-tailed Pearson
product-moment correlation analysis to test whether the
ICV-adjusted left and right hippocampal volumes correlated
with individual performances in the cognitive tasks. The
correlation analysis was, again, controlled for age and IQ
score. For significant correlations, followup linear regression
analyses were used to determine the percentage of explained
variance on cognitive performance within the respective
brain region.

3. Results

3.1. Cognitive Tasks. The MANCOVA did not reveal any
significant benefit for female senior dancers in the four
cognitive tasks covering perceptual speed, executive control,
episodic memory, and long-term memory in comparison to
nonsedentary age-matched control participants (see Table 2
for M, SD, F-, and p values of the respective MANCOVAs).

3.2. Hippocampal Volume. The MANCOVA with the ICV-
adjusted hippocampal volume of the left and right hemi-
spheres revealed no differences between senior dancers and
nonsedentary control group participants (see Table 3 for M,
SD, F-, and p values of the respective MANCOVAs).

3.3. Voxel-BasedMorphometry Data. T-contrasts revealed no
clusters in which senior dancers showed larger GM volume
than controls when results were controlled for familywise
errors. However, the uncorrected analysis clusters in frontal
brain regions tended to be larger in senior dancers than in
controls (see Figure 1, Table 4). When we tested the opposite
contrast—whether brain volume was larger in control group
participants than senior dancers—no cluster was found (data
not shown).

3.4. Additional Correlation Analysis. Across both groups,
Pearson product-moment correlation analysis revealed that
ICV-adjusted volumes of the left and right hippocampi were
negatively correlated with long-term memory performance,
indicating a positive relationship between brain volume
and cognitive performance (see Table 5). Followup linear
regression analyses revealed that individual volume of the
hippocampus (both hemispheres together) explained 15.1% of
variance in long-term memory performance (left hippocam-
pus: B = −0.07; SE B = 0.90; 𝛽 = −.12; 𝑝 = .45; right
hippocampus: B = −1.49; SE B = 0.75; 𝛽 = −.31; 𝑝 = .05).

4. Discussion

In this study, we investigated whether long-term senior danc-
ing experience in older women aged 65 to 82 years was
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Table 2: M and SD for performance in the four cognitive tasks separated for senior dancers (𝑛 = 28) and controls (𝑛 = 29), as well as F- and
p values and effect sizes of the respective MANCOVA with age and IQ score as covariates.

Cognitive task Group M SD F(1,55) 𝑝 p𝜂2

Flanker Task (q-score) Senior dancers 1.01 0.26 0.62 .44 .01
Control group 1.05 0.28

Visual Search Task (q-score) Senior dancers 1.06 0.39 0.64 .43 .01
Control group 1.00 0.27

Memory encoding (sum of 5 trials) Senior dancers 53.00 8.03 0.32 .58 .01
Control group 54.59 6.21

Long-term memory (trial 5 – trialdelayed)
Senior dancers 2.43 2.17 3.01 .09 .05
Control group 1.45 1.57

0
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Figure 1: Regions where gray matter volume was larger (non-
significant on cluster level) in senior dancers than control group
participants (see also Table 4).

associated with better cognitive performance in the domains
of episodic memory, long-term memory, executive control,
and perceptual speed and whether larger GM volume might
explain these expected cognitive benefits. In contrast to
our expectations, we did not find female senior dancers
to show better cognitive performances than nonsedentary
controls. Similarly, in the VBM analysis, no brain regions
revealed larger volume in senior dancers in comparison to
the control group of similar age, education, IQ score, lifestyle
and health factors, and fitness levels. Again, ROI-based
analysis of hippocampal volume did not show any differences
between both groups. Across the whole sample, hippocampal
volume explained 15.1% of variance in long-term memory
performance.

As outlined in the introduction, findings on dancing
activity and cognitive functioning in older adults are mixed.
Our results align with a cross-sectional study by Verghese
[15], who did not find better performance in memory (Free
andCued Selective RemindingTest) and several testsmeasur-
ing executive control for experienced dancers in comparison

Table 3: M and SD for ICV-adjusted hippocampal volume of the
left and right hemispheres separated for senior dancers (𝑛 = 28) and
controls (𝑛 = 29), as well as F- and p values and effect sizes of the
respective MANCOVA with age and IQ score as covariates.

Brain volume
(in cm3) Group M SD F(1,55) 𝑝 p𝜂2

Left
hippocampus

Senior dancers 3.53 0.34 1.50 .23 .03
Control group 3.64 0.33

Right
hippocampus

Senior dancers 3.81 0.38 0.54 .47 .01
Control group 3.91 0.42

to nondancers.Wewere also not able to demonstrate any cog-
nitive benefits of multiple years of nonprofessional dancing
activity in these domains, most notably for episodic memory
and perceptual speed (Table 2). This result is in contrast
to Kattenstroth and colleagues [17], who revealed better
attentional performance (Nonverbal Geriatric Concentration
Test [AKT]), as well as higher scores in a taskmeasuring fluid
intelligence (Raven Standard Progressive Matrices) in older
adults with long-term dancing experience. As we (as well as
[15]) did not measure attention and used other tasks to assess
domains of fluid intelligence, one possible explanation might
be that cognitive benefits from long-term dancing activity in
late adulthood are highly task-specific.

A further explanation for the dissimilar findings in
relation to past studies might be based on the activity level
of the control group. For example, in a study by Kattenstroth
et al. [17], the control group was an inactive sample. They
reported no regular sporting activities and revealed lower
scores in everyday competence, as well as significantly lower
performance in the domains of posture, balance, and motor
performance than the older dancers group. In contrast, our
control group participants were similarly active to dancers
with respect to engaging in physical activities like walking,
bicycling, or doing gymnastics and also revealed comparable
scores in social participation (Table 1). Likelymore important
is the observation that, despite the senior dancers group
having a higher weekly energy expenditure based on physical
activity (regular physical activity plus dancing activity), both
groups did not differ in cardiovascular and motor fitness
(Table 1). This indicates that the additional dancing activity
was not directly associated with improved cardiovascular
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Table 4: VBM8 results for contrast dancers > controls, revealing brain regions with larger volume in senior dancers than control participants.

Region Cluster level Peak level MNI peak coordinates
kE 𝑝FWE-corr Z 𝑝uncorr x y z

Medial frontal
G/BA 9 93 .818 3.85 .000 0 50 30

Middle frontal
G/BA 10 72 .873 3.61 .000 −29 53 10

Superior frontal
G/BA 9 36 .951 3.76 .000 29 50 30

Medial frontal
G/BA 10 5 .992 3.36 .000 3 59 16

Superior frontal
G/BA 8 25 .969 3.30 .000 3 35 45

Middle frontal
G/BA 10 6 .991 3.21 .001 38 57 12

Medial frontal
G/BA 10 2 .995 3.18 .001 −2 57 16

Medial frontal
G/BA 10 10 .987 3.18 .001 −20 48 13

Note: G = gyrus, BA = Brodmann area, and kE = cluster extent in voxel.

or motor fitness levels (neither speed nor balance nor fine
motor coordination). Cardiovascular fitness levels in both
senior dancers and control group participants were age-
appropriate. According to norm levels defined by Shvartz
and Reibold [47], both groups demonstrated cardiovascular
fitness levels slightly above the age-relatedmean value of VO

2

peak (17.5mL/kg). One could postulate that amean frequency
of dancing activity of 1.59 times per week is not enough
to induce additional motor and cognitive benefits in senior
dancers. Similarly, in the study by Verghese [15], dancers and
control group participants differed only in terms of dancing
activity, but not in other leisure activity. However, the older
dancers in that study revealed better balance performance
and gait parameters (but not strength) than the control group
[15] and thus exhibited better motor fitness performance.

Thus, itmight be reasonable to assume that dancing activ-
ity (additionally) benefits cognitive performance only when it
is associated with higher cardiovascular and/ormotor fitness.
Due to the fact that the groups in our sample were similar in
fitness levels, it would seem that long-term nonprofessional
dancing experience alone does not lead to benefits in fitness
and cognitive performance. An overall inactive lifestyle
accompanied by lower levels of motor competencies might
account for the observed differences between older dancers
and controls in the study by Kattenstroth and colleagues [17],
thereby offering an explanation for the conflicting findings of
association between long-termdancing activity and cognitive
performance among the three cross-sectional studies.

Previous research confirmed a positive association
between higher levels in cardiovascular fitness and better
cognitive performance (e.g., review article by Bherer et al. [1])
and a growing number of studies prove a similar association
for motor-related fitness dimensions [7–9, 17, 48, 49]. Our
findings may indicate that the specific type or amount of
physical activity (like here, e.g., dancing activity) does not
seem to determine cognitive benefits in older ages, but rather
fitness levels (e.g., thresholds).

In relation to GM volume, larger brain volume in senior
dancers as compared to controls was only revealed in the
uncorrected analysis (see Table 4 and Figure 1), with this
finding restricted to the frontal lobe, which has been found
to be particularly associated with physical activity (see review
articles by Erickson et al. [10] and Voelcker-Rehage and
Niemann [11]). For example, Weinstein and colleagues [50]
reported volumes of frontal brain regions to be related to
cardiovascular fitness (e.g., left middle frontal gyrus, right
inferior frontal gyrus, and precentral gyrus) in a sample of
older adults. In addition, they revealed that the volume of
the left middle frontal gyrus together with the volume of the
precentral gyrus accounted for 17.5% of the variance in spatial
working memory performance.

Although physical activity has been shown to be posi-
tively related to hippocampal volume or perfusion (for car-
diovascular training, see [4, 5]; for coordination training, see
[6]), we could not reveal in this study larger hippocampal
volume for the investigated group of older female senior
dancers in comparison to age-matched controls without
dancing experience (Table 3). The absence of differences
in hippocampal volume between both groups (similar to
no differences in cognitive functioning) might be explained
by the similar level of cardiovascular and motor fitness in
both groups. Across the whole sample, a larger volume of
the hippocampus (especially of the right hemisphere) was
related to long-term memory performance (Table 5; see also
review article by Yonelinas [51], on the importance of the
hippocampus on long-term memory formation). Studies on
the association between (cardiovascular) fitness and hip-
pocampal volume, however, still present mixed results.

4.1. Limitations. We have to acknowledge certain limitations
of this study. First of all, the cross-sectional design is associ-
ated with selection biases and cannot support causality. To
date, no existing study has used a randomized controlled
design to explore differences in brain volume and cognitive
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Table 5: Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (r) and
significance level (p) between individual cognitive performances in
the four cognitive tasks and individual brain volumes of the left and
right hippocampi.

Cognitive
task

Left hippocampus Right hippocampus
r p r p

Flanker Task
(𝑞-score) .01 .46 −.04 .38

Visual Search
Task
(𝑞-score)

.07 .31 −.02 .46

Memory
encoding <−.01 .49 .04 .39

Long-term
memory −.30 .01 −.38 <.01

performance based on senior dance activity in older adults.
Therefore, additional research using randomized controlled
trials to test the efficacy of dancing on functional and
structural MRI measures in activity-matched older adults
is warranted. Secondly, sample size in the current study is
moderate (𝑁 = 57), but comparable to other investigations
studying the impact of physical fitness on MRI parameters
in older adults (cf. Bugg and Head [52], Colcombe et al. [2];
Colcombe et al. [23]). Thus, we assume that the reported null
results are not due to a lack of statistical power. Moreover,
cardiovascular and motor fitness parameters did not differ
between long-term senior dancers and control group partici-
pants. The physical activity level of both groups differed only
in that senior dancers participated in a senior dancing class
an additional 1.59 times per week, on average. Knowing that
fitness level has been shown to positively impact functional
and structural MRI parameters might be a precondition for
demonstrating differences in physical activity effects in an
older adult’s brain.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we investigated the association of long-term
senior dance experience in older women on cognitive func-
tioning and brain volume, in comparison to control group
participants who lack dancing experience but are similarly
active in other leisure activities and reveal comparable fitness
levels. Findings showed that senior dancers did not benefit in
the cognitive domains of executive control, perceptual speed,
episodic memory, and long-term memory performance.
Moreover, dancing experience showed no effects on GM
volume. These results might be explained by the comparable
fitness levels (cardiovascular fitness and motor fitness) of
both study groups.We assume that differences in fitness levels
or minimum (threshold) fitness levels have more impact on
cognitive functioning and brain volume than the type of
performed physical activity.
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High intensity aerobic exercise amplifies offline gains in procedural memory acquired duringmotor practice.This effect seems to be
evident when exercise is placed immediately after acquisition, during the first stages of memory consolidation, but the importance
of temporal proximity of the exercise bout used to stimulate improvements in procedural memory is unknown.The effects of three
different temporal placements of high intensity exercise were investigated following visuomotor skill acquisition on the retention
of motor memory in 48 young (24.0 ± 2.5 yrs), healthy male subjects randomly assigned to one of four groups either performing
a high intensity (90% Maximal Power Output) exercise bout at 20min (EX90), 1 h (EX90+1), 2 h (EX90+2) after acquisition or
rested (CON). Retention tests were performed at 1 d (R1) and 7 d (R7). At R1 changes in performance scores after acquisition were
greater for EX90 than CON (𝑝 < 0.001) and EX90+2 (𝑝 = 0.001). At R7 changes in performance scores for EX90, EX90+1,
and EX90+2 were higher than CON (𝑝 < 0.001, 𝑝 = 0.008, and 𝑝 = 0.008, resp.). Changes for EX90 at R7 were greater than
EX90+2 (𝑝 = 0.049). Exercise-induced improvements in procedural memory diminish as the temporal proximity of exercise from
acquisition is increased. Timing of exercise following motor practice is important for motor memory consolidation.

1. Introduction

The consolidation phase of motor skill learning involves the
transformation of memories from a trace or engram [1–
6], established through an encoding or acquisition phase,
to a more enhanced or stabile long-term memory [1, 7].
Motor memory plasticity appears to have a significant time-
dependent component required for the consolidation of a
trained skill ormovement [8, 9] and the potential interactions
between exercise and sleep may well influence the consoli-
dation process but are currently unknown. The interplay of
factors during consolidation including rest, sleep, alternative

tasks, and exercise is complicated as there also appears to
be different temporal aspects of consolidation itself: synaptic
and systems consolidation [3, 10, 11]. The different temporal
phases ofmotormemory consolidation are therefore complex
and studies are only beginning to provide evidence of how
exercise may affect these phases [12] and how the underlying
cellular mechanisms are affected [13].

It can be argued that exercise prior to motor skill
acquisitionmainly influences acquisition itself potentially via
increased awareness [14, 15] and/or a priming effect, but it
can possibly affect consolidation, although this is hard to
differentiate [16]. However, exercise after acquisition can only
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affect consolidation. An acute bout of high intensity exercise
has been shown to improvemotor skill learning when carried
out in the period following [13, 17, 18] and preceding [19]
acquisition of the skill whenmeasured with delayed retention
tests.

Exercise placed after acquisition demonstrates the great-
est effect on the consolidation and the strengthening of
this type of procedural memory [12, 17, 18]. Increases in
peripheral (and central) availability of neurotrophic factors,
energy substrates, and signaling molecules are capable of
influencing memory consolidation [13]. Transient changes in
corticospinal excitability (CSE) and intracortical inhibition
and facilitation in the primary motor cortex, relating to
motor skill learning, have also provided evidence to suggest
that these mechanisms may be enhanced or protected by
exercise [20–22]. Exercise, therefore, has the potential to
influence memory processes by affecting the underlying
cellular mechanisms and networks resulting in robust, long-
term behavioural changes and thereby functioning as an
endogenous neuroenhancement strategy to facilitate motor
learning [23]. The literature supports the idea that exercise
intensity plays a central role for improvements in motor
performance [15, 24], but the importance of the temporal
placement of exercise in relation to motor practice has not
been thoroughly investigated.

The temporal window for interfering with the consol-
idation of motor memory has been investigated. Muell-
bacher and coworkers demonstrated that repetitive transcra-
nial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) caused interference when
placed immediately following motor learning but not 6 h
later [11] and more recently Lundbye-Jensen and coworkers
reported a shorter period of 3-4 h after which rTMS did
not interfere with consolidation [25]. Following practice, the
newly formedmotormemory is susceptible to interference in
a time-dependentmanner from othermotor tasks competing
for the same neural resources and suprathreshold rTMS, both
resulting in impaired performance on subsequent retention
test [11, 25].This raises the question as to whether there exists
a temporal gradient relating to the effects of the exercise bout
or perhaps awindowof opportunity for affecting the transient
plastic neural mechanisms, after which the effect disappears
or is greatly reduced. The idea that this is the case has been
proposed in various studies: so-called occlusion of long-
term potentiation- (LTP-) like plasticity [26, 27] where there
is competition for neural resources. Similarly, the synaptic
tagging and capture hypothesis proposes that the initiation of
LTP creates only the potential for lasting changes in neuronal
structures [28, 29].

In rodents, a recent study by Siette and coworkers indi-
cated that close temporal proximity of exercise was central
to enhancing the acquisition, extinction, and reconsolidation
of context conditioned fear compared to delayed exercise
[30]. Memories created through fear-conditioning protocols
in rodents differ, however, from memories created through
motor skill practice in humans as in the present study.
Nevertheless, the result is the first to highlight the importance
of exercise timing. Furthermore, Xu and coworkers demon-
strated in mice that a rapid (<1 h) synaptic reorganization
occurs immediately following motor skill learning [31]. The

results from these studies provide preliminary evidence for
exercise placement in close temporal proximity to acquisition
in order to have a positive effect.

In order to investigate the role of exercise timing onmotor
memory consolidation, we varied the temporal proximity of
a high intensity exercise bout aftermotor skill acquisition and
then measured performance changes with delayed retention
tests. The primary hypothesis for this study was that a
temporal gradient exists relating to the positive effects of
exercise on procedural memory. This is based on the studies
showing that protein synthesis and LTP, relating to memory
formation, occur transiently immediately following learning
[32]. Therefore, we propose that the closer the temporal
proximity of the acute exercise bout to acquisition, the larger
the positive effect on the retention of the procedural memory.
Confirmation of this hypothesis would provide us with new
important information relating to the importance of exercise
timing in relation to aiding learning.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Design. A schematic illustration of the study
design is shown in Figure 1. Subjects were required to visit
the laboratory on four separate occasions with the aim
of assessing the effects of a high intensity exercise bout
on the consolidation and retention of a newly acquired
motor skill. The first visit involved screening for preliminary
and baseline measurements. Subjects performed a graded
maximal exercise test on a bicycle ergometer tomeasure their
maximal oxygen uptake (VO

2 peak).
At least 1 d after the screening session, subjects returned

to the laboratory to complete the main experimental session
and were required to refrain from exercising during this
period. Subjects then returned to the laboratory exactly
1 d and 7 d after the main experiment to complete the
retention tests, R1 and R7, respectively. All sessions were
carried out at the same time of day (±2 h). Randomization
was stratified to ensure that the groups were matched for
age, body mass index (BMI), relative maximal oxygen con-
sumption (VO

2 peak: mLO
2
⋅min−1⋅kg−1), and baseline score

in the visuomotor accuracy tracking task (VAT).The subjects
were divided between a resting control group (CON) and
three exercise groups (EX90, EX90+1, and EX90+2). Data
from subjects in the CON and EX90 have been reported
in a previous study focusing on the importance of exercise
intensity [18]. The subjects were required to abstain from
physical activity 2 h before and 4 h after the test sessions [17].
They were also required to refrain from caffeinated products
in the same time frame [33].

2.2. Subjects. Forty-eight able-bodied, healthy, right-handed
males (24.0 ± 2.5 yrs) were recruited from the Copenhagen
area to participate in the study (Table 1). Right-handedness
for each subject was evaluated with the Edinburgh Handed-
ness Inventory (87.4 ± 2.7) [34]. At the time of recruitment
for the study all subjects were näıve to the VAT used to
investigate motor skill learning and procedural memory.
Exclusion criteria for participation in the study included
the following: age below 20 or over 35, body mass index
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Table 1: Baseline characteristics of study subjects (mean ± SD).

CON EX90 EX90+1 EX90+2
Number of subjects 12 12 12 12
Age (years) 24.2 ± 3.0 24.3 ± 2.3 24.1 ± 2.3 23.6 ± 2.0
Weight (kg) 81.7 ± 10.0 77.9 ± 12.5 80.4 ± 6.7 78.8 ± 13.1
Height (cm) 185.8 ± 6.0 180.1 ± 9.1 184.0 ± 7.6 182.3 ± 7.0
BMI (kg/m2) 23.7 ± 2.6 23.9 ± 2.4 23.8 ± 1.9 23.6 ± 2.8
General physical activity #(IPAQ) (low/moderate/high) 0/4/8 0/2/10 0/6/6 0/1/11
VO
2 peak (mLO

2
⋅min−1⋅kg−1) 51.0 ± 4.6 51.1 ± 4.6 49.0 ± 5.6 50.4 ± 6.9

𝑊max (W) 325.0 ± 50.0 320.8 ± 39.7 304.2 ± 25.8 312.5 ± 37.7
Baseline VAT score 51.5 ± 8.9 49.2 ± 9.3 52.2 ± 9.3 50.6 ± 7.8
#Number of subjects per group.
BMI = body mass index, IPAQ = international physical activity questionnaire (long), VO2 peak = maximal relative oxygen uptake,𝑊max = peak power output,
and VAT = visuomotor accuracy tracking task.

Screening (day 1)

Main experiment (day 2)

Visuomotor accuracy tracking task 
(VAT) acquisition 

VAT retention test (R1)

VAT retention test (R7)

VAT training block (R7Tr)

EX90CON

, RVP, SWM, blood samples, questionnaires

1d retention test (day 3)

7d retention test (day 4)

EX90+1

EX90+2

VO2 peak

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the study design. Subjects
reported to the laboratory 4 times. Screening (day 1) involved
baseline testing. The main experiment included acquisition of the
VAT and the intervention. Retention tests were conducted at exactly
1 d (R1) and 7 d (R7) after main experiment. VO

2 peak = maximal
oxygen consumption; RVP = rapid visual processing (sustained
attention). SWM = spatial working memory.

(BMI) above 30, a history of neurological, psychiatric, or
medical diseases, and a current intake of medication and/or
recreational drugs, which could have an impact on learning
and/or the central nervous system. All subjects gave their
written informed consent prior to testing. The experiments
were approved by the local ethics committee for the Greater
Copenhagen area (protocol H-2-2011-032) and the study was
performed in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki.

2.3. Graded Maximal Exercise Test. The graded maximal
exercise test was conducted in order to assess the subject’s
aerobic fitness level and to collect blood lactate samples at
various workloads.The test was conducted following the pro-
tocol used by Roig et al. [17]. Maximal oxygen consumption
was determinedwhen at least one of the following criteria was
met: a plateau in the VO

2
curve, a RER ≥ 1.1, an inability to

maintain 80 RPM, and/or volitional exhaustion. Mean values
for relative VO

2 peak and𝑊max for each group can be seen in
Table 1.

All subjects performed standardized neuropsychological
tests of spatial working memory (SWM) and sustained
attention (rapid visual processing, RVP) with CANTAB
software (Cambridge Cognition Ltd., UK). Questionnaires
were completed including the Academic Motivation Scale
(AMS) [35], the Task and Ego Orientation in Sport Ques-
tionnaire (TEOSQ) [36], the International Physical Activity
Questionnaire- (IPAQ-) Long [37], flow proneness [38, 39],
health background via a standardized general eligibility
questionnaire, and positive and negative affective status
(PANAS). No differences were observed between groups for
RVP (sustained attention), SWM (Table 2), and IPAQ levels
at baseline (Table 1).

2.4. Main Experiment and Retention Tests. On arrival at the
laboratory subjects were required to complete the PANAS
[40] to determine positive (PAS) and negative (NAS) affects
before VAT acquisition, R1, and R7, respectively. Subjects also
completed the Stanford Sleepiness questionnaire [41] prior to
startingmotor skill learning.TheVAT [17] involved 5 training
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Table 2: Results for tests of sustained attention, spatial working memory, PANAS, sleepiness, physical activity level, and sleep (mean ± SE).
∗Significantly different from main experiment (𝑝 < 0.05).

CON EX90 EX90+1 EX90+2
Sustained attention (total hits) 21.0 ± 1.0 23.1 ± 1.1 22.7 ± 0.8 20.6 ± 1.5
Spatial working memory (total errors) 11.1 ± 3.6 11.9 ± 2.4 7.7 ± 2.7 11.8 ± 3.0
PANAS
PAS

(i) Main experiment 30.3 ± 2.2 28.7 ± 1.8 26.6 ± 1.9 29.8 ± 2.0
(ii) R1 28.9 ± 2.3 28.9 ± 2.2 30.0 ± 2.5 32.2 ± 1.7
(iii) R7 28.2 ± 2.8 28.6 ± 2.6 28.2 ± 2.1 31.0 ± 1.7

NAS
(i) Main experiment 11.8 ± 0.6 12.3 ± 0.5 12.8 ± 1.3 11.6 ± 0.5
(ii) R1 11.7 ± 0.6 11.8 ± 0.5 11.8 ± 1.7 10.4 ± 0.2
(iii) R7 11.9 ± 1.0 10.8 ± 0.3 11.1 ± 0.7 10.0 ± 0.0

Sleepiness (main experiment) 2.6 ± 0.2 2.8 ± 0.3 3.2 ± 0.4 3.1 ± 0.3
Sleep diary (hours slept prior to)

(i) Main experiment 7.8 ± 0.3 7.3 ± 0.4 7.4 ± 0.2 6.7 ± 0.4
(ii) R1 7.6 ± 0.3 7.6 ± 0.3 7.6 ± 0.3 7.6 ± 0.3∗

(iii) R7 7.6 ± 0.2 7.4 ± 0.3 7.4 ± 0.3 7.3 ± 0.3
PANAS = positive and negative affect schedule, PAS = positive affect schedule, and NAS = negative affect schedule.

blocks (B1, B2, B3, B4, and B5) of 20 identical targets (4min
per block) with feedback in the form of a performance score,
separated by 2min rest periods between blocks. Following
the completion of block 3 subjects completed a flow ques-
tionnaire relating to how they evaluated their mental state
and performance during the VAT [42]. This was the Danish
version of the 13-item Flow Kurz Skala [43], which has been
previously used and described by this group [39]. Similarly
an Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) [44] was filled out
on completion of the VAT.

At 20min after VAT the subjects assigned to the control
group (CON) remained seated. Subjects in group EX90
completed a standardized acute exercise bout on a cycle
ergometer in an adjacent laboratory. At 1 h and 2 h after
VAT subjects in groups EX90+1 and EX90+2 completed the
same exercise bout, respectively. In the period following
completion of the VAT and start of exercise, subjects sat
quietly in an adjacent office and were allowed to read
nonacademic literature (newspapers and magazines were
provided). The exercise bout consisted of a short warm-up
followed by 3 × 3min intervals at 90% of peak power output
(𝑊max) for all exercise groups. Blood lactate measurements
were taken before and 5min after exercise as well as in the
last 30 s of each of the three intervals. The main experiment
was concluded with completion of the Montréal Sleep Diary
for the night preceding the main experiment. This was an
adapted sleep questionnaire based on the Pittsburgh Sleep
Diary [45], which has been used in numerous studies [46–
48].

At 1 day after acquisition subjects were required to com-
plete a retention test in the VAT (R1), without feedback on
motor performance.The removal of feedback at the retention
tests was done to exclude any learning effects, which might
relate to receiving feedback such as guidance and motivation
[49]. This format was also repeated at the 7 d retention test

(R7) and an additional training block (R7Tr) in the VAT
with feedback was completed in order to check for continued
learning potential. Both retention tests were concluded with
the Montréal Sleep Diary.

2.5. Exercise Protocol. The exercise protocol was identical to
the one used in the study by Thomas and coworkers [18].
The protocol was designed to ensure high levels of peak
blood lactate (≥10mmol/L [17, 50]) and the total duration of
the exercise was limited (17min) in order to avoid excessive
fatigue and/or dehydration, which could potentially have
a negative effect on memory processing [51, 52]. Subjects
performed a two-minute warm-up on a cycle ergometer
(Ergomedic 939E, Monark, Sweden) at 100W followed by a
further 2min at 60% of 𝑊max after which they completed
3 blocks of high intensity cycling (90% of 𝑊max) keeping a
cadence of ≥80 RPM interspersed by a 2min lower intensity
active rest interval (60% of 𝑊max) also with a cadence of
≥80 RPM.

The exercise session lasted exactly 17min including the
warm-up. Heart rate, via heart rate monitors (Polar Electro,
Kempele, Finland), and rating of perceived exertion (RPE)
values (Borg Scale) [53] were recorded during exercise and
blood lactate measurements (Accutrend� Plus System, Roche
Diagnostics, Switzerland) were taken at rest prior to exercise
(pre), at completion of each work interval (1, 2, and 3) then
again at 5min after exercise completion (POST).

2.6. Visuomotor Accuracy Tracking Task (VAT). The VAT has
been described in detail previously by this group [13, 17] and
the protocol used was identical [18]. All subjects performed
a standardized familiarization. An illustration of the VAT
setup can be seen in Figure 2. Each VAT trial consisted of a
fixed target consisting of a modified triple sine wave curve.
Subjects were required to track the target as accurately as
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Figure 2: Illustration of the setup for the visuomotor accuracy
tracking task (VAT). Subjects were seated at a table in front of a
computer screen with their right forearm secured in a custommade
setup. A red target trace appeared on the screen and a blue trace
cursor moved from left to right with a constant velocity. The handle
translated medial and lateral torque force into a deflection of the
cursor trace either up or down. Subjects were instructed to follow
the target trace as closely as possible. A motor performance score
was presented at the completion of each trial during motor practice.

possible by moving a cursor trace up and down, respectively,
with wrist extension moving the cursor upwards and flexion
moving it downwards. At the end of each trial, augmented
feedback onperformancewas presented as a numericalmotor
performance score and the subject’s trace presented with
the target trace. The numerical score range was 0–100 with
100 representing a perfect trace of the target. Augmented
feedback was only presented during motor skill acquisition,
not during delayed retention tests [49]. Trials were separated
by a 1 s pause.

Subjects performed the VAT on four occasions: at the
main experiment (acquisition), at the 1 d retention test (R1),
at the 7 d retention test (R7), and an additional motor skill
training block at 7 d (R7Tr), which was included to check for
a ceiling effect in the VAT.The acquisition phase consisted of
5 blocks of 20 trials (100 trials in total) with each block taking
4min to complete, with rest periods of 2min between blocks
giving a total time of 28 min. Performance scores for trials 2–
20 in B1–5 were used for statistical analysis.The two retention
tests (R1 and R7) consisted of 1 block of 20 targets with mean
scores for targets 2–20 used for analysis. The test at 7 d to
check for a ceiling effect (R7Tr)was 1 block of 20 targets under
the same conditions as acquisition with the mean score for
targets 2–20 used for analysis. Subjects therefore performed
a total of 160 trials throughout the whole experiment.

2.7. Statistical Analysis. Two-way repeated measurements
ANOVAmodels were fitted bymeans of linearmixedmodels.
For the VAT parameters linear mixed models including
group-time interactions as fixed effects and subject-specific

random effects were fitted to account for the 4-by-7 two-
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) layout of the study (4
groups and 7 time points) with repeated measurements per
subjects. The random effects captured inherent variability
between subjects and thus allowed removal of between-
subject variation.These included separate analyses for acqui-
sition (4-by-5) and retention (4-by-3) as two-way ANOVA
layouts. Within these models we identified a limited number
of comparisons corresponding to the research questions of
interest in this study. Model checking was based on residual
plots and normal probability plots using the raw residuals.
The same linear mixed model was also fitted to the exercise
parameters for the three groups EX90, EX90+1, and EX90+2
with a 3-by-4 two-way ANOVA layout. Data from tests
of sustained attention, spatial working memory, PANAS,
sleepiness, physical activity level, and sleepwere also analyzed
using similar linear mixed models (also with an 4-by-3 two-
way ANOVA layout).

Separate models were fitted for the VAT acquisition
phase and then subsequently the retention tests R1 and
R7. Within the two-way ANOVA layout of each model we
identified a limited number of relevant comparisons between
changes from baseline within intervention groups in order
to reduce the problem of multiple testing. Additionally,
we also considered comparisons between groups at specific
time points. All these pairwise comparisons were evaluated
using model-based 𝑡-tests derived from the mixed models.
The resulting 𝑝 values for comparisons of changes were
multiplicity adjusted using the computational single-step
method, which provides a less conservative adjustment than
the Bonferroni adjustment through utilization of correlations
between means entering in the pairwise comparisons [54].
The 𝑝 values for the additional comparisons between groups
at specific time points were left unadjusted. Likewise, model-
based 𝑡-tests were used to evaluate differences in changes
between group mean scores at the time points block 5 (B5),
R1, and R7. Data are reported as mean ± SE unless otherwise
stated, where appropriate data are reported with 95% C.I. A
significance level of 0.05 was applied.

All statistical analyseswere carried out inR (RCoreTeam,
2015). In particular, linear mixed models were fitted using
the functionality of the package lme4 [55], whereas multiple
comparisons and adjusted 𝑝 values were calculated using the
single-step method provided by the package multcomp [54].

3. Results

3.1. VAT Acquisition. Mean scores (±SE) for all groups at all
time points can be seen in Figure 3(a). From B1 to B5 all
groups showed significant improvement (all 𝑝 < 0.05), with a
mean increase of 39.4 ± 1.2% equivalent to an increase of 20.6
± 0.5 in mean performance score. There were no between-
group differences in performance score changes from B1 to
B5, indicating that skill improvements during acquisition
and, more importantly, skill level at the end of acquisition
(B5), were similar among groups (Figure 3(a)).

3.2. VAT Retention Tests. Changes in mean performance
score from B5 to R1 for EX90 were greater than CON 3.14
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Figure 3: (a) Mean scores (±SE) in the VAT at acquisition blocks 1–5 and at 1 d (R1) and 7 d (R7) retention. (b) Changes in mean scores (±SE)
for all groups in the VAT from B5 to R1 and R7. ∗Significant change from B5 (𝑝 < 0.05). †Significant between-group difference (𝑝 < 0.05).

± 0.82 (𝑝 < 0.001) and this change for EX90 was also
greater than the EX90+2 group 3.01 ± 0.82 (𝑝 = 0.001).
From B5 to R7 there was a significant difference of 4.56 ±
0.81 (𝑝 < 0.001) between the EX90 and CON groups as
well as between the EX90+1 and CON groups 2.54 ± 0.81
(𝑝 = 0.008), between the CON and EX90+2 groups 2.52
± 0.81 (𝑝 = 0.008), and between the EX90+2 and EX90
groups 2.04 ± 0.81 (𝑝 = 0.049).There was a tendency towards
a greater change between the EX90 group and the EX90+1
group between B5 and R7 2.03 ± 0.81 (𝑝 = 0.052). Figure 3(b)
shows the changes in mean VAT scores at R1 and R7 relative
to B5.

For the EX90 group there was a significant increase of
2.15 ± 0.59 (𝑝 < 0.001) in mean performance score at R1
compared to B5 and likewise from B5 to R7 3.47 ± 0.57 (𝑝 <
0.001) (B5 70.48± 1.26; R1 72.63± 1.26: R7 73.95± 1.26).There
was a significant increase of 1.45 ± 0.57 (𝑝 = 0.011) in mean
performance score for EX90+1 fromB5 to R7 (B5 72.79± 1.26:
R7 74.24 ± 1.26) and for EX90+2 1.43 ± 0.57 (𝑝 = 0.012).
At R1 a significant between-group difference of 3.69 ± 1.79
(𝑝 = 0.038) was observed between CON and EX90+1 (CON
69.77 ± 1.26; EX90+1 73.46 ± 1.26). At R7 significant between-
group differences in mean scores of 4.29 ± 1.78 (𝑝 = 0.016)
and 4.58 ± 1.78 (𝑝 = 0.010) were found between CON and
EX90 and CON and EX90+1 (CON 69.66 ± 1.26; EX90 73.30
± 1.26; EX90+1 74.24 ± 1.26), respectively, and between CON
and EX90+2 3.64 ± 1.78 (𝑝 = 0.041).

3.3. Comparison of 7 d Retention R7 and Motor Performance
with Continued Practice R7Tr. Changes in performance score
from R7 to R7Tr for the CON group were greater than the
EX90 group 2.11 ± 0.73 (𝑝 = 0.017) and likewise the change

for the EX90+2 group was greater than the EX90 group 1.96
± 0.73 (𝑝 = 0.030). There was a significant increase of 2.32 ±
0.51 (𝑝 < 0.001) for the CON group between time points R7
and R7Tr (R7 69.66 ± 1.22; R7Tr 71.98 ± 1.22). Likewise, for
the EX90+1 group 1.94 ± 0.51 (𝑝 < 0.001) (R7 74.24 ± 1.22;
R7Tr 76.18 ± 1.22) and the EX90+2 group 2.18 ± 0.51 (𝑝 <
0.001) (R7 73.30 ± 1.22; R7Tr 75.48 ± 1.22) demonstrating that
learning was not saturated and that there was potential for
further learning. However, this was not the case for EX90 (R7
73.95 ± 1.22; R7Tr 74.17 ± 1.22).

3.4. Physiological Response. Group mean values for the exer-
cise bouts are shown in Table 3. No significant differences
between groups were observed for any exercise parameter.
Blood lactate levels for time points before exercise (pre),
intervals 1, 2, and 3, and 5min after exercise (post) are
presented in Figure 4.

4. Discussion

The main finding of this study is that a temporal gradient
exists in the positive effect of an acute high intensity exercise
bout on the retention of a motor skill. Exercise carried out
20min after motor skill acquisition led to superior retention
(changes in performance scores) compared to a resting
control group and the delayed (+2 h) exercise group at both
1 and 7 d. Delaying exercise by 2 h appears to significantly
diminish this effect, although changes in performance scores
at 7 dwere still greater than a resting control group.All groups
were capable of improving performance in R7Tr, suggesting
that a potential ceiling effect for the VAT did not exist for
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Table 3: Exercise data for EX90, EX90+1, and EX90+2 groups (mean ± SE).

EX90 EX90+1 EX90+2
Watt (W) 90% 𝑊max 285.0 ± 11.5 263.0 ± 7.5 273.8 ± 10.3
Watt (W) 60% 𝑊max 190.0 ± 7.7 175.0 ± 5.0 182.5 ± 6.9
Baseline lactate (mmol/L) 1.5 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.2
Peak lactate (mmol/L) 13.0 ± 1.6 10.8 ± 1.1 11.4 ± 0.9
RPE (work) 17.0 ± 0.3 16.7 ± 0.3 16.6 ± 0.3
RPE (active rest) 13.7 ± 0.4 13.4 ± 0.4 13.9 ± 0.3
Work heart rate (beats/min) 173.6 ± 3.8 176.9 ± 3.2 175.4 ± 2.0
Active rest heart rate (beats/min) 152.1 ± 3.9 154.6 ± 4.1 154.8 ± 2.1
RPE = rating of perceived exertion.
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Figure 4: Mean blood lactate levels (mmol/L) for the three high
intensity exercise groups (±SE) at time points before exercise (pre),
intervals 1, 2, and 3, and 5min after exercise (post). ∗Significant
difference compared to pre values (𝑝 < 0.05).

any group. These findings may further our understanding of
how exercise plays a role as a potent amplifier of practice-
dependent plasticity and demonstrates how we may be
able to advance practical guidelines in rehabilitation, sports,
ergonomics, and education settings in order to aid learning
processes.

The current literature supports the idea of a memory
trace or motor engram [2], which is established through
motor skill practice and is then susceptible to positive inter-
ference, such as exercise [13, 17–19] and sleep [56]. Negative
interference can also occur via tasks that compete for the
same neural resources or networks [7, 25, 57, 58] or rTMS
[11, 59, 60] in the period following acquisition. The present
findings are in accordance with recent studies [13, 17, 19] and

support the existence of a temporal window in which motor
memory consolidation can be influenced. A recent finding
reported by Rhee and coworkers [61] included a delayed
exercise condition (∼1.75 h) following a motor sequence task.
This behavioural intervention resulted in a broad enhance-
ment and protection of the offline gains when performed
immediately prior to a second interfering task at 2 h. The
performance level at 24 h was comparable to a control group
with no interference and greater than an exercise condition
immediately following the initial task. Whereas exercise
immediately after practicing a visuomotor precision task
is beneficial for motor memory consolidation, mechanisms
underlying interference effects in sequence learning may be
somewhat different. The findings by Rhee et al. do however
support the notion of beneficial effects of exercise following
learning. Additionally, the current findings demonstrate that
enhancing memory consolidation through intense aerobic
exercisemay be restricted to a narrower timeframe compared
to that of negative interference.

Motor skill learning is accompanied by a transient
increase in corticospinal excitability (CSE) observed as
increased MEP amplitude [10, 25, 62, 63]. Early work sug-
gested a causal link between changes in CSE and the retention
of motor memory [11]. More recently it has been suggested
that the increase in CSE relative to the potential for increases
in CSE, the so-called occlusion index, rather than the change
itself relating to offline changes inmotormemory [26, 64, 65].
This represents a limited ability for further LTP-like plasticity
due to competition of neural resources [26] and it is argued
that the greater the extent of occlusion the more resilient the
memory trace to retrograde interference.These results corre-
spond to findings by Tunovic and colleagues who observed
that when CSE decreases were abolished via theta burst TMS
following an implicit version of the serial reaction time task
skill improvements were observed and these improvements
corresponded to the changes in CSE [22]. Since exercise
increases CSE [22] and affects intracortical networks [20, 21]
this could be onemarker for the underlying processes leading
to offline changes in motor performance.

The time-dependent processes involved in establishing
motor memory are critical in relation to this study’s results.
The synaptic tagging and capture hypothesis [28, 29] propose
that the cellular component of consolidation involves a
temporary structural state of the synapse, which represents
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a permissive unlocking process without which protein syn-
thesis and the supply of plasticity related proteins (PRPs)
are incapable of stabilizing plasticity [28]. Exercise-induced
transient increases in circulating levels of brain derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF), norepinephrine, epinephrine,
dopamine, and lactate [13, 66, 67] might support or even
amplify the tagging process, which in turn could potentially
stimulate and signal a variety of pathways supporting long-
term potentiation (LTP) and an upregulation of protein syn-
thesis. An important distinction, however, is the placement
of the exercise bout. Many studies have reported effects on
cognitive function when the exercise bout is placed before
or during the task [67], but here we focus on motor skill
learning with exercise placed after acquisition to investigate
motor memory consolidation.

The transient and high (>10mmol/L) increase in blood
lactate level, which in turn signals an upregulation of the
monoamine carboxylate transporters [68], a release of BDNF
[13], and increases in CSE excitability [69], may represent
an amplification effect that could explain the increase in
the postacquisition susceptibility of the neural networks
to be affected by the exercise bout. In combination with
the transient increases in biomarkers such as dopamine,
norepinephrine, epinephrine, and insulin-like growth factor 1
(IGF-1) [13] theremay be an interaction producing a favorable
cellular and molecular environment for consolidation. The
catecholamine hypothesis relating to the effects of acute
exercise on cognitionmay also provide a neurochemical basis
for the improvements in procedural memory [66]. However,
linking distinct brain functions across different experimental
protocols in light of this study’s results should be done with
caution until further evidence supports this.

If the plastic mechanisms triggered by motor learning
itself are transient and, as several theories suggest, are suscep-
tible in a time frame of ∼2 h after learning then it follows that
the effects of exercise on consolidation would be the greatest
when adding to these already upregulated processes at <1 h
after motor learning. It is, however, important to underline
that these lines of argumentation are speculative and at best
help explain our results on the basis of current knowledge.

Offline gains in motor memory have been demonstrated
[57] and investigated in order to try and understand the
neurobiology of consolidation [1, 3, 4, 70–73]. Studies differ-
entiate between different temporal phases of consolidation
such as synaptic and systems consolidation [3]. Different
stages, fast and slow [74], are also proposed as well as parallel
mechanisms including striatal andhippocampal systems [75]:
corticostriatal and corticocerebellar systems [76, 77]. There
are, furthermore, different aspects of the learning task: goal
versusmovement [78].Whether exercise preferentially affects
one or more of these mechanisms, or all at once via a
global flooding of the signaling cascades involved, can only
be speculated on at the current time. Similarly, the role
of sleep and the interaction between sleep and exercise is
also currently poorly understood although sleep-dependent
motor memory plasticity has been reported in the literature
[8, 9, 14, 56]. The registration of sleep and affect schedules
(PANAS) in this study showed that there were similar levels

between groups and across time points effectively excluding
these parameters as confounders.

4.1. Limitations. The study design implied an element of
repeated measurements per subject such that each subject
served as his or her own control, which allowed us to
eliminate some of the between-subject variation and thus
also increase power. Nevertheless, the relatively small sample
size should be considered when interpreting the results.
Furthermore, any extrapolation of these results to other types
of memory and learning/exercise paradigms must be done
with caution.

5. Conclusions

The results of this study show that the positive effects of an
acute bout of high intensity exercise on the consolidation and
retention of motor skill learning are greatest when placed
in close temporal proximity following the acquisition of the
skill with this positive effect diminishing as time to exercise
increases.This temporal gradient would support the idea that
in order tomaximize the effects of exercise onmotormemory
consolidation, it should be placed immediately following
acquisition of the skill/encoding of the memory (<1 h). The
specific neurophysiological mechanisms, which are affected
by exercise in this period, are currently not fully understood,
but the systemic effect of an acute exercise bout may well
amplify processes of neuroplasticity at a systemic, molecular,
and cellular level.
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In animals, physical activity has been shown to induce functional and structural changes especially in the hippocampus and to
improve memory, probably by upregulating the release of neurotrophic factors. In humans, results on the effect of acute exercise on
memory are inconsistent so far. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to assess the effects of a single bout of physical exercise
on memory consolidation and the underlying neuroendocrinological mechanisms in young adults. Participants encoded a list of
German-Polish vocabulary before exercising for 30 minutes with either high intensity or low intensity or before a relaxing phase
Retention of the vocabulary was assessed 20 minutes after the intervention as well as 24 hours later. Serum BDNF and salivary
cortisol were measured at baseline, after learning, and after the intervention.The high-intensity exercise group showed an increase
in BDNF and cortisol after exercising compared to baseline. Exercise after learning did not enhance the absolute number of recalled
words. Participants of the high-intensity exercise group, however, forgot less vocabulary than the relaxing group 24 hours after
learning.There was no robust relationship between memory scores and the increase in BDNF and cortisol, respectively, suggesting
that further parameters have to be taken into account to explain the effects of exercise on memory in humans.

1. Introduction

Physical exercise has beneficial effects on neuroplasticity and
cognition [1]. The largest and most reliable effects have been
reported for executive functions [2]. Recent studies have
suggested that memory might benefit from physical exercise
as well [3–6].These behavioral results are in accord with neu-
roanatomical observations showing that the volume of the
human hippocampus, a key structure for the consolidation of
long-termmemories, increased in humanswho had exercised
for one year [7, 8].

Not only chronic effects of exercise interventions lasting
for months up to years have been reported, but also a single
bout of exercise has been shown to increase performance on
a large variety of cognitive tasks [9, 10]. Compared to other
cognitive domains, the number of studies on the effects of
a single bout of exercise on memory is rather limited and
their results are inconsistent so far with some studies showing

beneficial effects, no effects, or even detrimental effects. The
results seem to depend on the exercise intensity, the type of
memory being tested, and the timing of exercise relative to
the memory task [11].

Models of memory consolidation emphasize the dynamic
nature of memory representations by proposing two main
memory stages: a label state in which memories are suscepti-
ble to enhancements or improvements and a stable state in
which they are rather insensitive to any treatment [12–15].
The transient label state is seen shortly after learning and
after the reactivation of memory traces.Thus, memorymight
especially be modified by physical exercise when performed
during early phases ofmemory consolidation. Inmost studies
reporting beneficial effects of acute physical exercise on
long-term memory, however, participants exercised either
before or during learning [16–20]. Based on the results
of these studies it is not possible to distinguish whether
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exercising facilitates memory encoding, consolidation, or
both processes.

The results of studies in which participants exercised after
learning were mixed. For example, Labban and Etnier [16]
did not find a significant memory benefit in participants
exercising after a learning session compared to a resting
condition, while memory improved in participants who had
exercised before learning. This finding contrasts with results
of McNerney and Radvansky [21] and Segal et al. [22] who
showed that aerobic exercise immediately after encoding
enhanced memory. These studies differed with regard to the
duration of the exercise intervention, the type of memory
being tested, and the delay between exercising and recall.
While participants in the study by Segal et al. [22] exercised
for only six minutes and had to recall their memories 60
minutes later, participants in the study by Labban and Etnier
[16] exercised for 30 minutes and were asked to recall their
memories immediately after exercise. It might be speculated
that the high arousal induced by the exercise intervention
might have impaired retrieval in the study of Labban and
Etnier [16].McNerney andRadvansky [21], however, reported
a positive effect of a short bout of high intense exercise after
learning on immediate tests of procedural and declarative
memory. The superior performance of the exercise group
compared to a control group sustained over a one-week delay.
This is in linewith a further report on the effects of exercise on
procedural memories [23]. In this study, participants learned
a visuomotor task either before exercising for 15minutes, after
exercising, or after the same time of relaxing. The physical
exercise did not affect the acquisition of the task nor the reten-
tion one hour after the intervention. However, participants
who exercised after the learning task showed better long-
term retention seven days later compared to participants who
exercised before learning. The authors concluded that posi-
tive effects of exercise might be maximized when performed
during early stages of memory consolidation.

In sum, results so far suggest that the timing of exercise
relative to memory encoding or retrieval as well as exercise
intensity might influence the effects of acute exercise on
memory [11]. However, only a few studies have applied
exercise interventions after learning newmaterial and, to our
knowledge, none of these studies has varied exercise intensity.

The brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and cor-
tisol have been discussed as possible neuroendocrinologi-
cal mediators of exercise induced memory changes. BDNF
has been recognized as an important candidate molecule
for exercise induced plasticity [24]. BDNF is involved in
the cellular and subcellular mechanisms of learning and
memory, for instance, in the induction and maintenance
of long-term potentiation and in structural remodeling of
dendritic spines and neurogenesis [25–27]. Exercise has
been shown to increase the expression of BDNF in the
hippocampus and perirhinal cortex, which correlated with
better learning and memory [28, 29]. BDNF is synthesized
both in the central nervous system and in somatic cells
outside the CNS [24]. Central BDNF, however, cannot be
measured in living humans. Therefore, changes in periph-
eral blood serum or plasma levels have been used as an
estimate of central BDNF in humans. There are results

suggesting that BDNF crosses the blood-brain barrier bidi-
rectionally [30]. Correlations between BDNF levels in the
periphery and the brain have been reported in animals
[30, 31]; however, other results questioned a direct asso-
ciation between central and peripheral BDNF responses
[32]. Acute physical exercise induces a reliable transient
increase in peripheral BDNF [20, 33–40]. There is evidence
that this effect depends on the exercise intensity with an
increase in BDNF only after high-intensity exercise protocols
[19, 34, 37, 39].

Exercise can be considered as a physical stressor,
which activates the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis [41].
Accordingly, an elevation of cortisol has been observed after
acute exercise with at least moderate intensity [42], but not
after light exercise [19]. It is known that glucocorticoids
enhance memory consolidation; however, depending on the
timing of the stressor, a stress-related increase in glucocor-
ticoids might impair memory retrieval and reconsolidation
[43]. Thus, stress hormones released during exercise might
mediate exercise related memory effects.

The aim of the present study was to assess the effects
of a single bout of physical exercise on memory consolida-
tion and the underlying neuroendocrinological mechanisms.
Participants learned new vocabulary before exercising for
30 minutes with either high intensity or low intensity or
before a relaxing phase. Vocabulary learning was chosen
as memory task because of its high ecological validity.
Moreover, high impact exercise has been shown to quicken
vocabulary learning [20]. We expected a dose-dependent
effect of physical exercise on memory consolidation with
better retention of the newly learned vocabularywith increas-
ing exercise intensity. Based on previous reports of BDNF
and cortisol enhancements, especially after intense exercise
protocols, increases in BDNF and cortisol were expected for
the high-intensity group. Moreover, we hypothesized a direct
relation between changes in BDNF and cortisol and memory
consolidation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants. Eighty-one young and healthy university
students participated in the experimental session (40 female,
41 male, mean age: 22 years, SD: 2.36, age range 18–29
years, mean BMI: 21.7 kg/m2, SD: 1.85). All participants
were right-handed as determined by the Edinburgh hand-
edness inventory [44]. Exclusion criteria were a history of
psychiatric or neurological disorders, cardiovascular dis-
eases, smoking, medication (except contraceptives), obesity,
competitive sports, and any knowledge of Polish or other
Slavic languages (since participants were asked to learn
Polish vocabulary). All participants were native German
speakers.

2.2. Ethics Statement. The Ethics Committee of the Medical
Faculty of Goethe University Frankfurt approved the study.
It was conducted in accordance with the principles laid
down in the Declaration of Helsinki (2013). All participants
were informed about the aims of the study and gave written
consent.
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2.3. Procedure. Participants were screened in a preexperi-
mental session. The second session comprised the experi-
mental learning phase and the exercise intervention. During
this experimental session, three blood samples were collected
for the BNDF analysis and four saliva samples for the cortisol
analysis. Moreover, participants filled in an online test of
vocabulary retention 24 hours after the experimental session.

2.3.1. Preexperimental Screening. During the preexperimen-
tal screening session participants completed several question-
naires to assess demographic variables, their physical activity
level, and medical contraindications for a cardiovascular
fitness test and physical exercise. The physical activity level
was measured with the Freiburg Questionnaire of Physical
Activity (FQPA) [45]. Furthermore, participants had to indi-
cate the number of foreign languages they had learned and
the number of musical instruments they played as foreign
language processing and musical expertise are known to
interact [46–48]. We assessed the state of health during
the last five years using a short questionnaire asking for
specific disorders, such as vertigo, impaired vision, chest pain,
tachycardia, or dyspnea, which could potentially result from
cardiovascular diseases. We also checked for other chronic
diseases such as diabetes, asthma, epilepsy, respiratory dis-
orders, and disorders of the musculoskeletal system, as well
as surgical interventions within the last five years, pregnancy,
and acute infections.

During the screening session, participants took part in
a vocabulary test to assess their baseline learning abilities.
They listened to 40 pseudowords each followed by a legal
German word. After a delay period of 20 minutes, only the
pseudowords were presented auditorily and participants had
towrite down the associatedGermanwords. To conformwith
our previous studies [17–19], participants who were able to
memorize more than 20 pseudowords were excluded from
the main experiment. Sixteen participants were excluded due
to this criterion. Fifteen participants were not considered due
to health problems. Finally, five participants were rejected
since they were bilinguals and one due to smoking.

To assess the participants’ cardiovascular fitness and to
determine an individually adjusted intensity for the exercise
intervention, they performed an incremental exercise test
on a cycle ergometer (Conditronic 100 PV/ZR-NS, Dynavit,
Germany). Cycling started at 30 Watts and was increased in
30-Watt steps [49]. Each step took threeminutes.The cadence
had to be at least 60 rotations per minute (RPM). Heart
rate was measured continuously with a chest strap (Polar
S810, Polar, Büttelborn, Germany). At the end of each step,
participants had to estimate their perceived exertion by using
the Borg scale. This scale has previously been shown to be
a reliable and valid tool for measuring perceived exertion
[50]. The exercise test was terminated when participants
reported subjective exhaustion or when their cadence was
below 60RPM for more than 10 sec. VO

2max was estimated
as described in [51]. At the beginning of the study, all
participants were instructed to avoid changes in their daily
life activity, in particular, their physical activity, until the
second vocabulary test had been completed at the day after
the main experiment.
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Figure 1: Overview of the experimental learning session with the
timing of blood and saliva collection, learning, exercise interven-
tion, and vocabulary tests.

Participants were pseudorandomly assigned to one of the
three experimental groups, a high-intensity physical exercise
group (𝑁 = 26), a low-intensity physical exercise group (𝑁
= 27), and a relaxing group (𝑁 = 28), matched according
to gender, maximum Watt rate in the incremental exercise
test, and their performance in the pseudoword learning task
during the screening session. That is, we formed triplets
which were controlled for the above-mentioned parameters
and assigned them randomly to the respective experimental
groups.

2.3.2. Experimental Session. Anoverview of the experimental
procedure with the timing of the learning phase, memory
tests, exercise intervention, and the blood and saliva collec-
tions is depicted in Figure 1.

The experimental session started between 2:30 pm and
5:00 pm. During the learning phase, participants listened
to 20 Polish-German word pairs (10 nouns and 10 verbs)
presented via headphones (Philips SHP 1900) while sitting
on a desk chair. Participants were told that their memory
for the vocabulary would be tested on the same day and the
day after. Two blocks were run with each Polish-German pair
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presented once in each block. The order of vocabulary pairs
was randomized for each block and each participant. Initially,
all stimuli were normalized to an intensity level of 75 dB(A).
At the beginning of the experimental session, participants
were allowed to adjust the loudness level to their individual
preference. It was kept constant across the learning session.
Polish and German items were spoken by two females, native
speakers of Polish and German, respectively. The stimulus
onset asynchrony (SOA) of Polish-German vocabulary pairs
was 2 sec within a vocabulary pair and 6 sec between succes-
sive vocabulary pairs. During this pause, participants were
asked to repeat the just heard vocabulary pair aloud.

After they encoded the Polish-German vocabulary, par-
ticipants of the physical exercise groupswere asked to exercise
on a cycling ergometer (Conditronic 100 PV/ZR-NS,Dynavit,
Germany) for 30 minutes. The heart rate was constantly
monitored with a chest strap (Polar S810, Polar, Büttelborn,
Germany). For the low-intensity group, the intensity was set
to <57% of their individual maximal heart rate (HR max)
as determined during the exercise test (see preexperimental
screening session), while it was set to 80% of their HR max ±
5 beats/min for the high-intensity group. This corresponded
to “very light” and “vigorous” physical exercise according to
[52]. During the initial five minutes of the physical inter-
vention, resistance was increased until participants’ heart
rate reached their prescribed target heart rate. Additionally,
participants had to indicate their perceived exertion level
on the Borg scale after 15min and 30 minutes, respectively.
Members of the relaxing group were resting in a canvas chair
for thirty minutes after they had learned the new vocabulary.

After the intervention, all participants watched a silent
movie called “Shaun the Sheep-Abracadabra” for 20 minutes.
During this period arousal decreased in the exercise groups.
The participants’ memory for the newly learned vocabulary
was tested thereafter.They listened to 40 Polish words (20 old
items and 20 new items) and had to respond, if possible, with
the German translation using a standard computer keyboard.
The number of correctly recalled old words was used as
memory score. The reason for adding new items in the recall
phase is that we have planned to measure additional EEG
during the recall phase in a follow-up experiment to study
the old/new effect. Response time for the vocabulary test was
limited to 8 s for each item.

At the end of the experimental session, all participants
were asked to indicate their motivation and perceived diffi-
culty to learn the new vocabulary, their perceived exertion
during exercising, their current daily stress level and work-
load at the university, and the quality of their last night’s
sleep. Answers were given on a 5-point Likert scale ranging
from “low” to “high.” Furthermore, we asked the participants
about their caffeine and alcohol consumption and the hours
they slept during the last 24 hours. Water was provided to all
participants throughout the session.

Twenty-four hours after the learning session participants
took part in an additional customized online vocabulary test.
They were able to access the test from their computer at
home. The access was temporally limited to make sure that
participants adhered to their individual test time (±1 hour).
Participants were asked to listen again to the Polish words

encoded during the experimental learning session and were
asked to enter the correct German counterpart.

2.4. Blood Sampling and Analysis of BDNF Serum Concen-
trations. For BDNF analysis, 4.5mL of venous blood from
the antecubital vein was collected with a clotted blood tube
at three time points. The first blood sample was taken
at the beginning of the experimental session. The second
blood sample was collected immediately after the learning
phase and the third one was taken immediately after the
intervention (exercising or relaxing).

All samples clotted within 30 minutes at a temperature of
21∘C. After the clotting period, samples were centrifuged for
10 minutes with 4800 rounds per minute using the Heraeus
Labofuge 200 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany). Serum
was immediately pipetted into separate SafeSeal microtubes
(Sarstedt, Nürnberg, Germany). Samples were stored at
−23∘C for a mean of 13.5 days and then transferred to a
−80∘C freezer until the analysis started. BDNF levels in
serum were measured using the Quantikine� Human BDNF
Immunoassay from R&D Systems (Wiesbaden, Germany)
with intra- and interassay coefficients of variation in the range
between 8.8 and 11.4 for values between 7.24 and 41.6 ng/mL.
Theminimumdetectable BDNFdosewas less than 20 pg/mL,
according to the manufacturer’s information. BDNF analysis
was performed by the Institute of Laboratory Medicine,
Clinical Chemistry and Molecular Diagnostics in Leipzig.

2.5. Saliva Sampling and Analysis of Cortisol Concentrations.
Saliva samples for the cortisol analysis were taken at four
time points. The first three samples were collected imme-
diately before the blood sampling, that is, at the beginning
of the experimental session, after the learning phase, and
after exercising/relaxing. The fourth saliva sample was taken
20 minutes after exercising, that is, after participants had
watched the silent movie.

The “Salivette” (Sarstedt AG & Co., Nümbrecht) collec-
tion devices were used for collecting saliva. They consist of a
cotton swab in a suspended insert which itself is placed in a
centrifuge vessel. Participants were instructed to gently chew
on the cotton swabs for at least one minute. Afterwards they
return the saturated swab to the suspended insert without
touching it. To reduce errors, participants were not allowed to
eat or drink anything else than water for half an hour before
the testing session started and during the session. Salivary
samples were stored at −23∘C until the biochemical analysis
was conducted, which was performed by the Dresden Lab
Service GmbH. Saliva samples were maximally stored for
19 days. Samples were analyzed according to the protocol
described in Dressendörfer et al. [53]. The concentration
of free salivary cortisol was analyzed using a luminescence
immunoassay (IBL, Hamburg, Germany) with intra- and
interassay precision of 4.5% and 4.3%, respectively.

2.6. Data Analysis. Changes in memory scores, BDNF,
and cortisol after the exercise intervention were compared
between experimental groups by a univariate analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with the factors Group (high-intensity
exercise versus low-intensity exercise versus relaxing) and
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Table 1: Participants’ characteristics and exercise induced changes in heart rate and subjective exhaustion, listed separately for the high-
intensity exercise group, low-intensity exercise group, and relaxing group.

High-intensity
exercise group
(𝑁 = 26)

Low-intensity
exercise group
(𝑁 = 27)

Relaxing group
(𝑁 = 28)

𝑝

Mean age (SD) 21.69 (2.72) 21.63 (2.13) 22.50 (2.22) 0.320
a

Age range 18–28 19–28 20–29
Sex (f/m) 13/13 13/14 14/14 0.988

b

Female: hormonal contraception (y/n) 13/0 10/3 8/6 0.029
b

Mean BMI (SD) 22.11 (2.00) 21.40 (1.85) 21.55 (1.72) 0.346
a

Mean self-reported physical activities in MET∗h/week (SD) 42.31 (22.23) 45.80 (27.47) 52.94 (26.81) 0.303
a

Cardiovascular fitness (mean VO
2max in mL/min, SD) 2601.74 (707.97) 2611.92 (657.33) 2640.52 (721.99) 0.978

a

Mean number of foreign languages (SD) 2.35 (1.20) 2.07 (0.55) 2.32 (0.82) 0.467
a

Playing an instrument (y/n) 21/5 17/10 22/6 0.267
b

Mean number of correctly recalled words memory pretest (SD)1 9.84 (3.94) 9.74 (4.58) 9.64 (4.84) 0.987
a

Mean heart rate during learning (SD)2 74.14 (9.36) 77.31 (9.23) 71.32 (8.88) 0.072
a

Mean heart rate during intervention (SD)3 144.69 (8.48) 98.60 (10.24) 63.15 (8.54) <0.001
a

Mean rating of perceived exhaustion during exercising (SD) 14.54 (1.23) 9.00 (1.80) <0.001
c

aANOVA, bChi-square test, and c
𝑡-test

1Missing data for 1 participant of the high-intensity group.
2Missing data for 4 participants of the high-intensity group, 1 participant of the low-intensity group, and 3 participants of the relaxing group.
3Missing data for 2 participants of the low-intensity group and 1 participant of the relaxing group.

Time (day 1 versus day 2 for the memory score, 𝑡
0
, 𝑡
1
, and

𝑡
2
for BDNF, and 𝑡

0
, 𝑡
1
, 𝑡
2
, and 𝑡

3
for cortisol).

As we had a specific hypothesis about the direction of
the exercise effect, differences between groups were further
analyzed with planned contrasts or a linear trend analysis
whenever the main effect of Group or the Group × Time
interactionwas at leastmarginally significant (𝑝 < 0.1). In the
contrast analyses, results of the relaxing groupwere compared
to those of the high-intensity group (first contrast) and to
those of the low-intensity exercise group (second contrast).
For the trend analysis, we expected a linear trend with
increasing scores of the dependent variables with increasing
exercise intensity (−1: relaxing, 0: low intensity, and 1: high
intensity).

Possible correlations between vocabulary retention
(vocabulary score day 2 minus day 1) and changes in
BDNF (𝑡

2
minus 𝑡

0
) and Cortisol (𝑡

2
minus 𝑡

0
, 𝑡
3
minus 𝑡

0
)

after exercising/relaxing were explored by nonparametric
correlations using Kendall’s Tau because the data were not
normally distributed.

3. Results

3.1. Demographics and Manipulation Check. Groups were
pseudorandomly assigned to a high-intensity exercise group,
a low-intensity exercise group, or a relaxing group. Groups
did not differ with regard to age, sex, body mass index, daily
physical activities, physical fitness, the number of foreign
languages learned, number of participants playing a musi-
cal instrument, or memory scores during preexperimental
screening (see Table 1). The number of women taking oral
contraceptives differed between groups, 𝑋2(2) = 7.10, 𝑝 =
0.029, and was highest in the high-intensity exercise group.

As contraceptives might influence memory performance and
neuroendocrinological parameters [54–56], we ran addi-
tional analyses excluding womenwithout contraceptives.The
pattern of results remained the same as in the complete
sample suggesting that differences in the number of women
taking contraceptives did not account for the group differ-
ences reported in the following (see Supplementary Material
available online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2016/6860573).
The number of women not taking contraceptives was too
small in this sample to analyze their data separately or to
analyze the interaction between the use of contraceptives and
exercise.

As expected, the heart rate during the experimental
intervention differed between groups, 𝐹(2, 75) = 533.18, 𝑝 <
0.001, with a significantly higher heart rate for the exercise
groups compared to the relaxing group (planned contrast
𝑡(75) = 27.00, 𝑝 < 0.001) and a significant difference
between the high-intensity group and the low-intensity group
(planned contrast 𝑡(75) = 18.08, 𝑝 < 0.001). The latter
additionally differed in the rating of the perceived exhaustion
after exercising, 𝑡(51) = 13.03, 𝑝 < 0.001.

3.2. Memory for Newly Learned Vocabulary. One participant
assigned to the relaxing groupwas excluded from the analyses
of memory scores, as he did not recall any word correctly,
neither at day one nor at day two.

Exercising after learning did not enhance the absolute
number of recalled vocabulary, main effect of Group 𝐹(2, 77)
= 1.99, 𝑝 = 0.144, 𝜂2 = 0.049 (Figure 2(a)). The Time ×
Group interaction was marginally significant, 𝐹(2, 77) = 2.84,
𝑝 = 0.064, 𝜂2 = 0.069, indicating that group differences in
vocabulary retention depended on the time of testing. The
contrast analysis for the vocabulary score at day one revealed
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Figure 2: Memory for newly learned vocabulary. (a) Mean number of correctly recalled words at day one (60 minutes after learning) and at
day two (24 h after learning), separately for the high-intensity group, the low-intensity group, and the relaxing group. (b) Retention after 24
hours, defined as the difference between numbers of correctly recalled words at day one minus day two. Error bars depict ±1 standard error
of the mean.

that the relaxing group initially recalled more words than
both the high-intensity exercise group, 𝑡(77) = −2.10, 𝑝 =
0.039, and the low-intensity exercise group, 𝑡(77) = −2.12,
𝑝 = 0.038. Planned contrasts for day two did not reveal
any significant difference between the relaxing group and the
exercise groups, all 𝑝 > 0.16.

To explore the changes in vocabulary retention after 24
hours, the difference score “recalled words day two” minus
“recalled words day one” was compared between the three
groups (Figure 2(b)). There was a significant linear trend,
𝐹(1, 77) = 5.51, 𝑝 = 0.022, indicating that vocabulary
retention increased proportionately with increasing exercise
level. Moreover, planned contrasts for these difference scores
showed a significant lower loss of memory for the high-
intensity exercise group compared to the relaxing group, 𝑡(77)
= 2.35, 𝑝 = 0.022.

3.3. Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF). Blood sam-
ples to assess BDNF serum level were taken at baseline
(𝑡
0
), after learning (𝑡

1
), and after exercising/relaxing (𝑡

2
),

respectively. The venous puncture failed in two participants.
Furthermore, data of two participants with BDNF values
more than three standard deviations above the sample mean
at at least one time point were excluded. Thus, the BDNF
analyses were based on 𝑁 = 77 participants (𝑁 = 26 high-
intensity exercise group,𝑁 = 23 low-intensity exercise group,
and𝑁 = 28 relaxing group).

Serum BDNF only increased after exercising in the high-
intensity exercise group, Time × Group 𝐹(4, 148) = 17.99,
𝑝 < 0.001, 𝜂2 = 0.327 (Figure 3(a)). The analysis per time

point showed that groups did not differ with respect to BDNF
at 𝑡
0
and at 𝑡

1
(all 𝐹 < 0.50, all 𝑝 > 0.60) but that

there was a significant effect of Group after exercising at 𝑡
2
,

𝐹(2, 74) = 8.68, 𝑝 < 0.001. Planned contrasts for 𝑡
2
confirmed

a significant difference between the high-intensity exercise
group and the relaxing group, 𝑡(74) = 3.58, 𝑝 = 0.001, while
the low-intensity exercise group and the relaxing group did
not differ, 𝑡(74) = −0.22, 𝑝 = 0.824. When comparing the
change from baseline to postintervention (𝑡

2
minus 𝑡

0
), the

linear trend indicating an increase in BDNF with increasing
exercise intensity was significant, 𝐹(1, 74) = 40.08, 𝑝 < 0.001.
As seen in Figure 3(b), this effect was mainly driven by the
large increase in the high-intensity exercise group.

3.4. Cortisol. Saliva samples to assess cortisol levels were
taken at baseline (𝑡

0
), after learning (𝑡

1
), immediately after

exercising/relaxing (𝑡
2
), respectively, and again 20 minutes

after 𝑡
2
(𝑡
3
). Cortisol data of two participants were missing

due to sampling errors. Furthermore, five participants with
cortisol levels more than three standard deviations above the
sample mean at at least one time point were excluded from
the analysis. Thus, cortisol analyses were based on 𝑁 = 74
participants (𝑁 = 26 high-intensity exercise group, 𝑁 = 23
low-intensity exercise group, and𝑁 = 25 relaxing group).

Cortisol levels changed differentially across time for the
three experimental groups, Time × Group 𝐹(6, 213) = 6.53,
𝑝 < 0.001, 𝜂2 = 0.155 (Figure 4(a)). Comparisons between
groups for each time point showed no significant group
differences at 𝑡

0
, 𝑡
1
, and 𝑡

2
(all 𝐹 < 2.35, all 𝑝 > 0.10).

Twenty minutes after exercising (𝑡
3
), however, there was
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Figure 3: (a) Mean serum BDNF at baseline (𝑡
0
), after learning (𝑡
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) separately for the high-intensity
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Figure 4: (a) Mean saliva cortisol at baseline (𝑡
0
), after learning (𝑡
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), after exercising/relaxing (𝑡
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separately for the high-intensity exercise group, the low-intensity exercise group, and the relaxing group. (b) Mean changes in cortisol from
baseline to the assessment 20 minutes after exercising/relaxing. Positive values indicate an increase in cortisol. Error bars depict ±1 standard
error of the mean.
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a significant main effect of Group 𝐹(2, 71) = 3.16, 𝑝 =
0.049, with the high-intensity group showing a larger cortisol
level compared to the resting group (contrast analysis high-
intensity group versus relaxing group 𝑡(71) = 2.41, 𝑝 = 0.019;
low-intense exercise group versus relaxing group 𝑡(71) = 0.57,
𝑝 = 0.569). Furthermore, the change in cortisol levels from
𝑡
0
to 𝑡
3
increased with increasing exercise intensity (linear

trend analysis for the difference score of cortisol 𝑡
3
minus

𝑡
1
: 𝐹(1, 71) = 15.34, 𝑝 < 0.001, Figure 4(b)). As for BDNF,

however, this was mainly driven by the increase in the high-
intensity group.

3.5. Correlations between Vocabulary Retention, BDNF, and
Cortisol. When analyzing data of all participants, there was a
significant positive correlation between the increase in BDNF
after exercise/relaxing (BDNF 𝑡

2
minus 𝑡

0
) and vocabulary

retention (day 2 minus day 1), 𝜏 = 0.17, 𝑝 = 0.046.
However, this correlation was not significant when analyzing
the high-intensity group only, 𝜏 = 0.11, 𝑝 = 0.463. There
was no positive relationship between the increase in BDNF
after exercising/relaxing and the absolute number of recalled
words, neither at day one nor at day two (𝜏 < 0.15, 𝑝 > 0.05).

An analysis including all participants revealed a signif-
icant positive correlation between the increase in cortisol
immediately after exercise/relaxation (cortisol 𝑡

2
minus 𝑡

0
)

and vocabulary retention (day 2 minus day 1), 𝜏 = 0.19,
𝑝 = 0.027, and a marginally significant positive correlation
between the increase in cortisol 20 minutes after exer-
cise/relaxation (cortisol 𝑡

3
minus 𝑡

0
) and vocabulary retention

(day 2 minus day 1), 𝜏 = 0.15, 𝑝 = 0.076. There was no
positive relationship between these variables when analyzing
the high-intensity group only, 𝜏 = −0.04, 𝑝 = 0.819 for
cortisol 𝑡

2
minus 𝑡

0
and 𝜏 = −0.17, 𝑝 = 0.271 for cortisol

𝑡
3
minus 𝑡

0
. The increase in cortisol after exercising/relaxing

did not correlate with the absolute number of recalled words
(𝜏 < 0.11, 𝑝 > 0.22).

The larger the increase in BDNF immediately after exer-
cising (BDNF 𝑡

2
minus 𝑡

0
), the larger the increase in cortisol

20min later (Cortisol 𝑡
3
minus 𝑡

0
), 𝜏 = 0.23, 𝑝 = 0.005.

The correlation between BDNF and cortisol increase was also
significant when analyzing the high-intensity exercise group
only, 𝜏 = 0.32, 𝑝 = 0.023.

4. Discussion

Theaimof the present studywas to assess the effects of a single
bout of exercise on memory consolidation and the release
of the neuroendocrinological parameters BDNF and cortisol.
Exercise after learning did not enhance the recall of newly
learned vocabulary at the day of learning and exercising. On
the contrary, at that time point, participants of a relaxing
group recalled more words than participants of a high-
intensity exercise group and participants of a low-intensity
exercise group. However, participants who engaged in high-
intensity exercise for 30 minutes after learning showed
better memory consolidation compared to the relaxing group
assessed 24 hours after the learning session; that is, they
retained more of the initially learned words. Moreover,

high-intensity physical exercise led to a significant increase
in peripheral BDNF and saliva cortisol.

In contrast to most previous studies assessing the effects
of acute exercise on memory [16, 19, 20], participants in the
present study did not exercise before or during the learning
phase but after learning. Thus, we were able to study the
effects of physical exercise during early phases of memory
consolidation while holding learning conditions constant
across groups. Experimental interventions to enhance (e.g.,
strychnine administration) or impair memories (e.g., elec-
troconvulsive shocks, administration of protein synthesis
inhibitors, and behavioral distractors) have an impact on
later recall especially when administered within a short
time window after learning when synaptic consolidation
processes take place [12, 57]. In parallel, or as a consequence,
mechanisms of system consolidation are initiated which take
days up to years and are important to stabilize long-term
memories [57]. Therefore, one might speculate that physical
exercise enhances long-term memory by facilitating early
stages of memory consolidation.

The timing of the observed behavioral effects fits well with
this explanation: 20 minutes after the exercise intervention,
there was no beneficial effect of exercise on memory. On the
contrary, at that time point, participants of the relaxing group
recalled more words than participants of the exercise groups.
However, participants in the high-intensity group did not
show any forgetting of the learned words after 24 hours while
there was a significant decrease in the relaxing group. Thus,
the immediate memory was better in the relaxing group, but
the high-intensity exercise group showed better long-term
consolidation of the vocabulary. The difference between the
immediate memory test and the 24-hour test for the low-
intensity groupwas between the same difference for the high-
intensity group and the relaxing group, suggesting a dose-
response relationship between exercise intensity andmemory
consolidation. The results are in line with reports of previous
studies showing that exercising after learning did not improve
immediate memory [16], but improvements were only seen
after a delay of at least 24 hours [23]. Roig et al. [58] argued
that memory tests administered too early after encoding,
when memory traces are still undergoing consolidation, are
not able to detect exercise induced memory gains and might
even interrupt the consolidation process. As the timing of
memory tests relative to the exercise interventions differ
between studies, this variability might explain inconsistent
results in previous studies.

One reason for a better memory of the relaxing group
at day one, compared to the exercising groups, might be
exercise induced arousal and exhaustion. Null effects as
well as detrimental effects of physical exercise on cognitive
performance were mostly seen in studies with high-intensity
exercise protocols, leading to dehydration and exhaustion
[59–61]. In the present study, however, participants had the
opportunity to drink water during and after the exercise
session, making it unlikely that dehydration impaired cog-
nitive processes. Moreover, the intensity of the exercise was
individually adjusted to approximately 80% of their maximal
heart rate and below 60% for the low-intensity exercise
group. Both the high- and low-intensity groups showedworse
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immediate memory compared to the relaxing group, without
any difference between the two making it very unlikely that
exhaustion could account for the immediate memory effect.
While the exercise groups cycled on a stationary bicycle, the
relaxing group sat quietly in a chair. Thus, it is possible that
they silently rehearsed the newly learned vocabulary more
than the exercise groups which might have improved their
immediate memory. However, the relaxing group showed
more forgetting after 24 hours compared to the exercise
group, suggesting that immediate memory and long-term
consolidation were differentially affected by the experimental
interventions. Further studies should introduce a task that
interferes with memory rehearsal to rule out these effects on
memory.

Participants were not asked to recall the vocabulary
immediately after learning to avoid any interference effects
before exercising. Thus, it is possible that groups differed
in the number of words they encoded successfully before
exercising. Participants did a word-pseudo-word learning
task in the preexperimental screening session which was very
similar to the learning task in the main experiment. Groups
did not differ with regard to their learning success in this
preexperimental task suggesting that there were no baseline
differences in learning abilities between groups. However,
future studies should include an immediate memory test to
control for possible baseline differences in learning success.
Furthermore, we argue that in future studies a within-
subject design would be more appropriate to assess the effect
of exercise on memory to increase the statistical power
compared to the current between-subject design. Given the
low performance of subjects we expect to find even clearer
memory effects by applying a within-subject design.

Serum BDNF was significantly increased after high-
intensity exercise, but not after low-intensity exercise. This
is in agreement with previous studies reporting an increase
of BDNF after acute exercise for high-intensity exercise
protocols only [34, 37, 39, 62]. BDNF is an important
neurotrophic factor involved in neuronal development and
synaptic plasticity.With regard tomemory, BDNF is essential
for the formation and storage of long-term memories [25].
For instance, results in animals demonstrated that interfer-
ing with BDNF expression in the early phase of memory
consolidation selectively impairs long-term memory, while
recognition memory at the day of acquisition was unaffected
[63]. Accordingly, an intracerebroventricular injection of
BDNF in rats was found to enhance hippocampus-dependent
learning [28]. As acute exercise in humans leads to a transient
increase in BDNF, itmight be speculated that BDNFmediates
the beneficial effects of acute exercise on memory processes.
Data on the relationship between an acute exercise induced
increase in BDNF and cognitive variables in humans are rare
so far. Changes in cognitive tasks like executive functions [34]
and attention [38] after acute exercise were found to be unre-
lated to changes in BDNF. With regard to memory, Winter
et al. [20] found a positive correlation between the increase
in BDNF after exercise and immediate learning success in
a declarative memory task, but no relationship to long-term
memory. Griffin et al. [28] reported an increase in BDNF after
acute exercise and an increase in a hippocampus-dependent

declarative memory task; however, they did not show a
correlation between these two variables. For procedural
memory, Skriver et al. [64] showed a positive correlation
between skill retention up to seven days after learning and
serum BDNF, but no relationship to skill acquisition. In
the present study, there was a positive correlation between
memory consolidation and BDNF increase when analyzing
data of all participants. However, this relationship could not
be confirmed when only participants of the high-intensity
group were included into the analysis. This might be due to a
lack of power and smaller variances in this sample.

Furthermore, the less consistent findings on the rela-
tionship between an exercise induced increase in BDNF
and memory in humans, compared to animal studies, might
be due to methodological differences in BDNF assessment.
In animals, the local BDNF release in the hippocampus
and neocortex is measured, while in human studies BDNF
is assessed in the peripheral blood serum. It is disputed
whether an increase in central BDNF is accompanied by
an increase in serum BDNF. While some results provide
evidence for a strong correlation between cortical and serum
BDNF [31], other data speak against such a relationship [32].
Nevertheless, BDNF in the serum does not reflect a local
measurement of BDNF in specific subregions of the central
nervous system, making it harder to detect a correlation
with cognitive variables. Thus, a direct link between an acute
increase in BDNF and long-term memory consolidation in
humans has still to be established.

Psychosocial stress, as well as the application of mod-
erate doses of corticosterone immediately after learning,
are known to facilitate memory consolidation [65, 66]. The
release of glucocorticoids is increased after physical exercise
[67]. Therefore, it has been hypothesized that an exercise
induced increase in cortisol might contribute to beneficial
effects of a single bout of exercise on memory performance.
Saliva cortisol levels were significantly elevated after high-
intensity physical exercise in the present study. As in previous
studies, we did not observe a cortisol response after low-
intensity physical exercise [19, 68]. The increase in cortisol
after exercise correlated positively with vocabulary retention
after 24 hours suggesting that glucocorticoids release after
learning might contribute to the consolidation of newly
learned vocabulary. However, the relationship disappeared
when only participants of the high-intensity group were
considered. Reasons for the lack of a substantial relationship
between cortisol and memory could be due to the low
variance in this subgroup and the rather small increase in
cortisol after exercising in the present study. An inverted
U-shaped dose-response function has been described for
glucocorticoid effects onmemory consolidation [69]. Studies
using the cold water test or an aversive psychosocial situation
to induce stress reported increases in saliva cortisol around
30% up to 100% [70–73]. The mean increase in cortisol in
the present study was 17% in the high-intensity group and,
therefore,might have been too low to induce beneficial effects
on memory.

Alternatively, the lack of a substantial relationship
between neuroendocrinological parameters and memory in
the present study might suggest that other mechanisms
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except an increase in BDNF and cortisol mediate exercise
induced changes in cognitive variables. For instance, an
exercise induced increase in dopamine and norepinephrine
has been linked to better memory performance [20, 22, 64].
Furthermore, acute exercise induces alterations in cerebral
blood flow, glucose and lactate levels which modulate learn-
ing and memory [64, 74–76].

5. Conclusions

The present results provide evidence that high-intensity but
not low-intensity physical exercise led to less forgetting of
newly learned vocabulary compared to a relaxing group.
Furthermore, high-intensity exercise increased the release
of BDNF and cortisol in humans. However, it remains an
open question whether BDNF and cortisol are mediators
of exercise induced benefits on memory. Acute exercise
protocols varying the timing of exercise relative to memory
encoding and retrieval and the assessment of additional
neuroendocrinological parameters might be a promising
experimental approach for future studies exploring the fac-
tors underlying memory consolidation.
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It is known that intensive training and expertise are associated with functional and structural neuroadaptations. Most studies,
however, compared experts with nonexperts; hence it is, specifically for sports, unclear whether the neuroplastic adaptations
reported are sport-specific or sport-general. Here we aimed at investigating sport-specific adaptations in professional handball
players and ballet dancers by focusing on the primary motor and somatosensory grey matter (GM) representation of hands and
feet using voxel-based morphometry as well as on fractional anisotropy (FA) of the corticospinal tract by means of diffusion tensor
imaging-based fibre tractography. As predicted, GMvolumewas increased in hand areas of handball players, whereas ballet dancers
showed increased GM volume in foot areas. Compared to handball players, ballet dancers showed decreased FA in both fibres
connecting the foot and hand areas, but they showed lower FA in fibres connecting the foot compared to their hand areas, whereas
handball players showed lower FA in fibres connecting the hand compared to their foot areas. Our results suggest that structural
adaptations are sport-specific and are manifested in brain regions associated with the neural processing of sport-specific skills. We
believe this enriches the plasticity research in general and extends our knowledge of sport expertise in particular.

1. Introduction

Numerous studies have shown that the human brain changes
its structure and function as a consequence of training, exper-
tise, and environmental influences throughout the entire
lifespan [1–4]. These structural and functional adaptations,
called neuroplasticity, can be measured in vivo by using a
variety of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques [5].
Among the first studies that investigated practice-dependent
structural neuroplasticity by using MRI were the different
juggling studies conducted by Draganski and colleagues [6–
9]. One of the main results of these studies is a bilateral
expansion in grey matter (GM) in the midtemporal area
(hMT/V5) as a consequence of a three-month juggling train-
ing [7], suggesting that even short-term practice of a specific
task is associatedwith structural adaptations in relevant brain
regions. In addition, these longitudinal studies also suggest
that the structural changes reported are the consequences of

the training and are hence evoked by neuroplastic processes
rather than just the result of a genetic predisposition for a par-
ticular neural trait.Therefore, it is conceivable to assume that
long-term training (years to decades) in a specific task evokes
structural brain adaptations too and that those adaptations
can be measured using structural MRI in cross-sectional
study designs, in which experts of one domain are compared
with nonexperts. Indeed, there is strong evidence from cross-
sectional structural MRI studies that sensory, motor, and
cognitive training modulates brain morphology [3, 5, 10–12].
However, the number of structural imaging studies in which
professional athletes were compared to nonathletes with
respect to differences in GM and white matter (WM) are
assessable (for an overview see Table 1 of [13]). In ath-
letes compared with controls, these studies revealed mainly
increase but also decrease inGMandWMvolume in primary
motor (M1) and somatosensory (S1) cortex, supplementary
motor area (SMA), premotor cortex, basal ganglia, thalamus,
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and cerebellum as well as differences in fractional anisotropy
(FA) of the corticospinal tract (CST). Such structural adapta-
tions have been observed, for example, for basketball players
[14], judowrestlers [15], endurance athletes andmartial artists
[16, 17], golf players [18], ballet dancers [19], and handball
players [13]. However, even if these findings indicate that
long-term physical training changes both GM and WM and
the fact that particularly those brain regions are shown to be
modulated which are assumed to be specifically associated
with the skills of the trained activity, it remains unknown
whether these neuroplastic adaptations are indeed sport-
specific or just sport-general.

To the best of our knowledge there are only three previous
studies comparing two different groups of athletes. First, this
is the work recently published by Chang and colleagues [16]
who investigated white matter integrity in the basal ganglia
between elite professional athletes specializing in running,
martial arts, and control subjects [16]. These authors showed
lower FA and higher mean diffusivity (MD) values in the
globus pallidus internal segment of both athletic groups
compared to the control group but revealed no differences
between the two athletic groups. These findings indeed
support previous studies which showed that professional
sports are associated with structural changes in specific brain
regions, but they did not clarify whether different types
of sport can induce distinct structural differences in the
brain [16]. Second, Schlaffke and colleagues [17] investigated
GM volumes again in martial athletes, endurance athletes,
and nonathletes. They revealed increased GM volumes in
the SMA in both groups of athletes when compared with
nonathletes but also revealed brain structures adapted in
one sport but not in the other. For example, endurance ath-
letes compared with martial athletes showed increased GM
volume in the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus, a
fact interpreted by the authors to be related to the different
metabolic profiles of the two sports; that is, martial sport
is rather anaerobic and endurance sport is rather aerobic
[17]. The third publication is a study conducted by Wenzel
and colleagues [20] who investigated the influence of simple
fast foot movements on functional and structural brain
alterations between power (sprinters, jumpers, and throwers)
and endurance (middle- and long-distance runners) athletes.
Behaviourally, a significant difference between the two sports
groups was found in movement velocity of plantarflexion.
Furthermore, functionalmagnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
analysis indicated that fast plantarflexions were accompanied
by increased activity in the cerebellar anterior lobe but
surprisingly without significant differences between the two
groups of athletes. The same region, however, indicated
increased GM volume for the power athletes compared to the
endurance athletes what the authors interpreted as evidence
of a unique structural feature in the brains of speed-trained
athletes [20]. Based on these studies and the fact that little is
known about sport-specific brain plasticity so far, the present
study aimed at questioning whether brain structures of two
different sports groups show different plastic adaptations.

In two previous studies of our group [13, 19] the structure
of brain areas relevant for motor and sensory control was
investigated in professional female ballet dancers [19] and in

professional female handball players [13], each sport group
compared to different control groups. Based on these two
studies we compared the same group of ballet dancers with
the same group of handball players with respect to their M1
and S1 hand and foot representations by means of the voxel-
basedmorphometry (VBM) technique as well as with respect
to their fibre connections via the CST by means of fibre
tractography based of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data.

Classical ballet dancing is a very demanding and well-
defined form of dancing requiring not only high levels of
physical strength, balance, and flexibility [21], but also precise
positioning in space and synchronization tomusic [19]. Ballet
dancing differs from other dance forms with regard to its spe-
cial body position: en dehors. This constant outward rotation
of the legs starting in the hip, so that knees and feet are turned
outward, forms the basis of ballet. Every sequence of dancing
steps must start and end with one of five basic positions (1st,
2nd, 3rd, 4th, or 5th, resp.). Specifications, such as toe dancing
(en pointe), further increase complexity [22]. In addition to
the very demanding technical and physical basis involving
mainly legs and feet, the correct position of the hands and
facial and emotional expressions and the need for seemingly
easiness pose further challenges to a ballet dancer [22].

Contrary to classical ballet, themain focus of handball lies
on physical abilities involving both hands. In addition to gen-
eral physical aspects such as running, jumping, endurance,
mobility, speed, and skills, throwing the ball including
throwing speed represents major facets of a successful player
[23]. The basis is a specific throwing technique, a well-timed
movement pattern involving different body parts, mostly
arms and hands [23, 24]. Different throws require distinct
movement patterns; a common feature, however, is that all of
them require precise coordination of upper and lower limbs.
Themost frequently used technique (jump shot), for instance,
is comprised of a three-step rhythm (left-right-left) towards
the goal, in which a right-handed player jumps off with the
left leg, throws the ball with the right hand, and cushions the
jumpwith the right leg before landing again on both feet [25].

Due to the fact that the feet are more important in
ballet dancers and the hands are more important in handball
players, we expected to find differences in the M1 and S1
representations of the hand and foot indicated by greater
GM volume alterations in the hand areas of handball players
compared to greater GM volume alterations in the foot areas
of ballet dancers. We also predicted differences in the white
matter fibres connecting the hand and foot representations
via the CST indicated by greater alterations in FA of fibres
connecting the foot areas in ballet dancers and of fibres
connecting the hand areas in handball players, respectively.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects. We investigated 44 women aged between 18 and
37 years (mean = 23.92 years, standard deviation (SD) = 3.83
years) of whom 10 are professional ballet dancers (mean =
21.94 years, SD = 3.03 years), 12 are professional handball
players (mean = 23.25 years, SD = 2.96 years), and 22 are
control women (mean = 25.19, SD = 4.20). The control group
is composed of the same control participants of the before
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mentioned two previous studies of our group with 10 control
women of the ballet study [19] and 12 control women of the
handball study [13]. In order to avoid the impression that the
present study is just a redundant follow-up paper of the two
studies already published, we would like to emphasize that
for the present paper we posed new hypotheses, applied a
ROI-based approach, preprocessed the data in a differentway,
applied entirely new analyses and contrasts, and obtained
new findings. There were no significant differences between
these two control groups with respect to demographic or
global brain measures. Control subjects were matched with
respect to handedness and age and were only included if they
did not work out any form of sport regularly. Ballet dancers
were recruited from different ballet schools in Switzerland,
trained ballet dancing for on average 14.2 years (SD = 3.26
years), and started dance training with an average of 7.3
years (SD = 2.50 years). The handball players played in the
two highest national leagues, trained handball playing for on
average of 12.67 years (SD = 2.67 years), and started handball
trainingwith an average of 10.58 years (SD= 2.97 years). None
of the participants reported past neurological, neuropsycho-
logical, or psychiatric diseases and denied taking drugs and
illegal medication. All participants were right handed as
assessed with Annett’s handedness questionnaires for ballet
dancers (and their corresponding control women, resp.) [27]
and with the hand dominance test for handball players (and
their corresponding control women, resp.) [28, 29]. The fact
that the handedness of the participants investigated in the
current study was tested with different inventories is due to
the fact that the groups come from two different previous
studies. However, the different handedness inventories used
for the two sports groups are comparable to each other. Fur-
ther details of these sportswomen and their corresponding
control women can be found elsewhere [13, 19].

2.2. Magnetic Resonance Imaging Data Acquisition. MRI
scans were acquired on a 3.0 Tesla Philips Intera whole
body scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, Netherlands)
equipped with a transmit-receive body coil and a commercial
eight-element head coil array which is capable of sensitivity
encoding (SENSE).

Handball players and ballet dancers (and their corre-
sponding control participants) had identical T1-weighted
images. A volumetric 3DT1-weighted gradient echo sequence
(turbo field echo) image was measured with a spatial res-
olution of 1 × 1 × 1.5mm3 (acquisition matrix 224 × 224
pixels, 90 slices) and reconstructed to a resolution of 0.86 ×
0.86 × 0.75mm3 (reconstructed matrix 256 × 256 pixels, 180
slices). It is important to note that this type of MRI signal
interpolation does not have an adverse effect on the quality
of the data and we do not suggest that our MR images are
of a better spatial resolution than the measured one of 1 ×
1 × 1.5mm3. Further imaging parameters were field of view
FOV = 220 × 220mm2, echo-time TE = 2.3ms, repetition-
time TR = 20ms, and flip-angle 𝛼 = 20∘.

Handball players and ballet dancers (and their correspon-
ding control groups) had slightly different diffusion-weighted
sequences. For handball players, a diffusion-weighted spin

echo, echo-planar imaging sequence was used to obtain
diffusion-weighted scans with a measured spatial resolution
of 2.29 × 2.34 × 2.50mm3 (acquisition matrix 96 × 94 pixels,
55 slices) and a reconstructed spatial resolution of 1.72 ×
1.72 × 2.5mm3 (reconstructed matrix 128 × 128 pixels, 55
slices). Further imaging parameters were FOV = 220 ×
220mm2; TE = 50.0ms; TR = 11,300ms; 𝛼 = 90∘; SENSE R =
2.1; 𝑏-value 𝑏 = 1,000 s/mm2; and number of averages = 2.
Diffusion was measured in 15 noncollinear directions pre-
ceded by a non-diffusion-weighted volume (reference vol-
ume). For ballet dancers, a diffusion-weighted spin echo,
echo-planar imaging sequence was used to obtain diffusion-
weighted scans with a measured spatial resolution of 2.08 ×
2.13 × 2.00mm3 (acquisition matrix 96 × 96 pixels, 50 slices)
and a reconstructed spatial resolution of 1.56× 1.56× 2.0mm3
(reconstructed matrix 128 × 128 pixels, 50 slices). Further
imaging parameters were FOV = 200 × 200mm2; TE =
50.0ms; TR = 10,166ms; 𝛼 = 90∘; SENSE R = 2.1; 𝑏-value 𝑏 =
1,000 s/mm2; and number of averages = 2. Diffusion was
measured in 15 noncollinear directions preceded by a non-
diffusion-weighted volume (reference volume).

2.3. Voxel-Based Morphometry. Between-group differences
in GM volume were evaluated by using VBM [30, 31]. T1-wei-
ghted MRI scans were preprocessed and analysed with the
FSL-VBM tool [32] (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FSL-
VBM), an optimised VBM protocol [33] which is implemen-
ted in the FMRIB software library (FSL) version 5.0.5 [34]
(http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). First, structural images
were brain-extracted and GM-segmented before being reg-
istered to the Montreal neurological institute (MNI) 152 sta-
ndard space using nonlinear registration [35]. The resulting
images were averaged and flipped along the 𝑥-axis to create
a left-right symmetric, study-specific GM template. Second,
all native GM images were nonlinearly registered to this
study-specific template and “modulated” to correct for local
expansion (inflation) and contraction (deflation) due to
the nonlinear component of the spatial transformation. The
mean values of the regions of interest (ROIs) (see below) were
then extracted from the unsmoothed GM volume maps.

2.4. Regions of Interest Definition. In the present study we
focused on the M1 and S1 representation of the hands and
feet as well as on their white matter connections via the
CST to the brain stem. Spherical ROIs with a radius of
8mm were created using the WFU Pickatlas [36, 37] imple-
mented in statistical parametric mapping software version
8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). The coordinates of the
eight ROIs (hand/foot, M1/S1, left/right) were drawn from a
study that actually investigated the somatotopic organisation
of cerebrocerebellar connections in 1000 subjects using fMRI
in the resting state, but this study also localized the hand,
foot, and tongue representations by using motor-task fMRI
in 26 subjects [26]. Due to the fact that the spherical ROIs
of FOOTM1/R (𝑥 = 6, 𝑦 = −26, 𝑧 = 76) and FOOTS1/R
(𝑥 = 10, 𝑦 = −42, 𝑧 = 74) overlap with a radius of 8mm,
we shifted the 𝑥-coordinate from 6 to 9mm for M1 and from
10 to 9 for S1. The same shift was applied to the FOOTM1/L
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Table 1: Coordinates of the regions of interest used for the primary
motor and primary somatosensory representation of the hands and
feet.

MNI coordinates

ROI Right hemisphere Left hemisphere
x y z x y z

HANDM1 41 −20 62 −41 −20 62
HANDS1 42 −35 65 −42 −35 65
FOOTM1 9 −26 76 −9 −26 76
FOOTS1 9 −42 74 −9 −42 74
Note. Coordinates represent locations of peak voxels (cf. [26]) as centers for
the construction of spherical masks with radius 8 mm. Due to overlapping
spheres in the primary motor and primary somatosensory feet areas, the
coordinates of the x-axis were slightly modified from originally 6 to 9 (right)
and −6 to −9 (left) in M1 and 10 to 9 (right) and −10 to −9 (left) in S1,
respectively. M1, primary motor cortex; S1, primary somatosensory cortex;
MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute space; ROI, region of interest.

(𝑥 = −6, 𝑦 = −26, and 𝑧 = 76) and FOOTS1/L (𝑥 = −10,
𝑦 = −42, and 𝑧 = 74); that is, the 𝑥-coordinate was increased
from −6 to −9 for M1 and reduced from −10 to −9 for S1. The
Montreal neurological institute (MNI) space coordinates are
summarised in Table 1.

The reason why we used the MNI coordinates of the
above-mentioned study [26] is that we have not acquired
functional localizers and we therefore were dependent on
already acquired functional localizers of our predefinedROIs.
Since we have not found any fMRI study acquiring functional
localizers of both the hand and foot areas in athletes, we
decided to choose the MNI coordinates of Buckner and
colleagues [26] since the coordinates of all eight required
ROIs come from the same study.

First, potential shape differences in the hand and foot
representations between sportswomen and nonsportswomen
will be taken into account and adjusted for by the non-
linear spatial transformations applied during preprocessing.
Second, by way of comparison, in the study of Wenzel and
colleagues [20], for example, the fMRI analysis of fast foot
movements revealed activity in M1 with local maxima at
𝑥 = 6, 𝑦 = −36, and 𝑧 = 70, which is comparable with
the coordinates used for our ROI of FOOTM1/R with 𝑥 = 9,
𝑦 = −26, and 𝑧 = 76 and suggests that translocations (shifts)
of these functional areas have not been expected. Third, by
way of visual inspection we are able to show that the hand
ROIs used to extract GM values do fully cover the omega-like
shaped primary motor hand representation in our athletes.

These ROIs were used for the extraction of GM volume
based on T1-weightedMRI scans but also served as seeds and
targets in the probabilistic fibre tractography of the CST from
these ROIs to the brainstem and from the brainstem to these
ROIs (see below) based on DTI data.

2.5. Diffusion Tensor Imaging and Probabilistic Fibre Trac-
tography. DTI data preprocessing and probabilistic fibre
tractography were performed with FSL version 5.0.5. In a
first step, nonbrain tissue was automatically removed using
FSL’s brain extraction tool. Further automated preprocess-
ing steps (eddy-current and head movement correction)

as well as the construction of individual diffusion tensor,
FA, axial diffusivity (AD), and radial diffusivity (RD) maps
were performed using FSL’s diffusion toolbox 2.0 [38]. Even
though our hypothesis is only referred to alterations in FA,
we nonetheless analysed RD and AD in order to support
the interpretation of potential significant FA findings. FA
maps are scaled between 0 (fully isotropic diffusion) and
1 (fully anisotropic diffusion). DTI data was then prepared
for probabilistic tractography using FSL’s diffusion toolbox
function called bedpostX (Bayesian estimation of diffusion
parameters obtained using sampling techniques) with default
parameters [39].

Using the above defined eight ROIs (FOOTM1/R,
FOOTM1/L, FOOTS1/R, FOOTS1/L, HANDM1/R, HANDM1/L,
HANDS1/R, and HANDS1/L) and an additional planar ROI
placed on the height of the brainstem (MNI coordinate
𝑧 = −22) tracking was performed from each cortical ROI
(seedmask) to the brainstemROI (waypoint and termination
mask). An exclusion mask was set for the homotopic ROI
in order to exclude fibres that might run across the corpus
callosum to the opposite hemisphere. Default tracking
parameters were used. Resulting tracts were in MNI space.
After fibre tractography, within-tract probabilistic values
were normalised at the individual level by dividing the
number of streamlines passing through each voxel by the
total number of obtained streamlines (“waytotal”) [40].
Subsequently, statistically normalised tracts were set at a
threshold of 0.05 incorporating only those voxels where at
least 5% of the total number of streamlines passed. Final tract
maps were binarised and back-transformed from MNI into
subjects’ native space using inverse linear transformation and
were used as subject-specific masks for extraction of FA, AD,
and RD using the FSL functions “fslstats” and “fslmaths.”

Due to the fact that some voxels representing CST were
included in both tracts, that is, in the reconstructed fibres
running to the hand areas as well as in those running to the
foot areas, these overlapping voxels were excluded in order
to obtain FA, AD, and RD values that are associated with
fibres connecting either the hand representations or fibres
connecting the foot representations without any overlap of
fibres connecting both representations.

2.6. Statistical Analyses

2.6.1. Demographic Indices and Global Brain Measures. For
the comparisons of demographic indices and global brain
measures between ballet dancers, handball players, and
controls, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVAs) models
using IBM SPSS Statistics software version 22 (http://www-01
.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/products/statistics/) were
applied. Error probability was set at 𝑝 < 0.05.

2.6.2. Analysis of Grey Matter Volume and Fractional Aniso-
tropy. After extracting the mean GM volume of each of the
eight ROIs (VBM analysis) and the mean FA, RD, and AD
values, respectively, of each of the eight CST tracts (DTI
analysis), these data was analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics
software version 22. All data was tested for normality using
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. We performed multifactorial,
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multivariate analyses of variance for repeated measures
(rmMANOVAs) for the dependent variable GM volume as
well as for FA, RD, and AD. We constructed both a 2 × 2 ×
2 × 2 design with the between-subjects factor GROUP (ballet,
handball) and, in order to additionally include a control
group, a 3 × 2 × 2 × 2 design with the between-subjects
factor GROUP (ballet, handball, and control) and the within-
subjects factors BODYPART (hand, foot), MODALITY (M1,
S1), and HEMISPHERE (right, left), respectively.

These analyses were performed once with the absolute
ROI values and once with relative ROI values, that is, with
normalised values. For the relative values, the absolute ROI
values were divided by a global measure. For ROI GM
volume, we used total global GMvolume and for ROI FA, RD,
and AD we used mean global FA, RD, and AD, respectively.
In case of significant differences between the groups Tukey’s
HSD post hoc tests were applied.

Only to support the rmMANOVA findings, 𝑡-tests for
independent samples were additionally performed between
the handball players and the ballet dancers. Pearson cor-
relations were used to associate the GM and FA findings
with age of training commencement and years of training
to associate the GM changes with the FA changes. Both 𝑡-
tests and Pearson correlations were corrected for multiple
comparisons by means of the false discovery rate (FDR).
Effect sizes are reported based on the correlation coefficient
𝑟 (correlations), Cohen’s 𝑑 (𝑡-tests), and partial eta-squared
(𝜂
𝑝

2; rmMANOVAs). According to Cohen, effect sizes are
denoted small if 𝑟 = 0.10, 𝑑 = 0.20, and 𝜂

𝑝

2
= 0.01, denoted

moderate if 𝑟 = 0.30, 𝑑 = 0.50, and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.06, and denoted

large if 𝑟 = 0.50, 𝑑 = 0.80, and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.14.

3. Results

3.1. Demographic Characteristics and Behavioural and Global
BrainMeasures. Demographic, behavioural, and global brain
measures of the ballet dancers, handball players, and control
women are summarised in Table 2. There were no significant
differences between handball players, ballet dancers, and
control women with respect to age, height, total GM, WM,
cortical GM, and intracranial volume and also no difference
in mean FA. Yet, post hoc tests revealed that handball players
were on average significantly taller than ballet dancers (𝑝 =
0.049). With respect to mean RD and AD there were signifi-
cant differences between the groups (RD: 𝐹

(2,41)
= 4.53, 𝑝 =

0.017; AD: 𝐹
(2,41)
= 4.47, 𝑝 = 0.018). However, as post hoc

tests revealed, these significant differences are attributable to
greater mean values in control women compared to handball
players (RD: 𝑝 = 0.012; AD: 𝑝 = 0.013), whereas ballet
dancers compared with both controls (RD: 𝑝 = 0.703; AD:
𝑝 = 0.414) and handball players (RD: 𝑝 = 0.182; AD:
𝑝 = 0.375) did not differ significantly. Furthermore, there
was no significant difference between handball players and
ballet dancers with respect to years of training, but compared
to the handball players, the ballet dancers started training
significantly earlier (𝐹

(1,20)
= 7.69, 𝑝 = 0.012).

Moreover, compared with the handball players and the
controls, the dancers showed significantly lower weight

(𝐹
(2,41)
= 11.55, 𝑝 < 0.001) and therefore their body mass

index (BMI) is significantly lower than the one of the handball
players and the controls (𝐹

(2,41)
= 9.02, 𝑝 = 0.001). In

contrast, handball players showed no significant difference
with respect to the BMI compared to control women (𝑝 =
0.646) (Table 2).

3.2. Voxel-BasedMorphometric Findings: GreyMatter Volume.
All ROI GM volume data were approximately normally
distributed except FOOTM1/R of the ballet dancers (𝑝 =
0.020) and HANDS1/R of the controls (𝑝 = 0.003).The results
of the rmMANOVAs derived from the relative GM volumes
(normalised by global GM volume) were not different from
those derived from the absolute GM volumes and therefore
only the results of the absolute GM volumes analyses are
reported. Furthermore, given the lower BMI values of the
ballet dancers compared to the other two groups, we also
controlled for the BMI in an additional analysis, and since
there was no single statistically significant effect of any factor
in which the BMI is integrated, we did not include the BMI
as a covariate in our statistical models (neither in GM nor
in FA/RD/AD rmMANOVAs) in order to preserve statistical
power. Other significant main effects or interactions than
those relevant for our hypotheses will be reported in Results
as theymight be of some interest for future investigations, but
they will not be discussed further.

Beside the main effect of MODALITY (2 groups: 𝐹
(1,20)
=

16.51, 𝑝 = 0.001, and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.452; 3 groups: 𝐹

(1,41)
= 21.73,

𝑝 < 0.001, and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.346) showing increased GM volume

in S1 compared with M1, the 2-group rmMANOVA revealed
the predicted interaction of GROUP x BODYPART (𝐹

(1,20)
=

5.27, 𝑝 = 0.033, and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.208). This interaction indicated

increased GM volume in the feet representations of ballet
dancers compared to handball players, whereas handball
players showed increased GM volume in the representations
of the hands compared with ballet dancers. With respect to
the 3-group rmMANOVA including the control group the
predicted interaction of GROUP x BODYPART was shown
only with a trend towards significance (𝐹

(2,41)
= 2.74, 𝑝 =

0.077, and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.118) (Figure 1, Table 3).

Another significant group-specific interaction was also
found between the factors GROUP x HEMISPHERE (𝐹

(1,20)

= 7.11, 𝑝 = 0.015, and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.262) and with a trend towards

significance as including the control group (𝐹
(2,41)
= 2.85,

𝑝 = 0.069, and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.122), showing increased GM volume

in the left hemisphere in handball players compared with bal-
let dancers (and controls, resp.), whereas right-hemispheric
GM volume was increased in ballet dancers compared with
handball players (and controls, resp.).

A further significant but not group-specific interaction
was found for the factors HEMISPHERE x BODYPART
(𝐹
(1,20)
= 8.48, 𝑝 = 0.009, and 𝜂

𝑝

2
= 0.298; 𝐹

(1,41)
= 9.05,

𝑝 = 0.004, and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.181) showing that GM volume was

increased in the right hand areas compared with the left hand
areas, whereas GM volume in the left foot areas was increased
compared with the right foot areas.
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Table 3: Group comparisons of cortical volume (GM) in each region of interest (ROI).

ROI Ballet (𝑛 = 10) Handball (𝑛 = 12) Controls (𝑛 = 22) t (20) p d
M SD M SD M SD

HANDM1/R 0.6140 0.0972 0.6567 0.0979 0.6412 0.1118 −1.02 0.510 −0.46
HANDM1/L 0.5510 0.0885 0.6129 0.0834 0.6031 0.1346 −1.69 0.285 −0.76
HANDS1/R 0.7329 0.1291 0.6862 0.0905 0.7083 0.1897 0.99 0.379 0.45
HANDS1/L 0.6605 0.1606 0.7341 0.1809 0.6825 0.1582 −1.00 0.440 −0.45
FOOTM1/R 0.6718 0.1073 0.5282 0.0763 0.5834 0.1016 3.66 0.016 1.64
FOOTM1/L 0.6344 0.0681 0.6659 0.1410 0.6525 0.0868 −0.65 0.526 −0.29
FOOTS1/R 0.7197 0.1025 0.5864 0.0947 0.6599 0.1254 3.17 0.020 1.42
FOOTS1/L 0.7229 0.1740 0.6305 0.0847 0.6482 0.1215 1.63 0.222 0.73
Note. Differences were calculated between the two sports groups using unpaired t-tests (false discovery rate [FDR] corrected). Value within brackets represents
degrees of freedom; d, effect size (Cohen’s d); L, left hemisphere;M, mean; M1, primary motor cortex; n, number of subjects; p, error probability (two-tailed);
R, right hemisphere; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; SD, standard deviation; t, t-value.
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Figure 1: Estimated means and standard errors of GM volume of the hand and foot areas (independent of hemisphere and modality) for
the ballet dancers (𝑛 = 10) and the handball players (𝑛 = 12) depicted on (a) (rmMANOVA including only the sports groups) and for the
ballet dancers (𝑛 = 10) and the handball players (𝑛 = 12) and the control women (𝑛 = 22) depicted on (b) (rmMANOVA including all three
groups). Note that increased GM reflects sport-specific skills.

The findings of the additionally conducted 𝑡-tests for
independent samples are summarised in Table 3, but these
findings only partially support the predicted interaction
found between the factors GROUP x BODYPART. The
average GM volume of FOOTM1/R (𝑡

(20)
= 3.66, 𝑝 = 0.016,

and 𝑑 = 1.64) and FOOTS1/R (𝑡(20) = 3.17, 𝑝 = 0.020, and 𝑑 =
1.42) is increased in ballet dancers compared with handball
players. This supports the predicted interaction of GROUP x
BODYPART in the sense that GM volume is increased in the
feet representations of ballet dancers comparedwith handball
players, but statistical significance was only reached for the
right but not the left foot area, which in turn is in line with
the interaction found between GROUP x HEMISPHERE,
which showed that ballet dancers compared with handball
players have increased GM volume in the right-hemispheric
ROIs. As can be seen in Table 3, the mean values, with the
exception of FOOTM1/L andHANDS1/R, nevertheless support
the interaction because the feet representations showed with

large effect sizes increased GM volume in ballet dancers
compared with handball players, whereas GM volume was
increased in the hand areas in handball players compared
with ballet dancers.

The mean GM volumes of each ROI were then correlated
with age of training commencement and with the number
of years of training within each sports group separately. In
handball players, the GM volume of HANDS1/R correlated
positively with the number of years of training (𝑟 = 0.790,
𝑝 = 0.002) and that of FOOTM1/R correlated inversely with
the age at training commencement (𝑟 = −0.720, 𝑝 = 0.008).
No further statistically significant correlations were found.

3.3. Diffusion Tensor Imaging Findings: Fractional Anisotropy.
The ROIs used for GM volume extraction and fibre trac-
tography are presented in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) and the
reconstructed CSTs are shown in Figure 2(c) (hands) and
Figure 2(d) (feet) for the ballet dancers and in Figure 2(e)
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(a) (b)

Ballet

(c)

Ballet

(d)

Handball

(e)

Handball

(f)

Figure 2: Probabilistic reconstruction of the corticospinal tracts (CSTs). (a) shows both, the spherical masks used for the VBM and the DTI
analysis of the predefined hand areas in M1 (blue) and S1 (green) and (b) of the predefined foot areas in M1 (red) and S1 (yellow). (c–f)
Probabilistic reconstruction of the WM fibres representing the mean CSTs of all ballet dancers (c and d) and all handball players (e and f),
respectively, between the left- and the right-hemispheric hand areas (blue: M1, green: S1) and the left- and the right-hemispheric foot areas
(red: M1, yellow: S1) and the brainstem (orange).

(hands) and Figure 2(f) (feet) for the handball players. Blue
and red represent the connections of the primarymotor areas
whereas green and yellow represent the connections of the
primary somatosensory areas.

All ROI FA data was approximately normally distributed.
The results of the rmMANOVA derived from the relative FA
values (normalised by mean global FA) were not different
from those derived from the absolute FA values and therefore
only the absolute FA values are reported. Again, other
significant main effects or interactions than those relevant
for our hypotheses will be reported as they might be of some
interest for future investigations but theywill not be discussed
further.

Beside a significant main effect of the factor MODALITY
(𝐹
(1,20)
= 81.70, 𝑝 < 0.001, and 𝜂

𝑝

2
= 0.803 and 𝐹

(1,41)
=

112.11,𝑝 < 0.001, and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.732, resp.) revealing decreased

FA in S1 compared with M1, we found a significant main
effect of the factor GROUP (𝐹

(1,20)
= 26.91, 𝑝 < 0.001,

and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.574 and 𝐹

(2,41)
= 9.81, 𝑝 < 0.001, and 𝜂

𝑝

2
=

0.324, resp.) with decreased FA in ballet dancers compared to
handball players. The follow-up post hoc comparisons with

respect to the 3-group analysis revealed decreased FA in ballet
dancers both compared to handball players (𝑝 < 0.001) and
controls (𝑝 = 0.018), whereas handball players showed only
marginally increased FA compared to controls (𝑝 = 0.077).

Furthermore, we detected the predicted interaction
between the factors GROUP x BODYPART (𝐹

(1,20)
= 16.66,

𝑝 = 0.001, and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.454 and 𝐹

(2,41)
= 7.74, 𝑝 = 0.001,

and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.274, resp.) (Figure 3, Table 4).These interactions,

however, indeed revealed decreased FA in both the fibres con-
necting the hand and foot areas in ballet dancers compared
to handball players (and controls, resp.), but ballet dancers
showed lower FA in the fibres connecting the foot compared
to their hand areas, whereas handball players showed lower
FA in the fibres connecting the hand compared to their foot
areas.

As mentioned above, we also analysed RD and AD to
support the interpretation of a potential significant interac-
tion of FA of GROUP x BODYPART. With respect to AD
this interaction did not reach statistical significance neither
for the 2 groups (𝐹

(1,20)
= 3.32, 𝑝 = 0.084, and 𝜂

𝑝

2
=

0.142) nor for the 3 groups (𝐹
(2,41)
= 2.34, 𝑝 = 0.109,
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Figure 3: Estimatedmeans and standard errors of fractional anisotropy (FA) in the corticospinal tracts originating in the hand and foot areas
(independent of hemisphere and modality) for the ballet dancers (𝑛 = 10) and the handball players (𝑛 = 12) depicted on (a) (rmMANOVA
including only the sports groups) and for the ballet dancers (𝑛 = 10) and the handball players (𝑛 = 12) and the control women (𝑛 = 22)
depicted on (b) (rmMANOVA including all three groups). Note that reduced FA reflects sport-specific skills.
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Figure 4: Estimated means and standard errors of radial diffusivity (RD) in the corticospinal tracts originating in the hand and foot areas
(independent of hemisphere and modality) for the ballet dancers (𝑛 = 10) and the handball players (𝑛 = 12) depicted on (a) (rmMANOVA
including only the sports groups) and for the ballet dancers (𝑛 = 10), the handball players (𝑛 = 12) and the control women (𝑛 = 22) depicted
on (b) (rmMANOVA including all three groups). Note that increased RD reflects sport-specific skills.

and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.102) rmMANOVA. The RD analysis, however,

revealed a significant interaction of GROUP x BODYPART
(𝐹
(1,20)
= 24.45, 𝑝 < 0.001, and 𝜂

𝑝

2
= 0.550 and 𝐹

(2,41)
= 8.09,

𝑝 = 0.001, and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.283, resp.), showing, contrary to

FA, increased RD in the fibres connecting the foot areas in
ballet dancers compared to handball players (and controls)
but, as in FA, decreased RD in the fibres connecting the hand
areas in ballet dancers compared to handball players (and
controls). However, considering the differences within the
groups, the ballet dancers showed higher RD in the fibres
connecting the foot compared to their hand areas, whereas

handball players showed higher RD in the fibres connecting
the hand compared to their foot areas, where both correspond
to the opposite directions of FA (Figure 4, Table 5).

A further significant group-specific interactionwas found
in GROUP x HEMISPHERE (𝐹

(1,20)
= 87.96, 𝑝 < 0.001,

and 𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.815 and 𝐹

(2,41)
= 21.94, 𝑝 < 0.001, and

𝜂
𝑝

2
= 0.517, resp.) revealing decreased FA both in the part

of the CST connecting left- and right-hemispheric ROIs in
ballet dancers compared to handball players (and controls);
whereas for handball players FA is decreased in the part of the
CST connecting the right- compared to their left-hemispheric
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Table 4: Group comparisons of fractional anisotropy (FA) in the respective corticospinal tracts (CST).

CST Ballet (𝑛 = 10) Handball (𝑛 = 12) Controls (𝑛 = 22) t (20) p d
M SD M SD M SD

HANDM1/R 0.4372 0.0264 0.4305 0.0206 0.4298 0.0275 0.66 0.516 0.30
HANDM1/L 0.4144 0.0287 0.4456 0.0210 0.4304 0.0256 −2.94 0.016 −1.32
HANDS1/R 0.4058 0.0238 0.4192 0.0365 0.4139 0.0423 −1.00 0.377 −0.45
HANDS1/L 0.3794 0.0237 0.4192 0.0206 0.4057 0.0252 −4.22 0.001 −1.89
FOOTM1/R 0.4252 0.0198 0.4408 0.0269 0.4301 0.0297 −1.52 0.230 −0.68
FOOTM1/L 0.3834 0.0186 0.4671 0.0222 0.4302 0.0386 −9.45 6.48𝐸

−8
−4.25

FOOTS1/R 0.3854 0.0304 0.4010 0.0234 0.4035 0.0239 −1.36 0.253 −0.61
FOOTS1/L 0.3586 0.0286 0.4561 0.0242 0.4132 0.0395 −8.68 1.28𝐸

−7
−3.89

Note. Differences were calculated between the two sports groups using unpaired t-tests (false discovery rate [FDR] corrected). Value within brackets represents
degrees of freedom; d, effect size (Cohen’s d); L, left hemisphere;M, mean; M1, primary motor cortex; n, number of subjects; p, error probability (two-tailed);
R, right hemisphere; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; SD, standard deviation; t, t-value.

Table 5: Group comparisons of radial diffusivity (RD) in the respective corticospinal tracts (CST).

CST Ballet (𝑛 = 10) Handball (𝑛 = 12) Controls (𝑛 = 22) t (20) p d
M SD M SD M SD

HANDM1/R 0.00056 0.00004 0.00060 0.00002 0.00060 0.00005 −3.01 0.014 −1.37
HANDM1/L 0.00058 0.00004 0.00060 0.00003 0.00060 0.00040 −1.30 0.280 −0.60
HANDS1/R 0.00060 0.00004 0.00058 0.00004 0.00059 0.00007 1.63 0.190 0.52
HANDS1/L 0.00062 0.00003 0.00064 0.00003 0.00063 0.00005 −0.97 0.395 −0.70
FOOTM1/R 0.00061 0.00004 0.00057 0.00003 0.00060 0.00005 3.00 0.019 1.20
FOOTM1/L 0.00063 0.00004 0.00055 0.00003 0.00061 0.00005 6.30 1.60𝐸

−5 2.41
FOOTS1/R 0.00064 0.00004 0.00063 0.00003 0.00065 0.00003 0.63 0.539 0.30
FOOTS1/L 0.00067 0.00003 0.00057 0.00003 0.00063 0.00005 7.19 4.63𝐸

−6 3.50
Note. Differences were calculated between the two sports groups using unpaired t-tests (false discovery rate [FDR] corrected). Value within brackets represents
degrees of freedom; d, effect size (Cohen’s d); L, left hemisphere;M, mean; M1, primary motor cortex; n, number of subjects; p, error probability (two-tailed);
R, right hemisphere; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; SD, standard deviation; t, t-value.

ROIs, FA in ballet dancers (and controls) is lower in the
part of the CST connecting the left- compared to their right-
hemispheric ROIs.

The findings of the additionally conducted 𝑡-tests for
independent samples are summarised in Table 4 for FA and in
Table 5 for RD, respectively. In four of the eight investigated
tracts significant group differences in FA were found, which
is in line with the interaction between the factors GROUP
x HEMISPHERE as revealed by the rmMANOVA. All parts
of the CST investigated in the left hemisphere (HANDM1/L,
HANDS1/L, FOOTM1/L, and FOOTS1/L) showed statistically
significantly decreased FA values with large effect sizes in
ballet dancers compared with handball players (Table 4). In
RD also four of the eight investigated tracts showed signif-
icant group differences. Three of it concern the foot areas
(FOOTM1/L, FOOTS1/L, and FOOTM1/R) showing signifi-
cantly increased RD in ballet dancers compared to handball
players and one concerns the hand area (HANDM1/R) with
significantly increased RD in handball players compared to
ballet dancers (Table 5).

Finally, the mean FA and RD values of each ROI were
then correlated with age of training commencement andwith

the number of years of training within each sports group
separately.No statistically significant correlationswere found.

3.4. Associations between Grey Matter Volume and Fractional
Anisotropy. For reasons of clarity and comprehension the
Pearson correlations used to associate the GM and FA
findings were conducted with only four instead of the initial
eight ROIs. The ROIs were averaged with respect to the
hemispheres because a significant main effect for the factor
MODALITY was found, whereas, for the factor HEMI-
SPHERE, this was not the case (HANDM1/R+L, HANDS1/R+L,
FOOTM1/R+L, and FOOTS1/R+L).

In ballet dancers, the following associations were sig-
nificant or showed a trend towards significance, respec-
tively: between GM-HANDS1/R+L and FA-FOOTM1/R+L (𝑟 =
0.69, 𝑝 = 0.042) and between GM-FOOTM1/R+L and FA-
HANDS1/R+L (𝑟 = 0.57, 𝑝 = 0.087).

In handball players, the following associations were
significant or showed a trend towards significance, respec-
tively: between GM-HANDM1/R+L and FA-HANDS1/R+L (𝑟 =
−0.69, 𝑝 = 0.028), GM-HANDM1/R+L and FA-FOOTM1/R+L
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(𝑟 = −0.70, 𝑝 = 0.036), and GM-HANDM1/R+L and FA-
FOOTS1/R+L (𝑟 = −0.85, 𝑝 = 0.003) as well as between GM-
HANDS1/R+L and FA-HANDS1/R+L (𝑟 = −0.57, 𝑝 = 0.070).

4. Discussion

As predicted, we found structural brain differences in the a
priori defined brain regions between professional handball
players and ballet dancers.Themain result can be considered
in the fact that GM volume in the hand representations is
increased in handball players compared with ballet dancers,
whereas GM volume in the foot representations is increased
in ballet dancers compared with handball players. However,
as including the control group, this interaction was only
shown with a trend towards significance. The larger GM vol-
ume in the hand area of the handball players is supported by
their positive correlation between GM volume in HANDS1/R
and the number of years of training suggesting that the GM
volume in the hand area is enhanced with increasing years of
training. This double dissociation is additionally supported
by the differences in mean GM volume, for which handball
players showed increased volume in three out of the four
hand areas investigated (M1/S1 and left/right), whereas ballet
dancers showed increasedGMvolume in three out of the four
foot areas investigated. Indeed, not all of these differences
in mean GM volume reached statistical significance, but all
showed medium to large effect sizes, which leads to the
assumption that a larger sample size would cause these results
to reach statistical significance.

With respect to FA, the hypothesis was not answered as
clearly. There is indeed a significant interaction between the
factors GROUP x BODYPART, but ballet dancers showed
decreased FA in both the fibres connecting the foot and
hand areas compared to handball players. The fact that ballet
dancers showed lower FA in the fibres connecting the foot
areas compared to their hand areas, whereas handball players
showed lower FA in the fibres connecting the hand areas
compared to their foot areas, nevertheless strongly supports
our hypothesised interaction of GROUP x BODYPART.
Moreover, given that the significant interaction of GROUP x
BODYPART in RD revealed exactly the opposite alterations
compared with the interaction found in FA (in ballet dancers
higher RD in the fibres connecting the foot compared to
their hand areas and in handball players higher RD in the
fibres connecting the hand compared to their foot areas), it
provides evidence that the reduced FA is driven by increased
RD suggesting changes in myelinisation rather than changes
in the axonal membrane [41].

4.1. Differences in the Hand and Foot Representation. The
findings in the GM volume, which was increased in the hand
areas in handball players and increased in the foot areas in
ballet dancers (interaction GROUP x BODYPART), suggest
that training-induced neuroplastic adaptations are actually
sport-specific rather than just sport-general. The results
found as predicted are astonishing considering the fact that
although the demands on the feet/legs are stronger in ballet
dancers and the demands on the hands/arms are stronger
in handball players, both sports need the upper and lower

extremities intensively. Our results strongly suggest that brain
structures differ in accordance with the demands and skills
needed for a particular sport, although the two groups of
athletes do not differ at all in their sportive experience and
training intensity.

As already mentioned, there are only three studies we
are aware of comparing two groups of athletes [16, 17, 20].
However, even though all of these studies revealed structural
changes in specific brain regions between the athletes when
compared with nonathletes, only the studies conducted by
Schlaffke [17] and Wenzel [20] and colleagues, respectively,
revealed also brain structures adapted in one sport group
but not in the other. These results as well as the findings of
the present study suggest that the neuroplastic adaptations
observed (here an increase in GM volume) are sport-specific
and therefore take place in different brain areas.

Increased GM volume in the hand area of handball
players compared with ballet dancers is supported by another
study, of course using the same sample of handball players,
which revealed increased GM volume in the bilateral M1 and
S1 hand representation when professional female handball
players were compared with control women [13]. A further
study investigated experience-dependent plasticity of the
motor hand representation in blind subjects who were able
to read Braille and revealed that the representation of the
index finger of the reading hand is increased compared
to that of the nonreading hand and also in comparison
with control subjects who were not blind [42]. Granert and
colleagues [43] investigated right-handed subjects who suffer
from the writer’s cramp (chirospasm, also known as focal
hand dystonia) and showed that fourweeks of immobilisation
of the affected hand leads to GM volume decreases in the
contralateral M1 hand area, whereas subsequent eight weeks
of training of the affected hand leads to GM volume increases
in the contralateral M1 hand area [43]. Retrospective studies
on professional musicians provide further evidence for our
findings. Elbert and colleagues [44] reported that the rep-
resentations of the fingers of the left hand are significantly
increased in musicians playing string instruments compared
with nonmusicians [44]. In a human deprivation study,
our group investigated ten right-handed subjects who suffer
from injuries of the right upper extremity that need an
immobilisation of the right arm for about 14 days. MRI scans
were acquired within 48 h after injury and after an average
immobilisation period of 16 days and showed a decrease in
cortical thickness in the left M1 and S1 hand area and a
significant reduction in FA in the leftCST. In addition to these
deprivation-induced reductions in cortical thickness and FA
in contralateral brain regions, the performance of motor
skills of the left nondominant noninjured hand improved
during the immobilisation period and cortical thickness of
the right M1/S1 hand representation increased as well [45].
Makin and colleagues [46] investigated cortical plasticity
following congenital or acquired hand absence and found
that adaptive limb-usage strategies drive both functional and
structural plasticity in adult humans. The authors found that
the deprived cortex was employed by whichever part of the
upper limb individuals were using to compensate for their
impairment, independently of which specific body part was
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affected and towhat degree this part was typically represented
in the respective cortical area [46].

The increased GM volume in the cortical representation
of the foot area of ballet dancers compared with handball
players and control women shows that training-induced
structural adaptations are not restricted to the representation
of the hand. To the best of our knowledge, we are not
aware of any study that investigated the long-term impact
of somatosensory-motor training of feet and legs. However,
there are findings that can be related to our results. Liepert
and colleagues [47] showed that the immobilisation of a foot
during four to six weeks due to a bone fracture leads to
a decrease in the cortical representation of that foot. The
time of immobilisation was directly related to the amount
of the decrease in the cortical representation [47]. It has
also been shown that the cortical motor excitability of the
foot/leg area is increased after a 32-minute foot movement
training compared with a passive as well as compared with
a non-foot-specific training [48]. In a functional MRI study,
Naito and Hirose [49] investigated the activity in the foot
area during foot movements in soccer players including
the famous Brazilian soccer player Neymar Jr. In contrast
to other professional and amateur soccer players and also
in contrast to professional swimmers, Neymar Jr. showed
reduced activity in his foot area during simple foot move-
ments, a reduction in activity which has been interpreted
as a sign of neural efficiency [49]. This result is in line
with findings from the neuroplastic literature about the hand
area in musicians. Professional musicians compared with
nonmusicians repeatedly showed reduced activity in the hand
area when performing simple finger movements, which was
also interpreted as a sign of neural efficiency [50, 51].

The interaction of GROUP x BODYPART of FA values
was statistically significant but did not directly show the
hypothesis-conform pattern of differences (decreased or
increased FA in the hand areas of handball players compared
to decreased or increased FA in the foot areas of ballet
dancers). Instead, ballet dancers showeddecreased FA in both
the part of the CST connecting the foot area and the one con-
necting the hand area compared with handball players and
control women. Since in previous studies training-induced
neuroplastic adaptations were observed in both directions
(decreases and increases) and not only in WM but also in
GM (for an overview see Table 1 of [13]), it remains unclear
whether our results have to be interpreted as decreased FA in
ballet dancers compared to handball players or as increased
FA in handball players compared to ballet dancers. However,
when assuming reduced FA instead of increased FA as a
sign of sport-specific neuroplastic adaptations, the fact that
ballet dancers showed lower FA in the fibres connecting the
foot compared to their hand areas, whereas handball players
showed lower FA in the fibres connecting the hand areas com-
pared to their foot areas, would be in line with our hypothesis
and supports the idea that the foot areas are selectively
modulated by ballet dancing, whereas the hand areas are
selectively modulated by playing handball. This assumption
is further supported by the findings with respect to RD show-
ing exactly the opposite direction of neuroplastic changes,
for example, in ballet dancers increased RD in the fibres

connecting the foot compared to their hand areas and in
handball players increased RD in the fibres connecting the
hand compared to their foot areas, respectively. These results
provide evidence that reduced FA is driven by increased RD
suggesting changes in myelinisation rather than changes in
the axonal membrane [41].

In line with the assumption of reduced FA as a sign of
training-related neuroplastic adaptations are the findings of
the former ballet study of our group, in which the same ballet
dancers showed reduced FA values in the premotor cortex
near the primary motor cortex when compared with nonath-
letes [19]. Furthermore, right-handedness per se is associated
with reduced FA in the left compared with the right CST,
not only in professional musicians but also in nonmusicians.
When musicians were contrasted against nonmusicians, the
former showed reduced FA in both CSTs compared with
the latter [52], although musicians commonly outperform
nonmusicians in classical finger tapping task [50, 51]. With
respect to the CST, it was highlighted that professional golf
players showed reduced FA in their CSTs [18], whereas
professional world-class gymnasts showed increased FA in
their CSTs [53]. However, the majority of studies published
so far suggest that high performance in a particular sport is
rather associated with an increase in GM andWM volume as
well as FA.

In the field of functional neuroplastic adaptations how-
ever, it is accepted that specific skills in a domain are
associated with reduced neuronal activity in brain regions
involved in the control of the specific expertise [50, 51, 54–
56]. As already mentioned, such activity reductions were also
reported for the professional soccer player Neymar Jr. [49],
one of the best soccer players nowadays. In our opinion, these
expertise-related activity reductions might be accompanied
by local reductions in GMandWMvolume as well as in FA as
a consequence of a long-term intensive training and expertise
[19].

A further explanation for the contradictory findings with
respect to the direction of the adaptations (decreases or
increases) might be related to the training phase in the sense
that anatomical alterations in the form of increases take place
in a rather early phase of training, whereas in later training
stages no further increases or even decreases occur [19]. In
one of the aforementioned juggling studies [9], it was shown
that GM volume increases were observable mainly in the
early phase of juggling training (here after seven days) but
not in later phases. Indirect support for this explanation
can also be derived from a study that investigated structural
brain correlates of golf playing and revealed no differences
in brain structures between professional and amateur golf
players, although these two groups differ considerably in the
retrospectively estimated total amount of lifetime spent for
golf training (mean/SD: 27,415/12,542 hours in professionals
and 3,207/2,916 hours in amateurs) [18]. It is an ongoing dis-
cussion, if observed cortical plasticity, that is, in GM volume
in ballet dancers or handball players, can be interpreted as a
result of long-term intense training or if it represents one rea-
sonwhy an individual even dedicates him/herself to a specific
field. In an interesting recently published study, Sampaio-
Baptista and colleagues [57] established a link between
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baseline GM volume and subsequent juggling performance
after six weeks of practice. Indeed, they not only were able to
show that performance outcome and the amount of practice
modulated structural plasticity, but also highlighted that
interindividual baseline differences in GM volume correlated
with performance outcome; that is, greater GM volume in
certain areas of the brainwas related to steeper learning slopes
[57].

A third possibility might be rooted in interactional effects
between the elements of a skill and the resulting anatomical
adaptations. It is conceivable that the learning and training of
a particular skill are associated with anatomical adaptations,
irrespective of whether GM volume and FA increases or
decreases occur, whereas the training of other skills might
evoke no anatomical adaptations at all [19]. The understand-
ing of such interactions might be further complicated by
other training-related variables such as training duration,
stage of training, training strategies, and age of onset [19].
Referring to the latter, Steele and colleagues [58] showed
that early musical training (training onset before the age
of 7 years) had a differential impact on WM structure
providing evidence for a sensitive period where experience
produces long-lasting changes in the brain and behaviour.
Moreover, also Vaquero and colleagues [59] found an asso-
ciation between age of onset and structural brain changes;
for example, early onset of piano playing was associated with
smallerGMvolume in the right putamen aswell aswith better
piano performance. However, considering the current GM
findings, it was shown that both groups revealed the predicted
brain alterations and also that these alterations were in the
same direction, although the ballet dancers started training
much earlier than the handball players (ballet dancers with
an average of 7.3 years compared to 10.58 years in handball
players). Furthermore, we correlated the age of training onset
with the GM, FA, and RD values of the eight ROIs across both
groups aswell aswithin each group separately.With respect to
GM, no significant correlations were found within the ballet
dancers and only one significant correlation (FOOTM1/R) was
revealed within the handball players (𝑟 = −0.720, 𝑝 = 0.008),
a correlation also found across both groups (𝑟 = −0.721, 𝑝 =
0.0002). Moreover, age of training onset correlated positively
with FA in FOOTM1/L (𝑟 = 0.510, 𝑝 = 0.01) and FOOTS1/L
(𝑟 = 0.433, 𝑝 = 0.044), respectively, whereas RD within
these ROIs was inversely related to age of training onset (𝑟 =
−0.572, 𝑝 = 0.005 and 𝑟 = −0.521, 𝑝 = 0.011, resp.).
Therefore, these correlations only provide weak evidence for
the idea that age of training onset is an important factor in
order to explain the neuroplastic alterations observed in the
ballet dancers and handball players of the current study.

Finally, the neuroplastic adaptations might also be prone
to specific biological circumstances such as the genetic back-
ground or the eating behaviour that might interact with brain
developmental processes [19]. Particularly ballet dancers
showed on average a significantly lower BMI compared with
the handball players.

Potential reasons for the inconsistent FA findings can be
numerous and are still not investigated at all. Due to the fact
that FA is the ratio between AD and RD, high FA values
reflect stronger AD along the fibres. Reduced FA can reflect

increased RD, decreased AD, or a mixture of both. However,
reduced FA can also be observed if different fibres cross, bend,
and/or twist within a voxel. This is because the classical DTI
tensor model can measure only one fibre direction per voxel.
Diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) might help disentangling
whether there are indeed reduced FA values in a voxel or
whether different fibres cross, bend, and/or twist within that
voxel [19]. However, this is only a speculation and further
studies are needed in order to investigate training-induced
adaptations in the white matter fibre bundles.

4.2. Associations between Grey Matter Volume and Fractional
Anisotropy. The aim of the analysis of associations between
the two morphometric measures investigated was to test
whether adaptations in GM and FA are related to each other
or whether they are independent of each other [13]. These
associations were computed with the four averaged ROIs
for each athlete group separately. The significant correlations
found were all positive for ballet dancers, and these cor-
relations were found between the GM volume of the hand
areas and FA of CST fibres connecting the foot areas or vice
versa. In contrast, all correlations found for the handball
players were negative and were found between the GM
volume of the hand areas and FA of CST fibres connecting
the hand or the foot areas. These significant associations
suggest that adaptations in one brain region are related to
adaptations in other brain regions and it might therefore be
possible that changes in one brain region influence changes in
other brain regions and that the direction of such influences
might be sport-specific. However, these speculations need
further investigation using longitudinal study designs and
complementary methods.

4.3. Neuroplastic Alterations Underlying Cellular Mechanisms.
In order to make inferences about possible physiological
consequences of cellular alterations, it is necessary to know
what kind of microstructural cellular mechanisms under-
lies the macroscopic changes. However, by using MRI,
structural neuroplastic alterations can only be measured at
the macroscopic scale and therefore the underlying micro-
scopic cellular events of these changes are not clarified yet.
Nevertheless, conceivable microstructural mechanisms have
been proposed, that is, an increase in cell size, genesis
of new synapses, genesis of glial or even neural cells, or
changes in spine density, blood flow, interstitial fluid, or
even angiogenesis [60, 61]. Yet, the current knowledge with
respect to these cellular and physiological mechanisms is still
insufficient; hence it remains a future challenge to provide
convincing explanations for the cellular changes underlying
these macrostructural adaptations.

4.4. Implications. The fact that our results suggest sport-
/skill-specific rather than just expertise-general neural adap-
tations as well as the fact that not only the hand but also
the foot representations can be increased could probably
play a role in contributing to the development of training-
supportive methods for professional athletes. The aforemen-
tioned results of the studies conducted by Granert [43],
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Langer [45], and Liepert [47] and colleagues, respectively,
additionally emphasize that a disuse of the upper and lower
limbs can lead to a decrease in the corresponding cortical
representation.

The mental imagination of motoric movements, called
motor imagery (MI) [62], could be a potential method. Brain
activity measurements have proven that the imagination
of motoric actions can trigger activity in similar cortical
networks such as the real motion execution [63]. Stippich
and colleagues [64] revealed that MI of different body parts
(foot, hand, and tongue) activates the precentral gyrus in a
somatotopic way. This indicates, as our results do, that both
the cortical hand and foot representation can be influenced
by means of training. Given that functional adaptations in
consequence of MI were shown in healthy subjects [65], it
is conceivable that this method could be adapted to athletes
as well. So far, the attention of mental training science has
been focused on mental training in the sense of mental
preparation for upcoming achievements/competitions rather
than onMI [66]. Weinberg [66], however, provided evidence
for performance-enhancing effects in consequence of MI.
Moreover, in a study ofWei and Luo [67] it was shown thatMI
of specificmovements also differs on a neuronal level between
experts and nonexperts. The authors revealed that profes-
sional divers exhibit higher activity in the parahippocampus
during MI of specific high diving movements compared to
both control subjects and during MI of simple movements
like walking, jumping, or hand movements. Further, with
respect to the latter there was no difference in neural activity
in divers compared to controls [67]. Moreover, numerous
studies (for an overview see [68]) showed that, due to MI,
brain activity also changed in areas of the motor cortex, such
as premotor cortex, supplementary motor area, or primary
motor cortex. Particularly with regard to the investigated
ballet dancers and handball players in the current study it
would be interesting to examine whether MI has an effect
on adaptations in cortical representations and on functional
skills, respectively, given the fact that the limbs, which are
most important for their success, also have been reflected in
changes of the cortical representation. If true, MI would be
an easy and everywhere practicable method which can be
fitted well into the physical training. For instance, potentially
technical deficits of certain dancing steps or of catching
and throwing a ball, respectively, could possibly be trained
additionally by means of MI and hence improve the real
execution of the movement, which needs perfecting. Beyond
that, MI could also be used in case of hand/foot injuries
to compensate for the training absence and hence for a
functional deficit as well as to prevent or at least minimize
a potential decrease of the cortical representations, which
in turn would entail some advantages with regard to the
comeback into training after injury layoff.

4.5. Limitations. Several limitations of the present study are
worth mentioning. First, the findings of the present study
should not be considered to represent a fully independent
replication of the findings of our two already published
studies [13, 19] due to the fact that neither the experimen-
tal subjects investigated here were independent of those

investigated in the twoprevious studies norwere the contrasts
of the present study orthogonal to those of the previous
studies. Second, although the sample sizes were rather small
(10 professional ballet dancers, 12 professional handball play-
ers, and 22 controls) and hence statistical power is limited,
the effects reported showed medium to large effect sizes
leading to the assumption that increasing sample sizes would
simply cause actual results to shift towards even greater
effect sizes.Third, whether the structural alterations found in
handball players and ballet dancers are the result of training-
induced neuroplastic adaptations (nurture) or stem from a
genetic predisposition (nature) for a “ball playing affinity”
and “dancing affinity,” respectively, should be investigated
in future longitudinal studies. To date, we can only state
that there are distinct structural differences with regard
to upper and lower extremities (hands and feet) between
handball players and ballet dancers despite the fact that both
groups showed similar above-average levels of training and
experience. Fourth, it remains unclear to which extent the
results found in exclusively female samples can be generalized
on male handball players and male ballet dancers, respec-
tively. However, for keyboard players it has been reported
that structural brain correlates of musicianship were more
pronounced in male compared with female musicians and
that the effect of musicianship in female keyboard players
might be masked by the fact that females showed larger
relative (% of total brain volume) cerebellar volumes in
general [69]. Future studies should therefore investigate both
sportsmen and sportswomen.

Last, a potentially critical aspect to address is the observed
statistically significant difference between the two sports
groups with regard to height, weight, and BMI. Last, ballet
dancers showed considerably lower height, weight, and BMI
as compared to handball players and control women,whereby
6 of the 10 ballet dancers would be considered slightly
underweighted with BMIs below 18.5 kg/m2 (http://www
.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/disease-prevention/nutrition/
a-healthy-lifestyle/body-mass-index-bmi). Even though the
calculation of the BMI does not distinguish between fat and
muscle tissues and its relevance and interpretability when
applied to athletes remain subject of dispute, a low BMI may
indicate some form of malnutrition. Indeed, there is some
evidence in connection with restrictive anorexia nervosa
that malnutrition may lead to a reduction of GM volume in
the brain. However, the findings were restricted to certain
brain areas such as the anterior cingulate cortex, the frontal
operculum, and temporoparietal regions [70]. None of these
regions were included in our investigations since the focus
lay on the hand and foot representation in the primary
motor and somatosensory cortex. We therefore believe it to
be unlikely that slight underweight of a few ballet dancers
biased the results found in a significant way.

4.6. Conclusions. As predicted, sport-specific rather than
sport-general adaptations in the M1 and S1 representation of
the hand and feet were found between professional handball
players and ballet dancers. The main GM volume finding is
an interaction between the factors GROUP x BODYPART
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that revealed increased GM volume in the feet represen-
tations of ballet dancers compared with handball players,
whereas handball players showed increased GM volume
in the representations of the hands compared with ballet
dancers. Furthermore, a statistically significant GROUP x
BODYPART interaction was found for FA, but compared to
handball players, ballet dancers showed decreased FA in both
the fibres connecting the foot and hand areas. Nevertheless,
there is an interaction in line with our hypothesis that ballet
dancers showed lower FA in the fibres connecting the foot
compared to their hand areas, whereas handball players
showed lower FA in the fibres connecting the hand compared
to their foot areas.

Our results suggest that brain structures differ in accor-
dance with the demands and skills needed for a sport and
therefore indeed speak for sport-specific rather than just
sport-general neuroplastic adaptations. However, longitudi-
nal studies are needed in order to unequivocally track down
whether the observed structural alterations between handball
players and ballet dancers are driven by nurture (training-
induced neuroplasticity) or by nature (genetic predisposi-
tion) or potentially driven by interactions between both.
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Walking while concurrently performing cognitive and/or motor interference tasks is the norm rather than the exception during
everyday life and there is evidence from behavioral studies that it negatively affects human locomotion. However, there is hardly any
information available regarding the underlying neural correlates of single- and dual-task walking. We had 12 young adults (23.8 ±
2.8 years) walk while concurrently performing a cognitive interference (CI) or a motor interference (MI) task. Simultaneously,
neural activation in frontal, central, and parietal brain areas was registered using a mobile EEG system. Results showed that the
MI task but not the CI task affected walking performance in terms of significantly decreased gait velocity and stride length and
significantly increased stride time and tempo-spatial variability. Average activity in alpha and beta frequencies was significantly
modulated during both CI and MI walking conditions in frontal and central brain regions, indicating an increased cognitive load
during dual-task walking. Our results suggest that impaired motor performance during dual-task walking is mirrored in neural
activation patterns of the brain.This finding is in line with established cognitive theories arguing that dual-task situations overstrain
cognitive capabilities resulting in motor performance decrements.

1. Introduction

Multitasking during walking is the norm rather than an
exception during everyday life. Walking while talking on the
cell-phone or while navigating around obstacles represent
examples for the concurrent performance of a motor task
(i.e., walking) and a cognitive interference task (e.g., talking).
There is a plethora of literature indicating that the gait pattern
is negatively affected during dual-task walking in young
adults [1–4]. In contrast to earlier theories [5], this indicates
that supraspinal centers are involved in the coordinated
regulation of gait in humans (cf. [6] for a review).

On a behavioral level, Beauchet et al. [4] were able to
show that counting backwards while walking provoked a
decrease in stride velocity and an increase in stride time

variability in healthy young adults. Recently published studies
are in line with this finding and revealed significant decreases
in young adults’ gait speed while performing auditory [3]
or visual [1] discrimination tasks. The decrease in walking
performance has been attributed to limited cognitive pro-
cessing capabilities when two or more tasks share the same
brain networks [7]. A common theory to explain dual-task
interference is the central capacity-sharingmodel [8].That is,
two or more concurrent tasks interfere when they share the
same cognitive resources. In other words, when the primary
task demands motor control and the secondary task requires
cognitive processing, a decrement in performance of one or
both tasks can be observed.

So far, the dual-task paradigm has primarily been exam-
ined using behavioral approaches. Researchers investigated
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whether performance decrements occur in the primary
and/or secondary task while walking in dual-task situa-
tions. However, there is a gap in the literature regard-
ing the neural correlates of performance changes during
single- and dual-task walking. In fact, only few studies
examined neural activation during dual-task walking in
young adults [9–11]. All found evidence that neural acti-
vation in frontal brain regions (measured by functional
near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS)) increased when young
subjects walked while performing a serial subtraction [9]
or a verbal fluency task [11] compared to single-task walk-
ing. However, the aforementioned studies used fNIRS,
a technique that is restricted by a limited number of
channels and poor temporal resolution. Thus, only prede-
fined brain areas (i.e., prefrontal brain networks) can be
registered.

To date, recent advances in technology (i.e., shielded
Ag/AgCl electrodes and artifact removal algorithms [12])
allow the use of electroencephalographic (EEG) systems
while walking. EEG systems are better suited to regis-
ter neural activation across the human scalp with higher
temporal resolution. For example, changes in the power
of alpha and beta frequency bands during walking have
been reported in frontal, central, and parietal areas of the
brain in healthy young adults [13]. These frequency bands
describe sensory processing and memory (alpha band) [14]
as well as attentional and motor processes (beta band) [15,
16]. One of the few studies utilizing EEG during dual-task
walking showed that the simultaneous performance of a
cognitive interference task (Go/NoGo task) while walking on
a treadmill increased cognitive load and altered processing
mechanisms in central and frontal brain regions (i.e., FCz and
Cz electrodes) compared to performing the cognitive task in
a seated position [17]. Further, there is preliminary evidence
indicating that gamma frequencies were affected in young
adults when walking while concurrently performing a motor
task (i.e., carrying a glass of water) or an arithmetic task (i.e.,
serial subtraction of numbers) [13].The authors reported that
gamma oscillations in frontal brain regions increased during
the arithmetic interference task but decreasedwhile perform-
ing the motor task. Hence, findings on neural correlates of
dual-task walking are scarce and ambiguous but might pro-
vide valuable insights into single- as compared to dual-task
brain activation patterns that go beyond behavioralmeasures.
Further, the serial subtraction task used in the latter study
by Marcar et al. [13] required a verbal response, which is
known to affect EEG registration by increasing “activation”
through facemuscle activation rather than the secondary task
[18].

Recent findings indicate that the specific demands of
a secondary task (i.e., cognitive versus motor interference)
diversely affect motor performance during dual-task walking
(cf. [2] for a review). Thus, it is imperative and timely to
examine whether this is reflected by different neuroelectric
brain activation patterns. To our knowledge, there is no study
available that investigated the effects of various interference
tasks on neural activation during dual-task walking. Further,
dual-task walking does not only affect frontal networks but
it may additionally impact central and parietal brain areas,

Table 1: Participants’ characteristics.

Total
(𝑛 = 12)

Female
(𝑛 = 6)

Male
(𝑛 = 6)

Age [years] 23.8 ± 2.8 24.3 ± 2.8 23.3 ± 3.0
Height [cm] 174.3 ± 12.6 166.0 ± 9.2 182.5 ± 9.9
Mass [kg] 68.0 ± 13.0 58.6 ± 7.6 77.5 ± 10.1
BMI [kg/m2] 22.2 ± 1.8 21.1 ± 0.6 23.3 ± 2.0
SMM [kg] 31.8 ± 8.1 25.7 ± 4.2 37.8 ± 6.3
FM [kg] 11.6 ± 1.7 12.2 ± 1.8 11.1 ± 1.6
BMI: body mass index, SMM: skeletal muscle mass, and FM: fat mass.

depending on task demands [19].Thus, the aims of this study
were to assess neural activation in frontal, central, and pari-
etal brain regions and behavioral performance during single-
and dual-task walking in young adults. In addition, applying
a cognitive and a motor interference task examined specific
effects of the secondary task demands during dual-task walk-
ing.We hypothesized that (i) gait characteristics are impaired
during dual- as compared to single-task walking, (ii) impair-
ments are modulated by the type of the secondary task with
larger performance decrements caused by the motor inter-
ference compared to the cognitive interference task, and (iii)
these behavioral impairments are reflected in neural activity
patterns.

2. Methods

2.1. Ethics Statement. The Human Ethics Committee at the
University of Potsdam approved the study protocol (reference
number: 20/2015). Before the start of the study, each partici-
pant read, concurred, and signed a written informed consent.
All procedures were conducted according to the Declaration
of Helsinki.

2.2. Participants. A sample of 12 healthy adults (6 males/6
females, age: 20–28 years) participated in the experiments.
Their characteristics are summarized in Table 1. None of
them had any known neuromuscular or orthopaedic diseases
or injuries that may have affected their ability to conduct
the experiments. All participants were naı̈ve with regard
to research on motor control and cognitive functioning.
An a priori power analysis with an actual power of 0.8
using a repeated-measure ANOVA design (one group, three
experimental conditions) yielded a total sample size of 𝑁 =
12 (𝛼 = 0.05; critical 𝐹 = 3.44). Effect size was estimated
using previously published work on the effects of attentional-
demanding tasks onwalking performance (i.e., stride time) in
young adults. A delta of 150ms between single-task (ST) and
dual-task (DT) stride timewas used to calculate the effect size
for the a priori power analysis and resulted in an 𝑓-value of
0.5 [17].

2.3. Experimental Procedure. Prior to the experiment, body
height was assessed using a wall-mounted stadiometer (Seca,
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Basel, Switzerland). In addition, body mass and body com-
position (i.e., skeletal muscle mass and body fat) were
registered by means of a bioimpedance analysis system
(InBody 720, BioSpace, Seoul, Korea). Standardized verbal
instructions regarding the test procedure were given prior
to the experiments. Participants walked back and forth on a
10m straight path for 2 minutes. Each walk was initiated and
terminated one meter before and after the walkway to allow
sufficient distance to accelerate and decelerate from a steady-
state of ambulation. The experiment was subdivided into
three experimental conditions. During single-task walking
(ST walk), participants walked at their self-selected walk-
ing speed. In the cognitive interference condition (DT-CI),
participants conducted the walking task while concurrently
performing an attention-demanding interference task. The
CI task comprised the random presentation of high-pitched
(2,000Hz) and low-pitched (300Hz) tones. Subjects were
asked to press a button as soon as a low-pitched tone was
played and ignore the stimulus when a high-pitched tone
was presented (i.e., Go/NoGo task). In themotor interference
condition (DT-MI), participants held two sticks, one in each
hand, in front of their body. Each stick had a ring at the
end (diameter: 4 cm) and the rings were interlocked [20]. A
small voltage on the rings enabled the registration of ring
contacts. Participants were advised not to let the rings touch
each other. In addition, both theCI tasks and theMI taskwere
performed in single-task condition (i.e., while seated, ST-CI
and ST-MI) and all experimental conditions were performed
in a counterbalanced order.

2.4. Assessment of Gait Performance. Gait performance was
registered using a 10m instrumented walkway equipped with
an OptoGait-System (Microgate, Bolzano, Italy) [21]. The
OptoGait-System is an optoelectrical measurement system
consisting of light-transmitting and light-receiving bars.
Each bar is one meter in length and consists of 100 LEDs
transmitting to an oppositely positioned bar. The continuous
connection between two bars allowed measuring and timing
of any break in the connection. Spatial and temporal gait char-
acteristics were registered at 1,000Hz. The OptoGait-System
demonstrated high discriminant and concurrent validitywith
a validated electronic walkway (GAITRite�-System) for the
assessment of gait parameters in healthy young subjects [22].
Gait velocity was defined as distance in meters covered per
second during one stride, stride length as linear distance in
centimeters between two successive heel contacts of the same
foot, and stride time as time in seconds between the first
contacts of two consecutive footfalls of the same foot. In
addition, coefficients of variation (CV) for each gait measure
were calculated according to the formula [23]:

CV [%] = ( SD
Mean
) × 100. (1)

2.5. Assessment of Secondary Task Performance. Performance
in the CI task was assessed by measuring the time between
stimulus onset (presenting a low-pitched tone) and the
appropriate motor response (pressing a button box). Lower

reaction times indicate a better performance. Performance
in the MI task was evaluated as the total time of contact
between the two interconnected rings. A shorter total contact
time between the rings is indicative of better performance
[20]. During walking trials (DT-CI and DT-MI), registered
data of the cognitive and motor interference tasks recorded
at the turning points of a walk were excluded from further
analyses.

2.6. Assessment of Neural Correlates. A mobile 64-channel
EEG system (Advanced Neuro Technology, Enschede,
Netherlands) was used to register neural correlates during ST
andDT conditions [24]. Electrode position was set according
to the International 10-20 standard system [25] with the
vertex (electrode: Cz) positioned halfway between the nasion
and inion. Channel data were referenced using the average
of all connected electrodes (common average). During EEG
recordings, participants were instructed to limit any blinking,
jaw clenching, or facial expressions that could introduce
artifacts into the EEG signal. EEG data were registered at
1,024Hz and analyzed offline using the Brain VisionAnalyzer
(Brain Products, Munich, Germany). The EEG signal was
bandpass-filtered (0.5Hz low-cutoff, 45Hz high-cutoff filter;
time constant: 0.32 s; slope: 48 dB/octave) and corrected for
artifacts induced by eye movements [26]. Following a first
careful visual inspection and systematic exclusion criteria,
the allowance of semiautomatic artifact rejection was set
(gradient: <35mV; amplitude range: −100 to 100mV) [27].
Subsequently, data were segmented in 1 s segments, analyzed
using spectral analysis (FFT) with a resolution of 0.5Hz, and
averaged across a 2-minute trial for each walking condition.
Average voltage activity was exported for the following
frequencies: alpha band (8–12Hz) and beta band (13–30Hz)
[14, 28].

2.7. Statistical Analyses. Data are presented as means and
standard deviations. Gait parameters were analyzed in sep-
arate analyses of variance (ANOVA) using the within-factor
condition (ST walk, DT-CI, and DT-MI) to describe the
effects of the CI and MI task on walking performance. CI
and MI task performance was analyzed across conditions
using separate one-way repeated-measure ANOVA (within-
factor condition: ST-CI/DT-CI; ST-MI/DT-MI). Lastly, neu-
ral activation during walking was analyzed at the cranial
midline (electrodes: FPz, Fz, FCz, Cz, Pz, and POz) using
separate analyses of variance (ANOVA) with the within-
factor attention (ST walk, DT-CI, and DT-MI). Bonferroni-
corrected post hoc tests were conducted to identify com-
parisons that were statistically significant. Effect sizes were
determined by calculating Cohen’s 𝑑 [29], a measure that
defines whether a difference is of practical concern. Cohen’s
𝑑 values are classified as follows: 0.00 ≤ 𝑑 ≤ 0.49 indicate
small, 0.50 ≤ 𝑑 ≤ 0.79 indicate medium, and 𝑑 ≥ 0.8 indicate
large effects [29]. All analyses were calculated using Statis-
tical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 23.0 (IBM
Corp., New York, USA) and significance levels were set at
𝛼 = 5%.
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3. Results

3.1. Gait Performance. On average, subjects walked 136.7 ±
17.2m during ST walk, 129.2 ± 14.4m during DT-CI, and 111.7
± 12.7m during DT-MI. Figures 1(a)–1(c) display mean gait
values and Figures 1(d)–1(f) the respective gait variability.
ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of condition for
each evaluated gait parameter, namely, gait velocity (𝑝 <
0.001, 𝑑 = 2.2), stride length (𝑝 < 0.001, 𝑑 = 2.5), stride time
(𝑝 < 0.01, 𝑑 = 1.5), the variability of gait velocity (𝑝 < 0.05,
𝑑 = 1.2), stride length (𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑑 = 1.3), and stride
time (𝑝 < 0.01, 𝑑 = 1.5). Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc tests
indicated that gait velocity and stride length decreased and
stride time increased during DT-MI compared to ST walking
(𝑝 < 0.01, 𝑑 = 2.0, 𝑝 < 0.001, 𝑑 = 3.0, and 𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑑 = 1.6,
resp.) and DT-CI (𝑝 < 0.01, 𝑑 = 2.2, 𝑝 < 0.001, 𝑑 = 2.4,
and 𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑑 = 1.4, resp.). Also, variability in gait velocity,
stride length, and stride time significantly increased from ST
walking to DT-MI (all 𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑑 = 1.6–2.3).

3.2. Secondary Task Performance. ANOVA yielded a sig-
nificant main effect of condition for MI task performance
(i.e., contact time of rings: 𝑝 < 0.01, 𝑑 = 3.3) and CI
task performance (reaction time: 𝑝 < 0.01, 𝑑 = 2.3).
Reaction time (ST: 282.3ms, DT: 343.5ms, Δ61.2ms) and
handle contact time (ST: 19.9ms, DT: 422.2ms, Δ402.3ms)
significantly increased during DT compared to ST.

3.3. Neural Activation. Figures 2(a)–2(f) display average
activities across electrodes (FPz, Fz, FCz, Cz, Pz, and POz) and
frequencies (alpha band and beta band). ANOVA outcomes
are shown in Table 2. For alpha frequencies, ANOVA yielded
a significant main effect of condition for two out of six
electrodes, namely, FCz (𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑑 = 1.2) and Cz (𝑝 < 0.05,
𝑑 = 1.2). Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc tests indicated that
average activity significantly decreased during DT-MI in FCz
(𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑑 = 1.5) and during DT-CI in Cz (𝑝 < 0.05,
𝑑 = 1.4) compared to ST walking.

For beta frequencies, ANOVA yielded a significant main
effect of condition for four out of six electrodes, namely, FPz
(𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑑 = 1.1), Fz (𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑑 = 1.2), FCz (𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑑 =
1.1), andCz (𝑝 < 0.05,𝑑 = 1.2). Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc
tests revealed that average activity in central electrodes (FCz,
Cz) significantly decreased during DT-CI (FCz: 𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑑 =
2.5; Cz: 𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑑 = 1.4) compared to ST walking. In frontal
electrodes (FPz, Fz), average activity was significantly higher
during DT-MI (FPz: 𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑑 = 2.0; Fz: 𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑑 = 1.5)
compared to DT-CI.

4. Discussion

The present study was designed to examine the role of
different secondary task demands (i.e., cognitive and motor
interference) on walking performance in young adults and
elucidated the associated neural activation patterns. Our
main results can be summarized as follows: (1) the MI
task but not the CI task affected walking performance in
young adults, that is, reduced gait velocity and stride length,

increased stride time, and increased tempo-spatial variability,
which confirmed our first and second hypothesis; (2) average
activity in frontal and central brain regions was modulated
during both CI and MI walking conditions, indicating
increased cognitive load. Thus, our third hypothesis was also
confirmed.

4.1. Findings on Walking Performance. Comparable to pre-
vious works [3, 4], deficits in DT walking observed in the
present study were manifested in reduced walking speed
and stride length and increased stride time. Additionally, the
tempo-spatial variability of walking (i.e., CV of gait velocity,
stride length, and stride time) significantly increased during
DT walking, which has been shown previously (cf. [30] for a
review). Decreased gait and/or secondary task performance
in healthy young adults while walking and concurrently
performing attention-demanding tasks can be explained by
competing demands for attentional resources involved in
both tasks [31], thereby reaching central capacity limits of
the brain. In order to compensate for these demands, brain
activation is increased [32]. DT-related decreases in walking
performance and in both interference tasks (i.e., increased
reaction times and contact handle times) found in our study
support this argument. However, cognitive interference and
motor interference differently affected walking performance.
During DT-MI, walking speed and stride length decreased
while stride time and tempo-spatial variability increased,
which was less pronounced during DT-CI. Explanations for
DT interference are based on the assumption that attentional
resources are limited [7]. DT interference is likely to occur
if the available central capacity is exceeded, which causes
an inability to appropriately adapt the allocation of attention
between two concurrently performed tasks. The CI task used
in our paradigm was relatively easy and might not have
been challenging enough to reach the central capacity limit
of young adults. Therefore, the attentional load needed to
simultaneously perform the CI task and the walking task did
not overload the available central resources and thus only
provoked little interference withminor gait changes.Walking
speed decreased by 2.9%, stride length decreased by 2.3%,
and stride time increased by 0.8% during the CI task. Similar
results were found previously [4, 33]. For instance, walking
while performing an arithmetic [4] or amemorizing task [34]
onlymarginally reduced stride length and gait speed in young
adults (5.4% and 3.3%, resp.). On the other hand, the MI
task used in our study significantly changed the gait pattern.
Walking speed decreased by 15.1%, stride length decreased by
10.4%, and stride time increased by 5.5%. Also tempo-spatial
variability increased by 12–20%,which is in linewith previous
studies using motor interference tasks while walking [35, 36]
and showed significant modifications of walking. Grabiner
and colleagues [35] found increased stride time variability
in young adults while concurrently carrying a cup of water.
Similarly, a study by Ebersbach and colleagues [36] reported
a significant increase in stride time when young subjects
walked and simultaneously performed a finger tapping task.
Our findings might be explained by the capacity-sharing
model of attention [37]. Two or more concurrent tasks
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Figure 1: Subjects’ mean gait performance and the respective variability measures, separated by condition (ST walk: single-task walking,
DT-CI: walking + cognitive interference, DT-MI: walking + motor interference) for (a) gait velocity, (b) stride length, (c) stride time, (d)
CV-gait velocity, (e) CV-stride length, and (f) CV-stride time. Circles represent mean values and error bars the respective 95% confidence
interval.

interfere when they share the same cognitive resources. Here,
theMI task and the walking task both demandmotor control,
which is likely to call for the same brain networks. Thus, the
interference while performing a motor task while walking
might be higher compared to performing a cognitive task and
thus performance decrements in both motor tasks occur.

4.2. Findings on Neural Correlates. Our results indicate that
neural activation in frontal brain regions was modulated
while walking in DT situations. This finding is in line
with previous studies showing increased prefrontal activation
when walking while concurrently performing a serial sub-
traction [9] or a verbal fluency task [11] in young adults. In our
study, lower alpha activity in frontal brain areas was demon-
strated when walking while concurrently performing the CI
and the MI task, which is indicative of an increased cognitive
load during both DT walking conditions [14]. In contrast

to previous studies [9–11], our registration of neural activity
was not limited to frontal brain regions. We were able to
register neural activity throughout the cranial midline (i.e.,
frontal through parietal cortex). Our findings showed that
alpha activity during DT walking was also reduced in central
brain regions. The decrease in alpha frequencies during the
CI task might be explained by the argument that alpha
frequencies are affected by the expectation of an auditory
stimulus [38] or the inhibition of responses [15]. Subjects
in our experiment were asked to respond to a low-pitched
tone by pressing a button and inhibit their response to a
high-pitched tone. Thus, cognitive load increased in frontal
(processing of the auditory stimulus [38]) and in central
regions (processing of the motor response [39]) during DT
compared to ST walking. In contrast to the CI task, the MI
task primarily demanded motor control (i.e., hold the two
interlocked sticks), which caused modulations of the alpha
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Figure 2: Subjects’ mean average voltage across the cranial midline, separated by condition (ST walk: single-task walking, DT-CI: walking +
cognitive interference, DT-MI: walking + motor interference). Values represent average voltage for (a) FPz, (b) Fz, (c) FCz, (d) Cz, (e) Pz,
and (f) POz. Cyan circles represent mean alpha frequency; black circles show mean beta frequency; error bars represent the respective 95%
confidence interval.

band in frontal areas of the brain [39]. Additionally, subjects
needed to share attention between the MI task and the
walking task. It appears reasonable to argue that deficits
in walking performance occur when subjects are forced to
coordinate two different sources of visual information, one
related towalking through visually defined space [40] and the
other to the performance of the nonwalking MI task. Since
the coordination of multiple tasks is an executive function,
thought to be located in the prefrontal cortex, the observed
increase of cognitive load in frontal brain regions supports
this assumption.

In contrast to alpha activity, beta activity in frontal brain
regions (FPz, Fz) was increased when performing theMI task

compared to performing the CI task during walking. Also,
a tendency towards higher activity during DT-MI compared
to ST walking was found. This indicates that the type of
the secondary task (motor interference versus cognitive
interference) modulated brain activation patterns in young
adults. In general, beta activity increases when the cognitive
load increases [15]. In addition, beta activity increased when
performing motor-demanding tasks (i.e., grasping tasks) [16]
and is particularly pronounced during isometric compensa-
tion of low-level forces [41].TheMI task in our study required
holding two interlocked sticks. Thus, our findings support
the assumption that the relatively low physical demand of
holding the handles was suitable to increase beta activity in
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Table 2: ANOVA outcome for average activity [𝜇V] in alpha/beta frequencies (mean ± SD).

(A) Alpha band (electrodes) ST walk DT-CI DT-MI Condition
𝑝 value (𝑑)

FPz 1.22 ± 0.3 1.19 ± 0.2 1.18 ± 0.2 0.75 (0.4)
Fz 1.38 ± 0.2 1.35 ± 0.1 1.35 ± 0.1 0.53 (0.5)
FCz 1.48 ± 0.2 1.41 ± 0.1 1.38 ± 0.1 0.03 (1.2)
Cz 1.41 ± 0.2 1.31 ± 0,2 1.32 ± 0.1 0.04 (1.2)
Pz 1.38 ± 0.1 1.35 ± 0.1 1.35 ± 0.1 0.55 (0.5)
POz 1.48 ± 0.2 1.43 ± 0.2 1.39 ± 0.1 0.10 (1.0)

(B) Beta band (electrodes) ST walk DT-CI DT-MI Condition
𝑝 value (𝑑)

FPz 0.88 ± 0.1 0.85 ± 0.1 0.90 ± 0.1 0.04 (1.1)
Fz 0.80 ± 0.1 0.80 ± 0.1 0.84 ± 0.1 0.04 (1.2)
FCz 0.88 ± 0.1 0.84 ± 0.1 0.86 ± 0.1 0.04 (1.1)
Cz 0.87 ± 0.1 0.79 ± 0.1 0.84 ± 0.1 0.03 (1.2)
Pz 0.84 ± 0.1 0.84 ± 0.1 0.87 ± 0.1 0.26 (0.7)
POz 0.89 ± 0.1 0.91 ± 0.1 0.92 ± 0.1 0.21 (0.8)
ST walk: single-task walking, DT-CI: walking + cognitive interference, DT-MI: walking +motor interference, and 𝑑: Cohen’s 𝑑; significant effects are displayed
in bold.

our subjects. Also, increased beta activity has been shown
when a motor task is disturbed and the former steady-
state had to be reestablished (cf. [28] for a review). That
is, the demand of the MI task used in our study affected
subjects’ walking performance and more attentional demand
was needed to compensate for this disturbance (i.e., increased
beta activity). However, our results also showed that, in
more central electrodes (FCz, Cz), beta activity significantly
decreased during walking while performing the CI task.
Alegre and colleagues [19] reported that beta activity is related
tomotor preparation and inhibition in aGo/NoGoparadigm.
The Go/NoGo task used in our experiments included action
trials (i.e., trials where subjects had to respond to low-pitched
triggers) and inhibition trials (i.e., trials where subjects had
to inhibit responses to high-pitched triggers). Similar to our
findings, authors found decreased beta activity in central
brain regions during action trials and increased beta activity
during inhibition trials. It is argued that decreased beta
band activity was associated with motor preparation and
execution. However, this decrease in activity was followed
by a postmovement increase (i.e., beta rebound), presumably
reflecting processes to reset the motor networks [19]. The
general decrease in beta activity during DT-CI in our study
might be due to our methodological approach. We averaged
activity over the complete DT-CI walking trial, thus integrat-
ing action trials as well as inhibition trials. It may be possible
that the decrease in beta activity during action trials wasmore
pronounced than the increase in inhibition trials and thus a
general decrease was observed. Also, previously conducted
studies used the Go/NoGo task in ST condition only. We
performed the Go/NoGo task while walking. Since activation
processes in beta frequencies are primarily associated with
motor processes [16, 42], our methodological approach did
not allow us to discriminate effects of walking from the
specific effects of action/inhibition trials during DT walking.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, our results indicate that impaired motor per-
formance during DTwalking is mirrored in neural activation
patterns of the brain. Gait performance decreased during
cognitive andmotor interferencewhile walking.Wewere also
able to show increased cognitive load during both CI and MI
walking conditions compared to ST walking. This finding is
well in line with established cognitive theories arguing that
DT situations overstrain cognitive capabilities [43], resulting
in motor performance decrements.
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Acute aerobic exercise facilitated long-term potentiation-like plasticity in the human primary motor cortex (M1). Here, we
investigated the effect of acute aerobic exercise on cerebellar circuits, and their potential contribution to altered M1 plasticity in
healthy individuals (age: 24.8 ± 4.1 years). In Experiment 1, acute aerobic exercise reduced cerebellar inhibition (CBI) (𝑛 = 10,
𝑝 = 0.01), elicited by dual-coil paired-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation. In Experiment 2, we evaluated the facilitatory effects
of aerobic exercise on responses to paired associative stimulation, delivered with a 25ms (PAS

25
) or 21ms (PAS

21
) interstimulus

interval (𝑛 = 16 per group). Increased M1 excitability evoked by PAS
25
, but not PAS

21
, relies on trans-cerebellar sensory pathways.

The magnitude of the aerobic exercise effect on PAS response was not significantly different between PAS protocols (interaction
effect: 𝑝 = 0.30); however, planned comparisons indicated that, relative to a period of rest, acute aerobic exercise enhanced the
excitatory response to PAS

25
(𝑝 = 0.02), but not PAS

21
(𝑝 = 0.30). Thus, the results of these planned comparisons indirectly

provide modest evidence that modulation of cerebellar circuits may contribute to exercise-induced increases in M1 plasticity. The
findings have implications for developing aerobic exercise strategies to “prime” M1 plasticity for enhanced motor skill learning in
applied settings.

1. Introduction

While aerobic exercise is commonly prescribed to promote
cardiorespiratory and musculoskeletal health benefits, it is
now also well-established that it exerts powerful effects on
the brain [1, 2]. These aerobic exercise effects on the brain
include an impact on neuroplasticity and have been largely
studied in terms of chronic effects associated with long-term
aerobic exercise training [1, 3, 4].Notably, recent studies of the
human sensorimotor system have utilized noninvasive brain
stimulation techniques to demonstrate that a single bout of
aerobic exercise canmodulate plasticity in the primarymotor
cortex (M1) [5–7]. For example, two studies demonstrated
that lower-limb cycling facilitated long-term potentiation-
(LTP-) like plasticity evoked by paired associative stimulation
(PAS) targeting the hand region of M1 [5, 6]. Additionally,

the long-term depression- (LTD-) like effects of continuous
theta burst stimulation on M1 excitability for a muscle of the
hand were enhanced when stimulation was preceded by low-
intensity cycling [7]. Taken together, these studies indicate
that acute aerobic exercise has robust effects on neuroplastic-
ity in humans, impacting both the up- and downregulation of
M1 excitability in nonexercised muscles [5–7].

Importantly, the aforementioned work indicates that
acute aerobic exercise modulates the subsequent induction
of plasticity in descending M1 corticospinal projections [5–
7] but that it does not itself induce plasticity in this path-
way [6, 7]. For example, multiple studies determined that
motor evoked potential (MEP) recruitment curve measures
obtained from single-pulse transcranialmagnetic stimulation
(TMS) for hand muscles did not change from before to after
a bout of aerobic exercise [6–9]. In contrast, current evidence
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suggests that intracortical excitability within handmuscleM1
representations is altered by a single bout of cycling [8, 9].
Specifically, acute aerobic exercise decreased short-interval
intracortical inhibition (SICI) [8, 9] and increased intracor-
tical facilitation (ICF) [9] for a nonexercised hand muscle,
without impacting MEP recruitment curves. Taken with the
evidence of exercise-induced modulation of LTP- and LTD-
like M1 plasticity [5–7], these intracortical changes have been
interpreted as a potential mechanism through which acute
aerobic exercise may prepare the descending upper motor
neurons for subsequent induction of plasticity [8, 9].

In concert with alterations in intracortical circuits [8, 9],
it is plausible that changes in the excitability of neural inputs
projecting from other cortical and subcortical sources to M1
could also contribute to aerobic exercise-induced increases in
M1 plasticity. In a recent study examining the effects of acute
aerobic exercise on motor learning, our behavioral findings
suggested a possible aerobic exercise-induced potentiation
of cerebellar function [6]. Specifically, high-intensity interval
cycling immediately prior to practicing a continuous tracking
task with a visuomotor rotation enhanced the acquisition and
delayed retention of the temporal, but not spatial, element of
the motor skill [6]. Cerebellar circuits are known to play an
important role in motor control and learning [10], especially
those involving visuomotor rotations [11, 12]. Past work in
individuals with a cerebellar infarct also suggested that the
learning of the temporal element of a continuous tracking
task was highly dependent on cerebellar function [13]. Thus,
our previous workmay be taken to suggest a potential impact
of acute aerobic exercise on the cerebellum [6]. Further,
cerebellar circuits have been shown to modulate plasticity in
M1 [14]. Nevertheless, without any direct measures of cere-
bellar function in our previous study [6], a postulated impact
of acute aerobic exercise on cerebellar circuits is highly
speculative. Therefore, the present study is comprised of two
experiments designed to evaluate our hypothesis that acute
aerobic exercise-induced effects on M1 may be partially
mediated by cerebellar circuits projecting to M1.

The purpose of Experiment 1 was to examine whether
activity in the cerebellothalamocortical pathway is altered by
acute high-intensity aerobic exercise. We tested the activity
of the cerebellothalamocortical pathway using a dual-coil
paired-pulse TMS technique, termed cerebellar inhibition
(CBI) [15–17], before and after both a period of rest and
a bout of high-intensity aerobic exercise. We hypothesized
that, similar to the decrease in SICI reported in previous
work [8, 9], there would be a decrease in CBI following
acute aerobic exercise. In Experiment 2, we examined the
role of cerebellar circuits in mediating acute aerobic exercise
effects on LTP-like plasticity in M1. Both studies that have
previously reported a positive effect of acute aerobic exercise
on responses to excitatory PAS utilized a 25ms interstimulus
interval (ISI, PAS

25
) between the peripheral and cortical

stimuli [5, 6]. Interestingly, previous work demonstrated that
the effects of PAS

25
on M1 excitability are mediated in part

by indirect trans-cerebellar sensory pathways [14, 18]. In
contrast, it is thought that excitatory PAS with a shorter ISI
(∼21ms, PAS

21
) does not provide enough time for sensory

inputs via this indirect route to influence M1 and thus exerts

its effects via only more direct sensory pathways (i.e., dorsal
column-medial lemniscus pathway) [18]. Thus, it is possible
that previously documented effects of acute aerobic exercise
on PAS

25
could be partly mediated by an aerobic exercise

effect on cerebellar circuits. Here, we evaluated the impact
of acute high-intensity aerobic exercise, versus a period of
rest, on LTP-like plasticity in M1 evoked by both PAS

25
and

PAS
21
. Due to the involvement of cerebellar pathways, we

hypothesized that the response to PAS
25
would be facilitated

by aerobic exercise to a greater extent than PAS
21
.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants. Experiments for the current study were
conducted on a total of 34 young healthy participants
between ages 19 and 34 (mean ± SD; 24.8 ± 4.1 years, 14M).
Participants had no known neurological disorders, were of
adequate health to complete exercise protocols, and were
screened for potential contraindications to TMS. All partic-
ipants gave written informed consent prior to testing. The
Clinical Research Ethics Board at the University of British
Columbia approved all experimental procedures.

2.2. Experimental Design. This study consisted of two sepa-
rate experiments designed to evaluate the potential impact
of acute high-intensity cycling on M1-cerebellar circuits for
a nonexercised muscle of the hand (abductor pollicis bre-
vis, APB). Prior to participation in experimental sessions,
each participant completed a graded maximal exercise test, for
the purpose of subsequent exercise intensity prescription. For
“Experiment 1,” participants completed one single session to
evaluate the impact of a standardized bout of high-intensity
interval cycling on CBI. The session involved an assessment
of CBI at three time points: baseline, immediately following
20 minutes of seated rest (preexercise), and immediately
following a 20-minute high-intensity aerobic exercise interval
session (after exercise). Thirteen individuals participated in
this experiment; however, the session was not completed in
three participants due to a lack of CBI at the baseline time
point (𝑛 = 2) and discomfort with cerebellar stimulation
(𝑛 = 1). Thus, the final dataset included a total of 10 par-
ticipants. For “Experiment 2,” 32 participants completed two
sessions designed to assess the potential effects of the same
high-intensity interval cycling bout on change in cortico-
spinal excitability evoked by PAS. The experimental sessions
included (1) rest followed by PAS and (2) aerobic exercise
followed by PAS. Half of the participants (𝑛 = 16) underwent
the experiments with PAS

25
and the other half underwent

PAS
21
. PAS groups were similar in terms of age, sex, cardio-

respiratory fitness, and physical activity levels (Table 1).
Session order was pseudo-randomized and performed at
the same time of day (±2 hours) for each participant to
account for diurnal fluctuations in M1 excitability [19]. Of
the 32 participants involved in Experiment 2, 11 also partic-
ipated in Experiment 1. On all testing days, participants were
instructed to refrain from any exercise besides that involved
in the experimental sessions. All sessions conducted on the
same individuals were separated by at least 48 hours.The pro-
cedures are depicted in their experimental order in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Overview of experimental procedures for Experiment 1 (a) and Experiment 2 (b). Each session was approximately two hours in
duration. CBI: cerebellar inhibition; MEP: motor evoked potential; PAS

25
: paired associative stimulation with 25ms interstimulus interval;

PAS
21
: paired associative stimulation with 21ms interstimulus interval.

Table 1: Participant characteristics.

Experimental group
CBI PAS

25
PAS
21

𝑛 10 16 16
Age 24.5 ± 3.3 23.9 ± 3.7 25.7 ± 4.6
Sex 7 F 8 F 10 F
Exercise test, final stage

V̇O
2peak 45.3 ± 11.4 45.3 ± 9.5 43.3 ± 8.4

PO 227 ± 62.9 221 ± 66.1 220 ± 61.7
HR 181 ± 10.4 185 ± 6.4 181 ± 10.6
RER 1.20 ± 0.16 1.19 ± 0.08 1.17 ± 0.06
BLa 11.6 ± 2.0 12.4 ± 2.1 12.8 ± 2.2
RPE 18.4 ± 1.5 18.3 ± 1.6 18.2 ± 1.3

Exercise bout
PO 205 ± 61.4 197 ± 61.8 195 ± 58.9
HR 170 ± 7.9 178 ± 11.7 170 ± 10.7
BLa 11.9 ± 4.1 11.9 ± 3.2 13.6 ± 3.8
RPE 15.3 ± 2.2 15.2 ± 1.6 15.1 ± 1.7

V̇O2peak : peak oxygen consumption (mL/kg/min); PO: power output (W);
HR: heart rate (beats/min); RER: respiratory exchange ratio; BLa: blood
lactate (Mmol/L); RPE: Borg’s rating of perceived exertion (6–20-point
scale). PO in the “exercise bout” section was consistent across all three high-
intensity intervals for each bout; the remaining values were collected at the
end of the third (final) interval within an exercise bout.

2.3. Exercise Procedures

2.3.1. Graded Maximal Exercise Testing. A graded maximal
exercise test was conducted on a stationary cycle ergometer
(Ergoselect 200, Ergoline GmbH, DE), beginning with a
power output (PO) of 100W for men and 50W for women,
and increased by 30W increments every 2 minutes until voli-
tional exhaustion. Participants were instructed to maintain
a pedaling cadence of 70–90 revolutions per minute (RPM)
and to remain seated throughout testing. During exercise
testing, the followingmeasurements weremonitored: expired
O
2
and CO

2
concentrations and air flow via a metabolic

cart (ParvoMedicsTrueOne 2400, USA); heart rate (HR) via
a wireless HR monitor (Polar Electro, FIN); and Borg’s 6–
20 scale rating of perceived exertion (RPE) [20]. Finger-
stick blood lactate (BLa) was measured immediately after
completion of the exercise test using an automated portable
BLa analyzer and test strips (Lactate Pro, Arkray Inc., Japan).
Peak O

2
consumption (V̇O

2peak) criteria included at least
one of the following: a plateau in O

2
uptake (V̇O

2
) and HR

with further increase in workload, a respiratory exchange
ratio greater than 1.1, a RPE greater than 17, BLa greater than
10Mmol/L, an inability to maintain a cadence of 70 RPM,
and/or volitional exhaustion. Exercise testing results averaged
across the study groups are presented in Table 1.
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2.3.2. Standardized Acute Aerobic Exercise Bout. Maximal
PO determined by the exercise test was used to inform
prescription of a standardized acute aerobic exercise bout.
The bout lasted 20 minutes and included a 5-minute warm-
up at 50W and self-selected cadence, followed by three 3-
minute sets of high-intensity cycling interspersed with 2
minutes of low-intensity cycling.The high-intensity intervals
involved cycling at 90% of maximal PO from the final
fully completed stage of the maximal exercise test. The low-
intensity “active rest” intervals involved cycling at 50W.
During the intervals, participantswere instructed tomaintain
a cadence greater than 70 RPM.The aerobic exercise bout was
prescribed based on previous work demonstrating systemic
increases in neurochemicals with minimal long-term fatigue
or dehydration [21, 22] and is similar to that previously
employed by Roig and colleagues [23] and our lab [6] when
examining aerobic exercise effects on motor learning and
neuroplasticity.

2.4. Experiment 1. As shown in Figure 1(a), CBIwas evaluated
in participants at three time points over a single session:
baseline, before exercise (following 20 minutes of seated
rest), and after exercise. This experimental design allowed
evaluation of changes in CBI following a period of seated rest
(i.e., control) versus a high-intensity aerobic exercise bout.

2.4.1. Cerebellar Inhibition (CBI). Surface electromyography
(EMG) was collected from 1 cm × 1 cm square surface record-
ing electrodes (Covidien, USA) placed over the belly of the
APB of the nondominant hand. EMG signals were collected
using LabChart software (LabChart 7.0, AD instruments,
USA) andwere preamplified (1000x) and band-pass filtered at
10–1000Hz with PowerLab amplification and EMG systems
(AD instruments, USA). Data for all evoked potentials were
sampled at 2000Hz and recorded from 100ms before to
400ms after stimulus delivery.

TMS was first delivered using a figure-of-eight coil
(Magstim 70mm P/N 9790, Magstim Co., UK) and Magstim
2002 stimulator (Magstim Co., UK) over the nondominant
APB M1 representation. At the baseline time point, the coil
was moved over M1 to find the site that elicited the largest
amplitude MEP at the lowest stimulation intensity for APB.
Using Brainsight� image-guided neuronavigation software
(Rogue Resolutions Inc., Canada) and a standardized neu-
roanatomical template, this stimulation site was recorded and
used to maintain coil orientation for all TMS delivery. All
MEPs were evoked at rest. Resting motor threshold (RMT)
was determined by finding the lowest stimulation intensity
that evoked MEPs of at least 50 𝜇V in 5 out of 10 consecutive
trials [24].

CBI was then studied with a protocol similar to previous
work [15, 25]. Cerebellar stimulation was delivered with a
double cone coil (Magstim P/N 9902-00, Magstim Co., UK).
The center of the double cone coil was placed 3 cm lateral
(ipsilateral to the nondominant hand) of the midpoint along
a line between the inion and the mastoid process. The coil
junction was oriented vertically to induce an upward electric
current in the underlying tissue. The conditioning stimulus
(CS) was delivered through this coil immediately prior to

a test stimulus (TS) delivered by the figure-eight coil placed
over the nondominant APB M1 representation.

When examining CBI in previous work, the CS intensity
has been commonly set to 5–10% mean stimulator output
below the threshold for eliciting a cervicomedullary evoked
potential (CMEP) by double cone coil stimulation over the
inion [15, 25]. This past method ensures that CBI waveforms
are not contaminated with CMEPs [15]. Yet CMEPs are
commonly of low amplitude, can be painful for participants,
and cannot be elicited in all participants [26]. Here, we
opted to circumvent theCMEP threshold process and utilized
RMT, determined by TMS delivery with the figure-eight coil
over the APB M1 representation, as a reference point for
setting the CS intensity to a sufficient intensity to elicit CBI
in each participant. Of the 10 individuals that completed
the experiment, a CS intensity equivalent to the previously
established RMT (i.e., 1.0 × RMT) was adequate to evoke
CBI in seven individuals, while a CS intensity of 1.2 × RMT
was needed to evoke CBI for the other three participants.
The TS was set to the intensity that evoked a MEP in the
nondominant APB of 1mV (SI 1mV). CBI was tested at ISIs
of 5, 6, and 7ms between the CS and TS. For each ISI, a
separate block of 20 stimuli was delivered involving 10 CS-
TS trials flanked by five TS alone trials (i.e., 10 TS alone trials
total).The order of blocks was randomized at each time point
that CBI was evaluated. TS intensity was determined prior
to collection of each block of stimuli. All data was collected
within ∼20 minutes of the completion of the rest period and
aerobic exercise bout.

2.4.2. Data Processing. CBI data were processed using a
custom MATLAB script (MathWorks, USA). All CBI trials
were inspected post hoc and discarded if EMG activity during
the 100ms prior to the TMS pulse for each individual trial
exceeded 2 standard deviations (SD) of the average prestim-
ulus signal. Data were also visually inspected post hoc and
trials removed in instances that the CS elicited corticospinal,
cervical root, or antidromic activity [27]. Less than 0.1% of
all responses were removed from further analyses based on
these criteria. CBI was determined for each ISI at each time
point as the ratio of the mean conditioned MEP amplitude
to the mean unconditioned MEP amplitude collected in the
same block of stimuli, where a lower value indicates more
CBI. Baseline CBI data were analyzed online. Initially, five
participants did not demonstrate CBI at baseline with a
CS intensity of 1.0 × RMT and were retested for CBI with
a CS intensity of 1.2 × RMT. Three of these individuals
demonstrated CBI at this higher CS intensity and were tested
at the remaining experimental time points with the higher
CS intensity. Two participants did not show CBI even at
the higher CS intensity and thus their experimental sessions
were discontinued following the baseline measurement. CBI
was considered present at baseline, and the experiment
continued, if a one-sample one-direction 𝑡-test indicated that
CS-TS trials were on average lower than TS alone trials in
the same block at any ISI at baseline (𝑝 < 0.05). The ISI
that yielded the lowest CBI ratio at baseline was identified for
each individual. CBI at this specific ISI for each individual
was then compared between time points in the statistical
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analyses. Previous work has recommended that, in order
to measure a change in CBI induced by an intervention
(i.e., aerobic exercise), it is necessary to initially conduct
CBI procedures with parameters stimulus parameters that
yield an approximate 50% suppression of the TS [27]. The
above described procedures ensured that CBI was evoked at
approximately this amplitude in each participant at the outset
of the experiment.

2.4.3. Statistical Analyses. A one-way repeated measures
analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) was conducted with the
factor time (baseline, before exercise, and after exercise) to
ensure that TS amplitude was similar across time points.
Next, to evaluate whether aerobic exercise impacted CBI,
a second one-way RM-ANOVA with factor time (baseline,
before exercise, and after exercise) was conducted with CBI
ratio as the dependent variable. Post hoc Tukey’s HSD tests
were conducted on the main effect of time.

Following visual inspection for skewness and kurtosis and
objective testing for normality with the Shapiro-Wilk test
with a significance level set at 𝑝 < 0.001 [28], all variables
were found to be normally distributed (𝑊

(10)
≥ 0.916, 𝑝 ≥

0.33). For all statistical tests, significance level was 𝑝 < 0.05.
All descriptive statistics are reported asmean± SD in the text.
Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS (v. 23.0, IBM
Corporation, USA) and Statistica (v. 12.0, Statsoft Inc., Dell
Software, USA) software.

2.5. Experiment 2. The following procedures were conducted
with each participant under each experimental condition
(rest and aerobic exercise). The order of conditions was ran-
domized for each participant (Figure 1(b)). During Experi-
ment 2, EMG was collected as described above for Experi-
ment 1.

2.5.1. Median Nerve Stimulation. Rectangular pulses of
0.2ms duration were delivered over the median nerve at
the wrist of the nondominant hand using a constant current
stimulator (DS7A, Digitimer, UK). Immediately before MEP
recruitment curve collection (see below), electrical stimula-
tion intensity was increased over 5–10 stimuli from below
motor threshold to 1.5 times the minimum current to evoke
the maximal M-wave (Mmax) in APB. Mmax was determined
as the largest peak-to-peak amplitudeM-wave evoked inAPB
in these stimuli. Mmax is a stable measure of muscle activity
during maximal muscle fibre recruitment [29] and was used
as a reference fromwhich to normalizeMEPs evoked by TMS
[6, 7].

2.5.2. Motor Evoked Potential (MEP) Recruitment Curves.
The figure-of-eight coil (Magstim 70mm P/N 9790, Magstim
Co., UK) was used to locate the nondominant APB hotspot
and RMT, as above. Next, a MEP recruitment curve (pre-
PAS) determined corticospinal excitability via measurement
of the amplitude of MEPs elicited at varying TMS intensities.
Ten stimuli were delivered at 0.25Hz in a random order
at intensities ranging from 90 to 150% of RMT, in 10%
increments for a total of 70 stimuli collected over ∼5 minutes
[30]. Recruitment curves were collected using the same

stimulation site and intensities immediately before PAS
(beginning within ∼3 minutes following rest or exercise) and
after PAS (beginning within ∼3minutes after PAS). Including
the delivery of PAS, all assessments were completed within
∼45 minutes following the rest period or aerobic exercise
bout.

2.5.3. Paired Associative Stimulation (PAS). Electrical stimu-
lation was delivered over the median nerve of the nondom-
inant limb with 0.2ms duration pulses at 300% perceptual
threshold 25ms (PAS

25
) or 21ms (PAS

21
) prior to delivery

of suprathreshold single-pulse TMS. TMS was applied over
the APB M1 representation for the nondominant limb at an
intensity that evoked a MEP of approximately 1mV (SI1mV).
In total, 450 paired stimuli were delivered at 0.25Hz (30min-
utes of stimulation). Similar PAS protocols have previously
been shown to enhance corticospinal excitability [6, 31, 32].

2.5.4. Data Processing. MEP recruitment curve data were
processed using a custom MATLAB script (MathWorks,
USA). As in Experiment 1, MEPs were inspected post hoc
and discarded in the case of EMG activity prior to the
TMS pulse (<0.5% of responses removed). Plots of stimu-
lation intensity (% RMT) by MEP amplitude (peak-to-peak
amplitude expressed as % Mmax) were constructed for each
individual at each time point and under each condition. As
with previous work [6, 31, 33], a linear regression line was fit
to the MEP recruitment curve plots (90–150% RMT), with a
larger recruitment curve slope value following PAS indicating
an increase in corticospinal excitability.

2.5.5. Statistical Analyses. To determine whether Mmax
amplitude changed across time in each experimental session,
paired samples 𝑡-tests were conducted for each condition
and each PAS group on pre-PAS and post-PAS time points.
PAS parameters were also tested for any potential differences
between conditions (rest and aerobic exercise) and PAS
groups (PAS

25
and PAS

21
). Two-way mixed ANOVAs were

performed to compare the 300% PT stimulation intensity
(mA), RMT (% mean stimulator output, MSO), SI1mV inten-
sity (%MSO), and pre-PAS recruitment curve slope between
the conditions and PAS groups.

A two-waymixed ANOVAwas conducted to evaluate the
impact of aerobic exercise on PAS response. The dependent
variable was percent change in recruitment curve slope
from before PAS to after PAS. The within-subject factor was
condition (rest and exercise) and the between-groups factor
was PAS group (PAS

25
and PAS

21
). Given evidence from

Experiment 1 that activity in the cerebellothalamocortical
pathway may be modulated by exercise and our hypothesis
that acute aerobic exercise would facilitate response to PAS

25

to a greater extent than PAS
21
, we conducted planned com-

parisons to evaluate the difference in change in recruitment
curve slope evoked under the rest and aerobic exercise con-
ditions for each PAS group separately. To further explore any
potential differences in the magnitude of the effect of aerobic
exercise on response to PAS

25
versus PAS

21
, effect sizes

(𝜂2partial) were calculated on the difference in PAS-induced
change in MEP recruitment curve slope between the rest
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Figure 2: CBI in a single participant at (a) baseline, (b) before exercise, and (c) after exercise. MEP waveforms are averaged from 10MEPs.
Dashed waveforms show MEPs when the TS is delivered alone. Solid line waveforms show MEP waveforms when the TS was preceded by
a CS delivered over the cerebellum. For this individual, the CS was delivered at RMT and preceded the TS by 7ms. TS: test stimulus; CS:
conditioning stimulus.

and aerobic exercise conditions separately for the PAS
25
and

PAS
21
groups. Effect size calculations were interpreted based

on previously developed guidelines [34].
Using criteria as described above in Experiment 1, all vari-

ables were found to be normally distributed (𝑊
(16)
≥ 0.894,

𝑝 ≥ 0.06). All statistical tests were conducted with a signifi-
cance level of 𝑝 < 0.05, all descriptive statistics are reported
as mean ± SD, and statistical analyses were conducted using
SPSS (v. 23.0, IBM Corporation, USA) and Statistica (v 12.0,
Statsoft Inc., Dell Software, USA) software.

3. Results

3.1. Experiment 1. TS amplitude during CBI collection did
not change across experimental time points (𝐹

(2,18)
= 1.07,

𝑝 = 0.37, baseline: 0.99±0.51mV, before: 1.22±0.50mV, and
after: 1.12 ± 0.55mV). Figure 2 shows mean MEP waveforms
collected for CBI in a single participant at each time point.
Figure 3 depicts the CBI ratios averaged across the group
at each time point. The one-way RM-ANOVA conducted on
CBI ratio detected a significant main effect of time (𝐹

(2,18)
=

6.11, 𝑝 = 0.01). Post hoc analyses indicated that CBI ratio
was significantly higher following aerobic exercise compared
to the baseline (𝑝 = 0.01) and preexercise time points (𝑝 =
0.04). In contrast, CBI ratio did not change from before to
after the period of seated rest (baseline to before exercise,
𝑝 = 0.84).

3.2. Experiment 2. Mmax did not change across time (before
PAS and after PAS) in the rest or aerobic exercise conditions
in either the PAS

25
or PAS

21
groups (𝑡

(15)
≤ |1.62|, 𝑝 ≥

0.13). Additionally, there were no effects of condition, PAS
group, or interactions for 300% PT, RMT, SI1mV intensities,
and pre-PAS MEP recruitment curve slope (𝐹

(1,30)
≤ 1.42,

𝑝 ≥ 0.24). These analyses indicate that when considering
the entire study sample, there were no differences in PAS
procedures or initial MEP recruitment curve slope across
conditions (rest and aerobic exercise) or PAS group (PAS

25

and PAS
21
).
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Figure 3: CBI ratios averaged across the group. A value of 1.0 on
the 𝑦-axis (depicted by dashed line) indicates the amplitude of the
TS alone. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (𝑝 < 0.05). Error
bars represent one standard deviation. CBI: cerebellar inhibition.

Figure 4 shows the data points comprising pre-PAS and
post-PAS MEP recruitment curve plots for each participant
from both the PAS

25
and PAS

21
groups under each condition.

The group average linear regression lines for theMEP recruit-
ment curve plots, depicting the slope across the study sample
at pre-PAS and post-PAS time points under each condition
and in each PAS group, are also depicted in Figure 4. The
mixed ANOVA detected a significant main effect of condi-
tion on change in recruitment curve slope evoked by PAS
(𝐹
(1,30)
= 6.49, 𝑝 = 0.02), a trend for an effect of PAS group

(𝐹
(1,30)
= 3.75, 𝑝 = 0.06), and no interaction effect (𝐹

(1,30)
=

1.10, 𝑝 = 0.30). The hypothesis that the magnitude of the
acute aerobic exercise effect on PAS response would differ
between PAS

25
and PAS

21
protocols was tested by planned

comparisons. MEP recruitment curve slope was increased to
a greater extent by PAS

25
under the aerobic exercise condition

(59.8 ± 73.5% increase) compared to the rest condition (14.2±
32.7% increase; 𝐹

(1,30)
= 6.47, 𝑝 = 0.02), but there was no

significant difference between conditions in themagnitude of
change evoked by PAS

21
(rest: 3.7 ± 36.3%, aerobic exercise:
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Figure 4:MEP recruitment curve data before and after PAS under rest (a and c) and aerobic exercise conditions (b and d) for each participant
in both the PAS

25
(a and b) and PAS

21
(c and d) groups. Unfilled circles and filled squares depictMEP amplitude at each stimulator intensity for

each participant at pre- and post-PAS time points, respectively. Likewise, dashed and solid lines depict linear regression lines showing average
recruitment curve slope for the group at pre- and post-PAS time points, respectively. MEP: motor evoked potential; Mmax: maximal motor-
wave; PAS

25
: paired associative stimulation with 25ms interstimulus interval; PAS

21
: paired associative stimulation with 21ms interstimulus

interval; TMS: transcranial magnetic stimulation; RMT: resting motor threshold.

22.7 ± 46.7%; 𝐹
(1,30)
= 1.12, 𝑝 = 0.30) (Figure 5). Further,

effect size calculations indicated that aerobic exercise had a
large facilitatory effect on response to PAS

25
(𝜂2partial = 0.27)

and a small-moderate facilitatory effect on response to PAS
21

(𝜂2partial = 0.09).

4. Discussion

We conducted two experiments to examine (1) the impact
of acute aerobic exercise on the excitability of cerebellar
circuits and (2) the potential role of cerebellar circuits in
mediating acute aerobic exercise-induced modulation of M1
plasticity. In Experiment 1, we found that CBI was decreased
immediately following acute high-intensity aerobic exercise.

In Experiment 2, planned comparisons revealed that the M1
excitatory response to PAS

25
, but not PAS

21
, was significantly

facilitated by acute aerobic exercise; however, the magnitude
of the exercise effect on PAS response was not significantly
different between PAS protocols (i.e., nonsignificant interac-
tion). Previous work demonstrated that the LTP-like effects
of PAS

25
, but not PAS with shorter ISIs (i.e., PAS

21
), on

M1 excitability are partly mediated by cerebellar circuits
[18]. Thus, the present work suggests that acute aerobic
exercise modulates activity in the cerebellothalamocortical
circuit (Experiment 1) and provides modest evidence that
cerebellar circuitsmay contribute to aerobic exercise-induced
facilitation of LTP-like plasticity in M1 (Experiment 2).These
findings have implications for understanding the motor
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Figure 5: Change in MEP recruitment curve slope evoked by
PAS under rest and aerobic exercise conditions. Asterisks indicate
statistical significance (𝑝 < 0.05). Error bars represent one standard
deviation. MEP: motor evoked potential; PAS

25
: paired associative

stimulation with 25ms interstimulus interval; PAS
21
: paired associa-

tive stimulation with 21ms interstimulus interval.

circuits underpinning acute aerobic exercise influences on
neuroplasticity in M1.

4.1. Experiment 1. The majority of research investigating the
mechanisms by which acute aerobic exercise affects the brain
has focused on the role of neurochemicals, such as cate-
cholamines and neurotrophic growth factors, which are tran-
siently elevated after a bout of aerobic exercise [22, 35–38].
These increases in neurochemicals are thought to promote
the development of a cortical environment that is supportive
of plasticity and, hence, receptive to meaningful experience
(e.g., cognitive training, skilled motor practice) [39, 40]. The
contention that acute aerobic exercise creates a particularly
neuroplasticmilieu in the cortex is further supported bywork
demonstrating reduced SICI [8, 9] and enhanced ICF [9]
in M1 representations for nonexercised muscles. SICI and
ICF reflect activity of GABA (𝛾-amino butyric acid) [41] and
NMDA (N-methylD-aspartate) [42] receptors, both of which
are highly implicated in the induction of LTP-like plasticity
in M1 [43, 44]. Thus, while acute aerobic exercise alone does
not necessarily induce neuroplasticity in M1, it appears to
prepare or “prime” the brain for plasticity to occur. This
notion is consistent with the principle of “gating” of plasticity,
which proposes that the induction of synaptic plasticity is
dependent on the excitability of the stimulated neurons [45].
In the current paradigm, a weakening of M1 intracortical
inhibitory and strengthening of facilitatory circuits by acute
aerobic exercise [8, 9] concurrent with delivery of a plasticity
induction protocol to M1 (PAS) would then be expected to
“gate” (i.e., facilitate) the PAS effects.

The results from Experiment 1 demonstrate that acute
aerobic exercise may also modulate activity in cerebellar
circuits that project to M1. Specifically, we found that CBI in
a nonexercised muscle of the hand was reduced immediately
following a single bout of high-intensity cycling (Figure 3).
CBI, as measured with dual-coil paired-pulse TMS, involves
cerebellar stimulation 5–7ms prior to M1 stimulation, result-
ing in a suppression of the MEP elicited by M1 stimulation
alone [15–17, 46]. The cerebellar stimulation is thought to
activate Purkinje cells, which inhibit the tonic excitatory
drive from the dentate nucleus to M1 via the ventral lateral
thalamus [10, 15, 16]. Previous studies have confirmed this
CBI circuit, ruling out a potential effect of the cerebellar
stimulus on activation of the brachial plexus, corticospinal
tract, or other potential subcortical influences [16, 47]. Past
work has also indicated no direct effect of acute aerobic
exercise on corticospinal excitability [6–9] or spinal excitabil-
ity [48] of nonexercised upper limb muscles, suggesting
that the observed release of CBI was likely not mediated
by changes at these sites. However, interactions between
interneuronal populations involved in SICI and those which
receive cerebellar projections must also be considered [17].
Specifically, a contribution of reduced SICI after acute aerobic
exercise [8, 9] in mediating the presently observed reduction
in CBI cannot be entirely excluded. Yet SICI represents
one of many interneuronal populations in M1 and is likely
not the sole recipient of cerebellar inputs to M1 [17, 41].
Regardless, our results indicate that inhibition of M1 induced
by activation of the cerebellothalamocortical pathways is
reduced immediately following acute aerobic exercise.

The driving force behind modulation of neural inputs to
M1 by acute aerobic exercise may relate back to aforemen-
tioned changes in catecholamines and neurotrophic growth
factors in the brain following aerobic exercise [22, 35–38].
For example, animalwork has demonstrated aerobic exercise-
induced elevations in brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) in multiple brain regions, including the cerebellum
[49]. Nevertheless, when considering previous reports of
reduced SICI after aerobic exercise [8, 9], it seems that a more
likely mechanism for the present finding of reduced CBI may
relate to an impact of aerobic exercise on GABA. GABA is
the chief inhibitory neurotransmitter in the central nervous
system and both inhibitory interneurons inM1 [41] andPurk-
inje cells in the cerebellum are GABAergic [50]. A shift from
inhibitory to excitatory neurotransmitters immediately after
aerobic exercise could then account for both intracortical [8,
9] and the cerebellothalamocortical changes reported here.
However, without a direct measure of GABA levels in the
central nervous system, we cannot conclusively determine its
involvement in the presently reported effects. Nevertheless,
such changes in excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitter
systems could contribute towards the creation of a favorable
M1 environment for induction of plasticity, as suggested in
other works [5–7].

4.2. Experiment 2. In Experiment 2, we examined the effects
of acute aerobic exercise on changes in corticospinal excit-
ability evoked by PAS

25
and PAS

21
. Although there is some

evidence for involvement of spinal circuits [51], changes in
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corticospinal excitability evoked by PAS are thought to largely
reflect alterations in M1 excitability, given a lack of change
in F-waves and potentials evoked by electrical brainstem
stimulation following PAS [32]. PAS exerts its effects on
M1 excitability via spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP),
with excitatory effects evoked when the ISI between the
sensory and cortical stimuli is equal to or slightly greater than
the latency of the N20 sensory evoked potential (i.e., the time
for a sensory volley to reachM1) [52]. As such, excitatory PAS
is typically delivered using ISIs ranging from approximately
21ms to 25ms, with the sensory input generally thought to
reach M1 by rapid conduction via the dorsal column-medial
lemniscal system to the sensory thalamus, followed by either
direct thalamic connections or via somatosensory cortex
[18, 32, 52–55]. Importantly though, past work demonstrated
that both anodal and cathodal transcranial direct current
stimulation of the cerebellum blocks PAS

25
effects on M1

excitability but has no effect on response to excitatory PAS
delivered with a slightly shorter ISI of 21.5ms [18]. Further
work has demonstrated that continuous theta burst stimula-
tion of the cerebellum modulates changes in M1 excitability
evoked by PAS

25
[14]. Thus, PAS

25
appears to utilize trans-

cerebellar sensory pathways to enhance M1 excitability, in
addition to themore direct sensory pathways involved in PAS
with slightly shorter ISIs [18].This interpretation is consistent
with animal work demonstrating indirect sensory pathways
to M1 that travel through the cerebellum [56–58].

Although a test of the interaction effect in the mixed
ANOVA was nonsignificant and suggests that the magnitude
of the acute aerobic exercise effect on PAS response was
not significantly different between PAS protocols, planned
comparisons demonstrated that acute aerobic exercise signif-
icantly facilitated response to PAS

25
, but not PAS

21
(Figure 5).

Also, effect size calculations showed that the aerobic exercise
bout had a large effect on response to PAS

25
(𝜂2partial = 0.27)

and a small-moderate effect on the PAS
21
protocol (𝜂2partial =

0.09). Thus, the results of these planned comparisons indi-
rectly suggest that the facilitatory effect of acute aerobic
exercise on PAS response was at least partly dependent on the
PAS protocol that was employed. As the primary mechanistic
difference between PAS

25
and PAS

21
is the involvement of a

trans-cerebellar sensory pathway [18], this finding combined
with an acute aerobic exercise effect on CBI in Experiment 1
suggests that activity in the cerebellothalamocortical pathway
is modulated by acute aerobic exercise and may subsequently
play a role in facilitating M1 plasticity. Nevertheless, it is
unlikely that the effects of acute aerobic exercise on response
to excitatory PAS of M1 are mediated solely by excitability
changes in cerebellar circuits. Although acute aerobic exercise
did not significantly facilitate PAS

21
response, effect size

calculations of the exercise influence on the PAS
21

protocol
alone demonstrated that aerobic exercise still had a facilita-
tory effect of nearlymoderatemagnitude [34].Thus, it ismore
probable that excitability changes in this trans-cerebellar
sensory pathway summated with changes in other motor
circuits, such as SICI and ICF [8, 9], to amplify the facilitatory
effects of aerobic exercise on M1 plasticity evoked by PAS

25
,

compared to PAS
21
.

We also observed a trend (𝑝 = 0.06) for a main
effect of PAS protocol, indicating that the change in slope
evoked by PAS was greater with PAS

25
compared to PAS

21

when collapsed across conditions (rest and aerobic exercise).
Participant characteristics and experimental procedures were
comparable between PAS groups and are unlikely to have
contributed to this trend. Importantly, the trend for an effect
of PAS protocol appears to be driven by the difference
between PAS groups under the aerobic exercise condition
(PAS
25
: 59.8 ± 73.5%, PAS

21
: 22.7 ± 46.7% increases), rather

than the rest condition (PAS
25
: 14.2 ± 32.7%, PAS

21
: 3.7 ±

36.3% increases). However, a slight difference in the mag-
nitude of the PAS effect at rest may relate to differences in
STDP between PAS

25
and PAS

21
. For example, PAS

21
may

be on the cusp of the appropriate ISI range to produce LTP-
like effects and consequently elicit smaller effects. Further,
the involvement of additional sensory pathways in PAS

25

compared to PAS
21
[18] could also plausibly affect the size of

the resting PAS response. Regardless, we were not interested
in comparing the magnitude of the PAS response between
protocols, but rather in comparing the magnitude of the aer-
obic exercise effect on PAS response between the protocols.

4.3. Limitations. Although participants were instructed to
minimize upper limb muscle activity during the aerobic
exercise bout, EMG activity was not monitored. Thus, it is
possible that gripping of the cycle ergometer handle bars
could have contributed to the observed effects in both
experiments. Also, it is difficult to definitively determinewhat
aspects of the aerobic exercise bout caused the observed
effects; for example, whether the results might be influenced
by fatiguing, rather than nonfatiguing, or active versus
passive leg movements cannot be elucidated from the current
experimental design. Nevertheless, given the accumulating
evidence for acute aerobic exercise effects on excitability
of intracortical circuits [8, 9] and neurochemicals [36], we
suggest that the observed effects are more likely related
to a direct impact of aerobic exercise on the brain. In
Experiment 2, an exercise-induced change in arousal and/or
attention [59] could have influenced our results, as a response
to PAS has been previously shown to depend on attention to
the stimuli [60]. However, participants were not instructed to
attend to the PAS stimuli under either condition or in either
PAS group. Also, Singh and colleagues [5] demonstrated a
similar facilitatory effect of acute aerobic exercise, compared
to rest, on PAS

25
response when participants’ attention levels

were monitored, suggesting that attentional changes likely do
not drive these acute aerobic exercise effects. Nevertheless,
our decision to not instruct participants to attend to the PAS
stimuli may have attenuated the PAS responses observed in
our study. Finally, we tested different participants for the
PAS
25
and PAS

21
protocols. Utilizing a full repeatedmeasures

experimental design would have removed any potential
influence of participant characteristics on the magnitude of
the aerobic exercise effect; however, the characteristics of the
groups were well-matched (i.e., age, sex, cardiorespiratory
fitness, and physical activity levels). Therefore, despite this
limitation, we are confident that the current results were not
significantly influenced by our experimental design.
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4.4. Implications. The impact of acute aerobic exercise on
neuroplasticity in human M1 is a relatively recent discovery
[5–7] that has led to speculation that acute aerobic exercise
may be used to “prime” the learning of motor skills in sport
and neurorehabilitation settings [39, 40]. This idea is sup-
ported by work showing benefits of acute aerobic exercise on
motor learning tasks [6, 23]. Our current findings, suggesting
an impact of acute aerobic exercise on cerebellar circuits, are
in linewith the results of our previous behavioral experiments
[6] that demonstrated an effect of high-intensity aerobic
exercise specifically on complex motor task elements asso-
ciated with cerebellar function [13]. Interestingly, reductions
in CBI, similar to those observed in Experiment 1 following
high-intensity aerobic exercise, have also been demonstrated
following the learning of a locomotor adaptation [61] and a
visual hand perturbation task [62]. Thus, acute aerobic exer-
cise may have the capacity to initiate physiological processes
in the cerebellum that underpin motor learning. Given our
findings here, further studies might consider whether the
learning of motor tasks known to involve cerebellar function
is particularly amenable to augmentation by acute aerobic
exercise. It may also be of interest to consider how acute aer-
obic exercise impacts the sensorimotor system specifically in
individuals with cerebellar damage. For example, cerebellar
stroke influences the manner in which complex motor skills
are learned [13]; perhaps, aerobic exercise has potential to
normalize such deficits.

4.5. Conclusions. This study suggests that acute aerobic
exercise may impact the excitability of cerebellar circuits
(Experiment 1) and provides modest evidence that cerebellar
circuits may contribute to exercise-induced increases in LTP-
like plasticity in M1 (Experiment 2). Taken with previous
work investigating intracortical M1 excitability after acute
aerobic exercise [8, 9], our results suggest that aerobic exercise
may promote a somewhat global decrease in inhibitory input
to M1, which could contribute to the creation of a favorable
neural environment for the induction of LTP-like plasticity.
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